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Executive Summary
This project addresses the student loan debt crisis within Massachusetts. Such a broad
and complex topic required a multi-faceted approach, and was dealt with by addressing the
policies proposed in the Bill and by creating a Know Your Rights Guide to educate student
borrowers about the structure of student loans and their rights. The two documents presented
here include a commentary on the Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights (“the Bill”)
currently under consideration in the state legislature, as well as a detailed Know Your Rights
Guide for Massachusetts borrowers to help them understand and strategically manage their
student loan debt. These documents will help the Public Higher Education Network of
Massachusetts (“PHENOM”) in its effort to stop the predatory practices that frequently plague
student loan borrowers, particularly marginalized borrowers who are most often the victims of
these practices. These works on student loan borrowers were written through a social justice lens
by Law Office 13 at Northeastern University School of Law. Law Office 13 is composed of
fifteen first year law students, who produced this project as part of their curriculum requirement
to develop their legal skills in a social context.
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The Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights: Context and Commentary through a
Social Justice Lens
Introduction
The introduction provides an overview for the Massachusetts Bill commentary and
describes PHENOM’s interest and motivation for producing the commentary. PHENOM
believes the Bill to be an important step toward providing easier access to higher education for
Massachusetts students.

Financing Higher Education Through Student Debt
There is a student debt crisis in Massachusetts, which is steadily growing and requires
servicer regulation. With the consistent increases in higher education tuition, borrowers would
benefit from state regulation that limits unfair predatory practices by student loan servicers. This
section covers the scope and structure of the student debt crisis, current servicer regulations,
threats to those protections, as well as the potential for further state action.

The Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights
The Massachusetts state legislature is currently considering a Bill that would provide new
resources for student borrowers and place new restrictions on loan servicers to limit abusive
practices. The provided walkthrough goes through each section of the Bill and outlines its
provisions in plain language. There is also significant discussion of the proposed Student Loan
Ombudsman, and the role they would have in resolving borrower complaints, providing
educational outreach, collecting data, and recommending policy.

The Student Loan Landscape and Regulatory Processes
The federal government offers multiple repayment programs and options centered around
a borrower’s financial and income-based background. This section sets out to provide an
overview of current practices through an examination of student loan characteristics that impact
ii

a borrower’s management of their debt, while identifying harmful servicer practices and possible
remedies currently available to borrowers. With regard to public policy, the section discusses the
role of servicers in the student loan industry and governmental agencies in regulating servicing
practices. It concludes with commentary on the gaps in consumer protections for student loan
borrowers.

Variations Among Borrower’s Bill of Rights
There is a growing trend toward state regulation of student loan servicers to respond to
the national student debt crisis. California, Connecticut, Washington, D.C., and Illinois have all
passed state-level protection for student loan borrowers. Fifteen other states, including
Massachusetts, have introduced similar bills. There are variations in how each state has
addressed the crisis. It is worth examining how states’ actions vary to identify the strengths and
weakness of their legislation to better understand the Massachusetts Bill.

Bill Analysis
The focus of this section is the Bill itself. A brief overview of how to interpret statutes
sets up an annotated version of the Bill, which provides specific legal context, analysis, and
recommendations. The language analysis that follows discusses ambiguous language within the
Bill, which could work to the Bill’s benefit or detriment, depending on how the relevant agencies
choose to put the Bill into practice.

Recommendations
With the analysis of the Bill complete, the commentary suggests possible changes in
order to increase the Bill’s effectiveness. The recommendations include: (1) incorporating
language to explicitly state the intent of the Bill; (2) clarifying ambiguous language if possible;
(3) adding in additional protections for consumers; (4) relocating the Student Loan Ombudsman
iii

within the Attorney General’s Office, while leaving the licensing and investigation of servicers
to the expertise of the Division of Banks; and (5) utilizing a volume-based funding scheme to
ensure adequate funding for the Student Loan Ombudsman.

Impact
The Bill would further strengthen a state-led initiative toward correcting a national crisis.
The Bill would work to collect data on how servicer practices disparately impact different
populations in order to identify groups who are especially vulnerable. Uncovered data will allow
more efficient and targeted programs and policies to assist borrowers. The Ombudsman would
also serve a key role as an alternative to litigation for those who do not have the legal resources
to fight abusive practices.

Conclusion
Massachusetts has an opportunity to have a positive impact on its student borrowers by
filling in the gaps that federal protections have left exposed. By acting on behalf of its student
borrowers, Massachusetts would be investing in the education of its residents, and thus in the
economic and social well-being of the Commonwealth.
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Know Your Rights: A Comprehensive Guide on Student Loan Practices
The Know Your Rights Guide is intended to help Massachusetts student loan borrowers
navigate their student loans, by covering what student loans are, how they work, and how to
handle the challenges they can cause. Besides information on the loans themselves, the end of
the guide includes a glossary of relevant terms, answers to frequently asked questions, and
additional resources outside of the guide.

Financial Basics
This section provides a brief introduction to the most important finance terms for those
who are new to loans.

Financing Your Education
This section covers how to pay for school, apply for aid, and get loans if needed. There
are alternatives to loans, such as work study or federal grants for low-income students or
underrepresented populations. There is advice on how to apply, what to apply for, and who is
eligible for what. Loans are one of the most common, but complicated ways of paying for
college, and often students do not understand what they need or what is best for them. For
example, students will need to understand the different types of loans, interest rates, loan limits,
and fees.

Parents and Co-Signers
Students may not be able to get enough loans on their own, but parents and co-signers
can help. Parents may apply for loans for their children to use, and co-signers can help students
get more or better loans, although the co-signer will then be responsible for the loans if the
student doesn’t pay them back.
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Repayment Plans
Unlike private loans, federal loans offer flexible repayment plans that accommodate
different types of borrowers, depending on their eligibility information. Under the federal Direct
Loan Program, student borrowers may be eligible for a number of repayment plans. Alternative
repayment plans may be available depending on the student’s financial background and total
earned income. Students who need additional time may request grace periods to temporarily
pause their payments.

Loan Forgiveness & Discharge
While a student borrower’s debt does not vanish over time if left unpaid, in certain
circumstances, they may have their loans forgiven. This includes individuals working in certain
public service professions. It is also possible to have student loans discharged, such as when a
borrower’s school closes or acts illegally, or if the borrower becomes disabled or declares
bankruptcy.

Default Consequences
If the student loan borrower cannot pay their debt after a certain amount of time, the loan
goes into default. Once in default, consequences, such as damaged credit or garnished wages
may occur. The guide shows the difference in consequences for defaulting on federal and private
loans, as well as how to deal with abusive practices by debt collectors.

Unfair Servicer Practices
It is important for a borrower to know their rights when dealing with abusive and unfair
loan servicing and debt collection. The guide covers common predatory practices of loan
servicers and offers possible solutions for borrowers.

vi

Conclusion
The federal government has not responded sufficiently to the student loan debt crisis, and
so state action is needed. If states remain idle, there will be long-term consequences at the local
and national levels. The Bill will use public policy to fill in gaps in protections through the
licensing scheme and the creation of the Student Loan Ombudsman. There is also an immediate
need for individual borrower education which will be provided through the Know Your Rights
Guide.
The subject is important as it is necessary for Massachusetts to work toward protecting its
students. Increased borrower rights and education would both demonstrate the importance of
education within Massachusetts and nurture the futures of its students. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has always served as a beacon for the nation, and now has the opportunity to
demonstrate that the right to education is essential for economic and social growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Commentary Roadmap
In September 2017, the Public Higher Education Network of Massachusetts
("PHENOM") engaged Law Office 13, a group of students from Northeastern School of Law
("NUSL"), to conduct a statutory analysis of the proposed Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of
Rights (“the Bill”) from a social justice perspective.1 In the face of mounting education debt and
uncertainty about the adequacy of protections at the federal level, many state legislatures have
taken action to provide added protection for student loan borrowers.2 Connecticut, California,
Illinois, and Washington, D.C. have passed such legislation and at least fifteen additional states
have proposed such legislation including Massachusetts.3 The Bill, filed in the Massachusetts
House and Senate on January 19, 2017, is part of this recent wave of state action.4
The Bill seeks to accomplish three primary goals: (1) to explicitly hold student loan
servicers to a common standard of business practices; (2) to provide student loan borrowers with
accessible avenues for remedies when they are treated unfairly; and (3) to educate student loan
borrowers and empower them to make informed decisions about their loans.5 To accomplish
these goals, the Bill would establish a licensing system for student loan servicers who operate in
Massachusetts, establish an ombudsman's office to receive borrowers’ complaints and assist with

1

See S.B. 129, 190th Gen. Court, Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2017).
Jillian Berman, States to DeVos: We’ll Keep Cracking Down On Student-loan Companies, MARKETWATCH (Mar.
3, 2018), https://www.marketwatch.com/story/states-to-devos-well-keep-cracking-down-on-student-loancompanies-2018-03-02#false.
3
See Appendix A for a summary of legislation in other states and the District of Columbia.
4
S.B. 129, 190th Gen. Court, Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2017); Berman, supra note 2.
5
S.B. 129, 190th Gen. Court, Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2017); Eric P. Lesser, It’s Time For a Student Loan Bill Of Rights in
Massachusetts (Guest Viewpoint), MASSLIVE (Mar. 16, 2017),
http://www.masslive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2017/03/guest_viewpoint_its_time_for_a.html.
2
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their resolution, and create an education and outreach program for prospective and current
student loan borrowers.6
The following commentary discusses a number of different aspects regarding student
loan borrowing in order to provide a proper analysis of the Bill within its broader context. Part II
of this commentary provides context for the Bill by discussing the student loan debt crisis in
Massachusetts and the general legal and regulatory framework of higher education financing.
Part III provides a detailed walkthrough of the Bill by examining each of its provisions. Part IV
describes the political and regulatory context of the student loan debt crisis, which includes an
overview of the higher education loan process, the role and practices of student loan servicers,
remedies available to student loan borrowers, and gaps in protections available to borrowers. Part
V provides a comparative analysis of the various pieces of legislation proposed or enacted in
different states. Part VI returns to the Bill, providing an annotated copy of the Bill and an indepth analysis of its language. Part VII provides language-based and structural recommendations
for the Bill. Part VIII discusses the Bill’s potential impact on Massachusetts borrowers.

PHENOM’s Goals for the Project
PHENOM is an organization that strives to build a long-term movement for affordable,
accessible, and well-funded public higher education in Massachusetts.7 PHENOM’s work
focuses on education, agitation, mobilization, and advocacy.8 PHENOM “undertakes the
research, organization, and coalition-building required to win short-term victories and,
ultimately, to build a long-term movement for free higher education.”9

6

See S.B. 129, 190th Gen. Court, Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2017).
Early History & Accomplishments, PUB. HIGHER EDUC. NETWORK OF MASS., http://phenomonline.org/historyaccomplishments/ (last visited Mar. 5, 2018).
8
Id.
9
Id.
7

2

PHENOM views the Bill as a specific step toward meaningfully addressing the harmful,
predatory practices of many student loan servicers.10 The organization’s primary goals for the
Bill include:
(1) Creating an extensive system of checks on student loan creditors that will deter and
prevent unfair, abusive, and deceptive practices that harm borrowers;11
(2) Providing protections and relief in a manner that is beneficial to the widest possible range
of people, including the most marginalized student loan borrowers and victims of
predatory student lending; and12
(3) Enacting legislation that refreshes the public’s interest and role in financing higher
education and can contribute to building the groundwork for a movement towards free
higher education.13
This commentary provided to PHENOM is a comprehensive study of the Bill with a focus on
its social justice implications. It is our hope that PHENOM uses the analysis and
recommendations below to amend and improve the Bill and to ensure that the Bill can take into
account victims of predatory student lending including the most marginalized student loan
borrowers.

10

Interview with Zac Bears, Exec. Dir., Pub. Higher Educ. Network of Mass., in Boston, Mass. (Sept. 27, 2017).
Id.
12
Id.
13
Id.
11
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II. FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION
THROUGH STUDENT DEBT
Student Debt in Massachusetts
“My husband and I both work [full time] and very hard but this [student loan] bill
has given us nothing but grief and if it sends me/us into collections and screws up
my personal credit we will never be able to move forward in any way... This is
making it very difficult for us to keep up with other bills, [our children’s] daycare
expenses, paying our mortgage on time and putting food on the table among other
unexpected bills that can occur through the months. I know there are many people,
students in this predicament and I feel this needs to be addressed immediately and
taken very seriously.” - Complaint submitted to CFPB from private student loan
borrower from Massachusetts14
Today, more than 44 million Americans have over $1.4 trillion in student loan debt.15 In
2014, Massachusetts had approximately 980,000 federal student loan borrowers owing a total of
$24,214,544 in federal student loan debt.16 As the cost of attending college increases, student
loan borrowers (“borrower”) are taking on more and more debt in order to finance their
educations. Sixty-five percent of students attending a four-year college in Massachusetts take out
education loans by the time they have graduated.17 In 2014, these borrowers’ average student
loan debt upon graduation was $29,391.18 Nationwide, average debt per student increased by
fifty-five percent between the academic years 2001-2002 and 2011-2012.19 As seen in Figure 1,
14

Complaint 2704438, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Oct. 17, 2017), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/dataresearch/consumer-complaints/search/detail/2704438 (emphasis added). This commentary contains a
number of quotations from complaints filed with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).
Citations contain a link to the data set on the CFPB website and an additional copy of the quoted
complaints are provided in the Appendix B.
15
A Look at the Shocking Student Debt Loan Statistics for 2018, STUDENT LOAN HERO,
https://studentloanhero.com/student-loan-debt-statistics/ (last updated Jan. 24, 2018).
16
DOMESTIC POLICY COUNCIL & COUNCIL OF ECON. ADVISERS, TAKING ACTION: HIGHER EDUCATION AND
STUDENT DEBT 18 (June 2014),
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/student_debt_report_final.pdf.
17
INST. FOR COLL. ACCESS & SUCCESS, STATE BY STATE DATA 2015, https://ticas.org/posd/state-statedata-2015#overlay=posd/state_data/2015/ma (select Mass.) (last visited Mar.6, 2018).
18
Id.
19
William J. Cox, The Student Borrower: Slave to the Servicer?, 27 LOY. CONSUMER L. REV. 189, 195 (2015),
https://lawecommons.luc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1950&context=lclr.
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the cost of attending the University of Massachusetts has increased by eighteen percent over the
past five years.20
Figure 1: Weighted Average of In-State Tuition & Mandatory Fees21
FY-2013

FY-2018

5 Year Difference

5 Yr % Change

University of Massachusetts

$12,486

$14,734

$2,248

18.0%

State Universities*

$8,212

$9,962

$1,750

21.3%

Community Colleges

$5,115

$6,034

$919

18.0%

*Excluding Mass Maritime and Mass College of Art and Design

For college students, the decision to take out student loans is often among the first major
financial transactions they make.22 Many of these borrowers are not well informed about the
types of loans available, and the differences between their options.23 Many students also
overestimate their future ability to repay their loans.24 As discussed below in Section IV, flexible
repayment options and loan forgiveness programs present opportunities to help borrowers
manage their student debt.25 However, borrowers struggle to take advantage of loan benefits
designed to protect them from default, often due to a lack of information about their options.26
Large amounts of student debt can cause many borrowers to put their futures on hold by
postponing marriage, delaying having children, moving back in with their parents after
graduation, holding off on buying a home, or deferring saving for retirement.27 The Know Your

20

See MASS. DEP’T OF EDUC., TUITION AND MANDATORY FEES AT MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES (Feb. 2, 2018), http://www.mass.edu/datacenter/tuition/AppendixTuitionFeesWeight7.asp
21
Id.
22
Cox, supra note 19, at 196.
23
Id. at 195-196.
24
Id. at 196.
25
See infra Section IV: Access to Information Regarding Student Loan Repayment Options.
26
Acacia Squires, Did You Know You Can Lower Your Student Loan Payments? I Didn't, NPR (Nov. 16, 2015, 7:03
AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2015/11/16/415212006/did-you-know-you-can-lower-your-studentloan-payments-i-didnt; see also Seth Frotman & Christa Gibbs, Too Many Student Loan Borrowers
Struggling, Not Enough Benefiting From Affordable Repayment Options, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU
(Aug. 16, 2017), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/too-many-student-loan-borrowersstruggling-not-enough-benefiting-affordable-repayment-options/.
27
Jennifer Wolf, More and More Women Are Drowning in College Debt -Meet 5 of Them, COSMOPOLITAN (Aug.
23, 2017), https://www.cosmopolitan.com/college/a12007348/college-debt-feature-september-2017/.
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Rights Guide in the second Part of this project addresses these issues by providing a step-by-step
resource that borrowers can use to better understand their student loans.
The education loan system overall has adversely affected many Americans. In September
2017 the U.S. Department of Education reported that among the five million borrowers who
began repayment on October 1, 2013, over 580,000 of them (about 11.5 percent) defaulted
within the first three years of their repayments.28 A borrower’s “raw amount of debt” does not by
itself predict whether the borrower is at risk for default.29 A better predictor of this risk is a high
debt-to-income ratio.30 Student loan debt is considered unmanageable when the borrower is
paying more than eight percent of their income towards their student loans.31 Certain segments of
the population are particularly vulnerable to unmanageable student debt and the risk of default.
These include borrowers who are first generation college students,32 borrowers of color –
especially Black and Hispanic borrowers,33 women,34 older borrowers,35 borrowers with

28

Danielle Douglas-Gabriel, The Number of People Defaulting on Federal Student Loans is Climbing, WASH. POST
(Sept. 28, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2017/09/28/the-number-ofpeople-defaulting-on-federal-student-loans-is-climbing/?utm_term=.8188d7419cbb; Press Release, U.S.
Dep’t of Educ., U.S. Department of Education Releases National Student Loan FY 2014 Cohort Default
Rate (Sept. 27, 2017), https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/us-department-education-releases-nationalstudent-loan-fy-2014-cohort-default-rate.
29
Daniela Kraiem, The Cost of Opportunity: Student Debt and Social Mobility, 48 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 689, 698
(2015), http://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1310&context=facsch_
lawrev.
30
Id.
31
Id. at 700.
32
FED. RESERVE SYS., REPORT ON THE ECONOMIC WELL-BEING OF U.S. HOUSEHOLDS IN 2015 55 (May 2016),
https://www.federalreserve.gov/2015-report-economic-well-being-us-households-201605.pdf.
33
Id.
34
ANASTASIA WILSON, UNIV. OF MASS. AMHERST, THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF MOUNTING STUDENT DEBT
IN MASSACHUSETTS 37 (Pub. Higher Educ. Network of Mass. 2015), http://phenomonline.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/AT-2015-Causes-_-Consequences-Student-Debt-Final-April.pdf (last visited Mar.
10, 2018); See also Wolf, supra note 27.
35
CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, SNAPSHOT OF OLDER CONSUMERS AND STUDENT LOAN DEBT 2-11 (Jan. 2017),
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201701_cfpb_OA-Student-Loan-Snapshot.pdf [hereinafter
CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, OLDER CONSUMERS AND STUDENT LOAN DEBT].
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permanent disabilities,36 military service members,37 students who attended for-profit colleges,38
low loan borrowers,39 and borrowers with one or more dependents – such as children or elderly
parents.40

Legal and Regulatory Framework of Higher Education and Student Loans
“In the next school year alone, 140,000 young men and women will be enrolled in
college who, but for the provisions of this bill, would have never gone past high
school. We will reap the rewards of their wiser citizenship and their greater
productivity for decades to come.” - President Lyndon B. Johnson, upon signing
the Higher Education Act of 196541
The Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA) created what is now the current federal student
loan program.42 Since its passage, market-based metaphors of “education as commodity” and
“students as consumers” have dominated discourse and policy about higher education and how it
is financed.43 This framework has led to a body of consumer protection law aimed at protecting
student loan borrowers, with the Bill being among its most recent progeny.44
Identifying the metaphors used to conceptualize higher education and student loans is useful
because the metaphors we use “shape not only the way we talk, but also the way we think and
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govern.”45 In Steven Winter’s research into applying cognitive linguistics to the law, he argues
that the metaphors we use to conceptualize complex issues inform the cognitive shortcuts we
take and shape our legal reasoning.46 Because metaphors “operate at the level of tacit
knowledge… [and form] the unexamined basis of legal and policy decision making,” when
studying policy options it is important to explore the way that people conceptualize access to
higher education and rising student loan debt.47

Human Capital and the Higher Education Act
Congress enacted the HEA to provide more people with more affordable opportunities to
attend college.48 As he signed the HEA into law, President Lyndon B. Johnson framed
educational opportunities for Americans as a means toward overall economic prosperity and
hoped postsecondary education would result in higher incomes for individuals and their
families.49 Congress additionally feared that if many young people chose not to attend college
due to excessive costs, the United States would be left without a sufficiently trained workforce in
the absence of federal assistance.50
Title IV of the HEA authorized a list of federal student aid programs to assist students
and their families with financing the cost of a postsecondary education, as well as programs that
provided federal support to postsecondary institutions of higher education.51 The intent was to
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make college more accessible to individuals from varying economic backgrounds. Over sixty
years after the enactment of the HEA, overwhelming levels of student loan debt challenge
President Johnson’s vision of social mobility through education.
The idea that access to higher education would increase the country’s prosperity and
social mobility in general was first popularized by economist Theodore Schultz, who, in 1960,
laid out the case for understanding education as an investment in human capital.52 Schulz argued
that a person’s useful skills and knowledge are a form of capital, which can be measured by their
effect on the wages earned by that person.53 According to this argument, the educational
advancement in knowledge and skill that subsequently increases a person’s salary is a form of a
return on an investment.54
This framework continues to dominate modern discourse and influence the scholars and
policymakers of today. In his article Student Debt and the Siren Song of Systemic Risk, Jonathan
Glater continues Johnson’s argument about the merits of federal student loans, and seeks to push
federal student aid policies that expand access to higher education for students who have fewer
resources or who are historically underrepresented on college campuses.55 To do this, Glater
frames federal student loans not as a liability or a crisis, but, using the metaphor popularized by
Schultz, as an investment that most often yields returns in the form of higher lifetime incomes.56
This way of thinking about education as an investment in human capital has now become so
commonplace that it is almost second nature for many people.57 On its heels comes the question
of who is (or should be) making the investment. There are two main schools of thought in
52
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answering this question: one believes the individual should be responsible for the investment,
and the other believes the investment should be shared by the public.58 Both views have
influenced how education is financed in this country, but as Kraiem argues, “individual
investment in human capital has outstripped public investment,” which has led to a societal
tolerance for high and potentially unmanageable student loan burdens.59 Glater and others agree,
arguing that policies regarding the financing of higher education have shifted the risk of
investing in higher education “away from the state and to the students and their families.”60

Students as Consumers, Borrower Culpability, and the Rise of Consumer
Protections
If students are taking out loans to invest in their human capital, they are consumers of
education.61 They are expected to make smart consumer decisions.62 Kraiem argues that the
“students as consumers” metaphor “created the assumption that students were somehow
supposed to monitor quality [of their loans and loan servicers] for themselves.”63 This “borrower
culpability” narrative blames the borrower for the harms caused by unmanageable student loan
debt. It is reminiscent of the way mortgage borrowers were villainized after the 2008 financial
crisis.64 As when the victims of subprime mortgage lending were blamed for purchasing homes
with mortgages that seemed “too good to be true,” there is an insidious narrative that blames
students for jumping at the opportunity to take out education loans in order to attend college
because “it is easy to find a way to pay for it.” 65 Higher education, this narrative continues, is
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being over-consumed because “too many people and/or the wrong people are going to college,
because it is easy to find a way to pay for it.”66
This assumption is reminiscent of the old maxim caveat emptor: “let the buyer beware.”67
“Buyer beware” absolves the manufacturer and seller of a product from responsibility if a
defective or unsuitable product harmed the person who used it.68 Its application to rental
properties means that a tenant had no legal recourse against a landlord if the rental property was
uninhabitable.69
Spencer Waller writes that consumer protection evolved in the United States as “specific
formal legal responses” to public outrage at the harms caused by dangerous or unregulated
products.70 Against the backdrop of prevailing values of “freedom of contract” and “buyer
beware,” which dominated the country’s common law in the 19th century, “specific crises and
political events led to both the creation of government bureaucracies with jurisdiction over
specific products and practices affecting consumers, and a broad array of private rights of actions
where consumers can sue for damages...if they can show harm from illegal practice.”71 The
quintessential example of this pattern is Upton Sinclair’s exposure of the meat packing industry
in his bestselling novel The Jungle in 1905.72 Public outrage due to the details he exposed led to
the creation of the Food and Drug Administration and the first laws regulating food safety.73
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The market-based conceptualization of higher education has given rise to market-based solutions
to rising student loan debt.74 Strong consumer protections in this area challenge the “borrower
culpability” narrative and aim to shift a portion of the risk of higher education loans off of the
student borrower. In response to rising student loan debt, some pro-student actors have tried to
strengthen consumer protections.75 The body of current consumer protection law serves as the
regulatory context of the Bill. The scope of and gaps in protection will be discussed throughout
this commentary.

Regulation of Student Loan Servicers
“The man on the line told me I was at the ‘escalation department’ and was able to
tell me that after a repayment review (90 days) my information should be updated
on NSLDS. This was a fairly simple answer to give. I have no idea why I had to go
through all of these steps to get it. This whole thing took an hour. I got bad
information, received rather [poor] customer service from one representative (to
put it politely), was transferred three times, talked to four representatives, and was
referred to AES [American Education Services] -- which does not service the
Federal Direct Loans I have. Overall this was a rather stark experience. I have no
idea how people without a preexisting understanding of Federal Student Aid
programs manage to get any accurate understanding/information about their
loans.” – Complaint submitted to Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) by
federal student loan borrower from Massachusetts76
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Borrowers have “varying levels of knowledge about the way their loans work and the
various resources and relief options available to them,” meaning they largely rely on loan
servicers to provide accurate and timely information regarding account and repayment
information.77 While borrowers may expect loan servicers to provide consistent quality service,
issues with loan servicers are quite common in the student loan industry.78
Currently no “comprehensive federal statutory or regulatory framework providing uniform
standards for the servicing of all student loans” exists.79 According to Navient, one of the largest
federal and private student loan servicers, “there is no expectation that the servicer will ‘act in
the interest of the consumer.’”80 Under the current system, federal and private student loan
servicers have no economic incentives to improve services as they often receive a flat rate
compensation and set monthly fees per borrower account regardless of the quality of services
provided.81 Since borrowers cannot elect to change loan servicers in most situations and may not
know of ways to address servicer issues, they may face repetitive abuses by their loan servicers
and feel as though they have no recourse.82
Federal and state agencies enforce consumer protections and regulate loan servicer
practices to discourage unfair and deceptive practices. 83 At the federal level, the primary
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regulators of student loan servicers and consumer protections are the Department of Education
(“Dept. of Ed.”) and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”). 84 While these
agencies do provide some oversight of the student loan industry, the Trump administration has
signaled it may roll back or alter current statutes and regulations, potentially hindering these
agencies’ abilities to protect borrowers. These potential rollbacks are discussed in more depth
under “Current Threats to Consumer Protections for Students.”85 At the state level, attorneys
general in a number of states also provide assistance to student loan borrowers and regulate
consumer laws.86

Department of Education
As the holder of loans under the William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program (“Direct
Loans”) and enforcer of the HEA, the Dept. of Ed. has the authority to enforce the terms of
contracts with loan servicers, terminate contracts as needed, and penalize servicers violating
program requirements.87 Under the 2009 contracts with Great Lakes, Nelnet, PHEAA, and Sallie
Mae (now Navient), the Dept. of Ed. has the authority to unilaterally shift borrowers to other
servicers and terminate contracts if conflicts of interest arise.88 Critics of the Dept. of Ed.’s
relationship with loan servicers claim that relaxed government oversight contributes to poor
quality loan servicing practices.89 Rohit Chopra, the former Assistant Director and Student Loan
Ombudsman at the CFPB, has remarked that the “the [Dept. of Ed.] is doing business with (the
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loan servicers) as partners, not as overseers.”90 Senator Elizabeth Warren has remarked that “[the
Dept. of Ed.] act[s] as our agent, the agent of the US taxpayers, the agent of the people of the
United States” and should act on behalf of borrowers to demand better servicer conduct.91 While
the Dept. of Ed. could enforce better practices in the industry by more aggressively policing loan
servicers, borrowers may still not receive individual relief for harmful practices committed by
the loan servicers.92

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
When the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank
Act”) was enacted in 2010, it changed the financial regulatory system.93 Passed in response to
the 2008 mortgage crisis, the Dodd-Frank Act aims to protect consumers from large, unregulated
banks and consolidates consumer protection responsibilities previously held in a number of
bureaus (including the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the National Credit
Union Administration and the Federal Trade Commission) into the CFPB.94 Title X of the DoddFrank Act provides the CFPB with rulemaking, supervisory, and enforcement authorities for all
major consumer protection statutes.95 The CFPB has authority under the Dodd-Frank Act to
supervise “larger participants” in any market for consumer financial products or services.96
Supervisory authority may require reports and conduct examinations to (1) assess compliance
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with federal consumer financial law, (2) obtain information about activities and compliance
systems, and (3) assess risks to consumer and markets.97
During the first half of 2017 alone, the CFPB recovered restitution payments of
approximately $14 million for over 100,000 consumers harmed by illegal consumer financial
practices.98 The CFPB began accepting consumer complaints in 2012 and launched an online
Consumer Complaint Database in 2013.99 Complaint data and consumer narratives filed with the
complaints are available to the public through the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint database.100
Within the agency, the CFPB Student Loan Ombudsman is in charge of addressing complaints
related to private student loans.101 A more detailed description of the CFPB Ombudsman’s duties
and complaint process is discussed in the “Remedies Currently Available to Student Loan
Borrowers” section below.102 Between July 21, 2011, and August 31, 2017, the “CFPB handled
approximately 50,700 private and federal loan complaints and approximately 9,800 debt
collections complaints related to private or federal student loan debt.”103 As of August 31, 2017,
the CFPB has recovered and returned more than $750 million to student loan borrowers as a
result of actions initiated through consumer complaints.104
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State Attorneys General
“We sued to hold the company accountable for cheating students and families under
Massachusetts law and the Department of Education has no business in this case.”
- Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey105
At the state level, attorneys general often act as public advocates for consumer protection
rights.106 State enforcement agencies promote borrower rights and work to protect citizens from
fraud, deceptive conduct, and unfair business practices.107 In July 2017, attorneys general from
nineteen states, including Massachusetts, sued the Dept. of Ed. and Secretary Betsy DeVos for
repealing the Borrower Defense Rule, which is designed to protect students from predatory forprofit schools.108 The rule was part of regulations issued by the Obama administration in 2016,
and was intended to go into effect July 1, 2017.109 Among its provisions, the rule would have
limited the ability of schools to require students to sign arbitration agreements and class-action
waivers.110 Later that same year, a similar suit challenged the federal government’s failure to
enforce the Gainful Employment Rule, which “cuts off access to government loans for
underperforming schools that cheat their students and leave them with burdensome debt.”111
While these regulations pertain specifically to the predatory practices of for-profit schools,
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attorneys general in a number of states, including Massachusetts, have taken on a more
prominent role in enforcing student loan regulatory practices during recent years.112
The Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office accepts consumer complaints online, by mail, or in
person at the four offices in Boston, New Bedford, Springfield, and Worcester.113 While
borrowers must file a written complaint, they can call the Consumer Hotline number during
normal business hours to ask questions, to seek instructions on how to file a complaint, and to
request receipt of a complaint form by mail.114 In addition to providing general consumer
protection assistance, the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office runs a Student Loan
Assistance Unit (“SLAU”) that offers an online Student Loan Help Request and a Student Loan
Helpline for borrowers.115

Consumer Protection and Student Loan Servicing in Massachusetts
Typically reactionary, consumer protection law is often passed in response to public
outrage at industry practices that have caused harm.116 As described above, the Dodd-Frank Act
established the CFPB “in the wake of the country’s worst financial crisis since the Great
Depression” to regulate and monitor consumer financial products and services, including student
loans.117 In this country’s federalist system, national consumer protection law exists alongside a
body of consumer protection law passed by each state. The context of both federal and state
consumer protection law is essential to the analysis of the Bill.
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Massachusetts enacted the Consumer and Business Protection Act, which became
Chapter 93 of the Massachusetts General Law (“Mass. Gen. Law.”) in 1967.118 A key protection
of this law is its ban on “unfair or deceptive practices in the conduct of any trade or
commerce.”119 State statutes banning unfair or deceptive acts or practices ("UDAPs") are
modeled after the Federal Trade Commission Act, but also give residents a private right of action
– the ability to sue – in state courts if they are victims of a UDAP.120 State attorneys general can
also bring action against such violations, and because significant obstacles to litigation often
exist for individuals, the Attorney General’s access to resources and consumer complaint
databases often mean they are in a better position to bring action against widespread abuses.121

Current Threats to Consumer Protections for Students
“I have spent the last few months trying to find any assistance or relief... however,
Navient can offer me no path under my current financial situation... Nonetheless, I
find myself encouraged by the recent lawsuit filed against Navient by the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) given that I believe many of the complaints
in the lawsuit apply to my circumstance, but fear that … the election of President
[Trump] may thwart those efforts and put my new federal loans in jeopardy of
being on a similar tract. I see nothing in the way of a stable, financial future for
myself if any or all of my student debt is sold to a private, third party not required
to work with me on repayment, and I am relying on you and other like-minded
politicians within the Federal Government to come up with an answer.” Complaint submitted to Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) by
federal student loan borrower from California122
The potential for rollbacks in consumer protections under the current presidential
administration is particularly alarming for student loan borrowers. According to a national
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survey, approximately forty percent of student borrowers are concerned that the policies of the
Trump administration will have a negative impact on their student loans.123 The Trump
Administration has already made clear it wishes to roll back current federal legislation that has
given rise to federal programs which protect student borrower rights.124 Many conservative
politicians have also challenged the Dodd-Frank Act since it was first passed by the Obama
administration in 2008.125
The CFPB has done a great deal on behalf of student loan borrowers by offering them
protection from predatory fees charged by servicers as well as encouraging greater transparency
by lenders and other financial services providers.126 The Trump administration’s potential
rollback of the Dodd-Frank Act may affect private student loan borrowers in particular, mainly
due to its impact on the CFPB.127 If the current administration dismantles the Dodd-Frank Act, it
is likely that private lenders will be able to freely promote loans without any protective
provisions for student borrowers. Without provisions in place under the CFPB, issuance of
subprime loans, like the type of loans that were responsible for the housing crisis of 2008, could
lead private student loan borrowers, who may feel forced to take up such loans due to a lack of
financial support, to accept these high-interest loans.128
The CFPB has been active in cracking down on practices it considers to be predatory.
Aside from levying a $100 million fine against Wells Fargo for its “account-opening”
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practices,129 the CFPB was also responsible for levying fines against debt-relief companies for
charging illegal fees against student borrowers.130 Additionally, the CFPB is responsible for
issuing rules that require mortgage lenders to verify the ability of borrowers to repay their
loans.131 In regard to consumer protection rights, the agency put a stop to a student loan debt
relief scam, and continuously investigates the legality of student loan servicer practices.132
Overall, the CFPB has taken a number of necessary steps to ensure student borrowers are
protected from predatory practices, creates more transparency in the repayment process, and
holds private servicers accountable for predatory practices that leave student borrowers in
financial despair.
While the CFPB is not a perfect system of protection from predatory practices against
student borrowers, and while there is still much room for improving the federal protections from
student loan servicers, the system in place has positively impacted the student-loan crisis.
Without the protections that are currently set in place by the CFPB, student borrowers may be
exposed to vulnerabilities brought on by certain predatory lenders.
Recent actions by the Dept. of Ed. suggest that borrowers may not be able to look to this
agency for help. As discussed above, multiple Dept. of Ed. decisions have led some state
attorneys general to file lawsuits. Additionally, in April 2017, Education Secretary DeVos
rescinded three memos issued by the Obama administration, including a July 2016 memo from
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former Undersecretary Ted Mitchell that called for the government to hold loan servicers
accountable for bad service.133 Overall, while federal agencies do provide some meaningful
protections to student loan borrowers, due to the current political landscape those protections are
at risk of disappearing.

Increasing State Regulation of the Student Loan Industry
While state action is no replacement for reform and action at the federal level, regulation
at the state level can help hold loan servicers accountable.134 Maggie Thompson, the executive
director of Generation Progress, has suggested that federal oversight of the student loan industry
is inadequate given the size of the student loan market.135 In a letter to the CFPB from July 2015,
General Counsel for the Connecticut Department of Banking remarked that states can play an
important role in the regulation of loan servicers:
Robust enforcement authority over all student loan servicers at the state level is
necessary in order to allow states to protect their student borrowers and identify
issues that may be unique to that state, to an individual servicer’s instate practices,
or to a particularly relevant borrower population. States have a unique ability to
work on a granular level while simultaneously spotting trends and systemic issues
at a state or regional level.136
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On the state level, Borrower Bill of Rights ("BBOR") legislation can safeguard borrower
interests by providing students and their families additional protections and services during the
repayment process. 137 These BBORs have the potential to protect borrower interests in a number
of ways, such as using a state’s licensing authority to set standards for servicing, establishing a
data reporting system to detect servicing issues, and setting up a state ombudsman office to
educate consumers and address complaints at a local rather than national level.138 Enacting a
BBOR can also help a state’s attorney general pursue enforcement actions against abusive
servicing practices, with an Ombudsman serving as an important partner to target enforcement
efforts.139 With relaxed oversight and threats to consumer protections for student loan borrowers
at the federal level, states should not delay in using legislative tools to provide better protections
for borrowers. A detailed comparative analysis of various state BBORs is presented later below
in Section V,140 but before discussing those pieces of legislation this commentary introduces you
to the main subject of this commentary: the Bill.
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III. THE MASSACHUSETTS STUDENT LOAN
BILL OF RIGHTS
The drafters of the Bill used the Connecticut Student Loan Bill of Rights as a template.141
While an annotated version of the full text of the Bill is shown later in Section VI,142 this section
provides a detailed overview of each of the Bill’s nine sections. The Bill has three
complementary aims: (1) to hold student loan servicers to the standard of business practices
established by Massachusetts consumer protection law; (2) to provide borrowers with accessible
avenues for remedies when they are treated unfairly; (3) to educate student loan borrowers as
consumers who are empowered to make informed decisions.
To accomplish these aims, the Bill would create a new Student Loan Ombudsman (“the
Ombudsman”) within the Division of Banks (“DOB”), and give the Commissioner of the
Division of Banks (“Commissioner”) the power to license and investigate student loan servicers
within Massachusetts. 143 The Bill seeks to alter and insert new definitions in Chapter 93
(“Regulation of Trade and Certain Enterprises”) Section 24 (“Definitions”) of the Mass. Gen.
Laws, and would also create several new sections that detail how the Ombudsman’s office will
be run and how licensing and investigations will take place.144 The DOB would be responsible
for investigating servicers and removing their ability to collect on loans if they commit abuses.145
The Ombudsman would be responsible for providing educational, outreach, and advisory
resources to student borrowers, among other responsibilities.146
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Walkthrough of the Proposed Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights
The Bill is divided into nine sections.147 This detailed overview looks at the Bill in depth,
section by section.
SECTION 1
The Bill proposes that new definitions be introduced to the Mass. Gen. Laws to cover
borrowers and servicers.148 “Servicing” in Section 24 would be rewritten to include student
loans.149 The current definition of “servicing” in Section 24 is:
[R]eceiving a scheduled periodic payment from a borrower pursuant to the terms
of a loan, including amounts for escrow accounts, and making the payments to the
owner of the loan or other third party of principal and interest and other payments
with respect to the amounts received from the borrower as may be required
pursuant to the terms of the servicing loan document or servicing contract. In the
case of a home equity conversion mortgage or reverse mortgage as referenced in
this section, servicing includes making payments to the borrower.150
The Bill proposes the following addition to the existing definition:
In the case of a student education loan as referenced in this section, servicing
includes applying the payments of principal and interest and other such payments
with respect to the amounts received from a student loan borrower as may be
required pursuant to the terms of a student education loan and performing other
administrative services with respect to a student education loan.151
SECTION 2
The Bill would add new definitions for “student education loan,” “student loan
borrower,” and “student loan servicer” to Chapter 93.152 The proposed definition for “student
education loan” is “any loan primarily used to finance education or other school-related
expenses.”153 The proposed definition for “student loan borrower” is “any resident of
Massachusetts who has received or agreed to pay a student education loan, or any person who
147
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shares responsibility with such Massachusetts resident for repaying the student education
loan.”154 The Bill’s proposed definition for “student loan servicer” is “any person responsible for
the servicing of a student education loan to a student loan borrower.”155 It is important to note
that the term “student loan servicer” could refer to both servicers required to have a license and
to those who are not, because not all servicers will be subject to the licensure requirement.156
This distinction is discussed in more detail below Section VI.157
SECTION 3
In addition to inserting new definitions in Section 24, the Bill would add a sentence to
Section 24A that would require student loan servicers acting as third party loan servicers to be
subjected to the licensing scheme set up by the Bill in Sections 24M through 24O.158
SECTION 4
Section 4 of the Bill contains the bulk of its content. It proposes inserting four new
sections (Sections 24L-24O) that would both grant new duties and responsibilities to the DOB
and detail under which circumstances student loan servicers can receive and keep their licenses
to operate in Massachusetts.159
Section 24L seeks to establish the Ombudsman in the DOB and outline its duties.160
Section 24L(a) would establish the position of the Ombudsman, state that the position is to be
created within the DOB, and state that the Ombudsman is to be appointed by the Commissioner
for the purpose of providing “timely assistance” to student loan borrowers with education
loans.161 Section 24L(b) would state that the Ombudsman is to work in consultation with the
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Commissioner and would include a non-exhaustive list of the Ombudsman duties.162 The
proposed duties are: (1) to receive complaints from student loan borrowers and to assist in their
resolution; (2) to compile and analyze data on student loan borrower complaints and their
resolution; (3) to help student loan borrowers understand their rights and responsibilities under
the terms of their student education loans; (4) to make information available to the public about
the issues facing student loan borrowers; (5) to make recommendations to the Commissioner
about resolving problems facing student loan borrowers; (6) to monitor the development and
implementation of laws, regulations, and policies surrounding student loan borrowers at the
local, state, and federal level, and to recommend changes in conjunction with those
developments; (7) to review the complete student education loan history for borrowers who ask
for such review; and (8) to share information with current and future student loan borrowers,
public institutions of higher education, student loan servicers, and any other participants in
student loan lending.163 Section 24L(c) would state that the Ombudsman must develop a student
loan borrower education course that is to include both presentations and educational materials.164
Section 24M seeks to create a student loan servicer licensing mechanism.165 Section
24M(a) would state that persons or entities acting directly or indirectly as a student loan servicer
for Massachusetts borrowers must first obtain a license from the Commissioner, unless such a
person or entity falls under one of the exemptions listed in Section 24(b).166 The exempted
parties pursuant to Section 24(b) would be (1) any bank, Massachusetts credit union, federal
credit union, or out-of-state credit union; (2) any wholly owned subsidiary of any such bank or
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credit union; and (3) any operating subsidiary where each owner of such operating subsidiary is
wholly owned by the same bank or credit union.167 Section 24M(c) would require any person or
entity wishing to act as a student loan servicer in Massachusetts to submit an application to the
Commissioner along with a license fee of $1,000 and an investigation fee to be determined
annually.168 This section would additionally state that the Commissioner may require the
applicant to provide a financial statement prepared by a public accountant, a history of the
applicant’s criminal convictions, or any other information the Commissioner may deem
necessary for assessing whether an applicant is fit to service student loans in Massachusetts.169
Section 24M(d) would state that the Commissioner shall investigate each applicant before
granting it a license to service student loans in Massachusetts, and also lay out the conditions
under which a license may be granted.170 This section would state that the Commissioner may
grant a license to an applicant if the applicant’s financial condition is sound; if its business will
be conducted honestly and equitably; if the applicant is qualified and of good character; if no
person on behalf of the applicant has knowingly made an incorrect statement or omission of
material fact in the application or in any report required under the Bill; if the applicant has paid
the required fees; and if the applicant has met other requirements deemed necessary by the
Commissioner.171
Section 24M(e) would state that licenses expire after one year unless renewed,
suspended, or revoked in accordance with this Bill.172 Section 24M(f) would state that a student
loan servicer must file an application for renewal each year along with a license fee,
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investigation fee, and potentially a late fee, if applicable. The Commissioner would be able to
refuse to renew a license.173 Section 24M(g) would state that the Commissioner shall
automatically suspend a servicer’s license if a check it files to pay for a license or renewal fee
has been dishonored.174 The Commissioner would notify the licensee in writing and provide the
opportunity for a hearing. 175 Section 24M(h) would state that the Commissioner may treat a
license application as abandoned if the applicant fails to respond to any of the Commissioner’s
requests for information or fails to respond to any regulations adopted in accordance with the
provisions of the Bill.176
Section 24N(a) seeks to describe the types of behavior in which student loan servicers are
expressly prohibited from engaging, such as misleading, defrauding, or refusing to communicate
with student loan borrowers to resolve issues.177 Section 24N(b) would prohibit entities licensed
to act as student loan servicers under this scheme from doing business at any other place of
business or under any other name than that listed on their license, which would not be
transferable or assignable.178 Section 24N(c) would require student loan servicers, including
those entities exempt from the licensing requirement, to maintain adequate records for the
requisite time period, and to furnish such records to the Commissioner upon request.179
Section 24N(d) would simply require that student loan servicers comply with all
applicable federal laws and regulations pertaining to servicing student education loans.180 It
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would additionally state that violating federal law is to be treated as a violation of this Bill
against which the Commissioner may take enforcement action.181
Section 24O is the last section that the Bill proposes as an addition to Chapter 93 of the
Mass. Gen. Laws182. This section would cover the Commissioner’s ability to investigate
servicers and respond to servicers who do not comply with the Bill’s provisions.183 Section
24O(a) would give the Commissioner the authority to investigate and examine loan servicers in
connection with licensure and related to violations of the Bill’s provisions.184 Section 24O(b)
would state that the Commissioner may access documents and records of the student loan
servicer under examination or investigation, and Section 24O(c) would prohibit student loan
servicers from knowingly withholding or destroying records or other information.185 Section
24O(d) would state that the Commissioner may suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew the license
of a student loan servicer if the Commissioner finds that either the servicer has violated a
provision of the Bill or a condition that would have prevented a servicer from initially acquiring
a license.186 Section 24O(e) would allow the Commissioner to take action against a student loan
servicer in accordance with the Commissioner’s powers under Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen.
Laws if the Commissioner determines that the servicer (or any person or entity associated with a
licensee) has violated the Bill’s provisions, committed fraud, made a misrepresentation, or
engaged in dishonest activities.187
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SECTION 5
This Bill would require the Commissioner to file an annual report on the Ombudsman’s
work with the clerks of both the Massachusetts Senate and House of Representatives.188 This
report would need to include (1) the number of complaints received; (2) the types of complaints
received; (3) any recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the Ombudsman position;
and (4) any recommendations to improve the DOB’s regulation, oversight, and enforcement of
student loan servicers.189
SECTION 6
The Bill would require the Ombudsman to ensure that state employees are informed of
their right to public loan forgiveness.190
SECTION 7
The Bill would state that the Commissioner shall promulgate all rules and regulations
necessary for the enactment of this Bill within three months of its effective date.191
SECTIONS 8, 9
These final sections of the Bill would state when its provisions are to take effect.192

Role of the Student Loan Ombudsman
The Bill seeks to establish a Student Loan Ombudsman as an institutional resource for
Massachusetts student loan borrowers.193 The role of an Ombudsman grew out of an historical
need to “protect the rights and interests of citizens from abuses arising from a powerful and
impersonal bureaucracy.”194 An Ombudsman is intended to be an independent and impartial
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resource that can be used by people seeking to resolve particular issues.195 The Student Loan
Ombudsman’s duties can be divided into four categories: (1) complaint resolution; (2) borrower
education; (3) policy recommendations; and (4) data collection and analysis.196

Complaint Resolution
Establishing the Ombudsman as a resource for complaint resolution is an essential
component of this Bill. The Bill would charge the Ombudsman with “reviewing and assisting in
resolving complaints from student loan borrowers.”197 The Bill seeks to encourage the
Ombudsman to resolve complaints in collaboration with colleges and universities, student loan
servicers, and other participants in the student loan lending industry.198 With a borrower’s
consent, the Ombudsman would have the authority to review that borrower’s individual loan
history.199 As will be discussed below in Section VIII, the Ombudsman’s role in assisting
borrowers to resolve complaints outside of the courtroom could increase borrowers’ access to
justice when they are treated unfairly by their loan servicers.200

Borrower Education
The second key responsibility of the Ombudsman would be to provide education and
outreach to Massachusetts residents. 201 The Bill would charge the Ombudsman with creating a
student loan borrower course that would include presentations and materials about student
loans.202 The program would be required at a minimum to include a breakdown of key industry
terms, documentation requirements, payment obligations, repayment options, and disclosure
195
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requirements.203 The Ombudsman would also be expected to help borrowers understand their
rights and responsibilities,204 publicize information about common borrower concerns,205 and
inform state employees about their right to public loan forgiveness. 206 To accomplish this, the
Bill would make the Ombudsman responsible for reaching out to current and future student loan
borrowers, universities and colleges, and servicers.207

Policy Recommendations
The Bill would charge the Ombudsman with (1) making information about the issues
facing student loan borrowers available to the public; (2) making recommendations to the
Commissioner about resolving problems facing student loan borrowers; (3) monitoring the
development and implementation of laws, regulations, and policies surrounding student loan
borrowers at the local, state, and federal level; and (4) recommending changes in conjunction
with those developments.208 Based on the information gathered by the Ombudsman, the
Commissioner would advise the state legislature (1) on how to improve the Ombudsman’s
office;209 and (2) on how to improve the DOB’s role in regulating the servicers.210

Data Collection and Analysis
The Bill would charge the Ombudsman to collect and analyze data, a process that has the
potential to give detailed illustration on many potential problems that are currently unknown or
must be guessed at based on wide-ranging federal data. The Ombudsman’s proposed data
collection responsibilities are to (1) review received complaints; and (2) compile and analyze
203
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received complaints. 211 Data collection and analysis is essential to building up relevant data,
information, and records at the state level, which have not yet been comprehensively recorded.

Note: The Importance of Data Collection
The lack of available data on the effects of student loan debt on particular groups of
people is problematic. Attempts to gain insight into how racial patterns impact student loan debt
are impaired by this lack of necessary data.212 The Dept. of Ed., for example, fails to regularly
track borrowers by race.213 The data that is available comes from infrequent studies.214 The
Federal Student Aid (“FSA”) Feedback System does not track race and its relation to borrowers’
complaints. In a letter to the former Secretary of Education, The National Consumer Law Center
(“NCLC”) argued that FSA has failed to meet its responsibilities to determine if and how
borrowers of color are disproportionately impacted by lending practices.215 Without the help of
this kind of data, policymakers cannot adequately create initial policies or subsequently change
those policies to better meet their desired ends, namely to provide a better educational experience
for all.
There are some issues that are so pervasive that they may be assumed to be true
throughout the United States, and thus Massachusetts as well. One of these is that student loan
borrowers of color, particularly women of color are more likely to struggle with their loans than
their white counterparts.216 They are more likely to default and consequently struggle with
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abusive collection tactics, in large part due to the economic and societal inequalities found in all
other parts of their lives.217 These issues are compounded by the further discrimination found in
labor and housing markets for borrowers of color.218 This discrimination makes it harder for
those impacted to accumulate wealth, which in turn can lengthen the life of their loan, and make
paying it back more difficult.219
Other groups of borrowers are adversely impacted as well. Borrowers from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds as well as first-generation college students struggle more with their
debt than do those from families who have the resources (such as wealth and personal experience
with financing higher education) to help their family members navigate the student loan
system.220 First-generation students may lack the knowledge necessary to make informed
financial decisions compared to those students from continuing-generation backgrounds, whose
families are able to serve as educational guides through the process of funding their college
educations.221 Perhaps counter-intuitively, minorities from middle-class backgrounds may be
most impacted by student debt, as minorities from poorer socio-economic backgrounds often do
not possess the necessary credit to obtain loans or attend college.222 The failure of servicers to
provide sufficient information regarding military deferment or maintain consistent application
criteria, for example, can cause a myriad of issues for service members.223 These issues are often
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exacerbated, as servicer members may not become aware of the issue until returning from
deployment.224 Additionally, if service members are killed in action, the burden of their student
loans may fall to parents who acted as co-signers, and who must then pay off the loans while
mourning their child.225 Older borrowers may be placed in such untenable financial situations
that they must choose between making their loan payments and foregoing needed health care
such as prescription medications or doctors’ visits.226
Once more detailed data exists, it can be used to create targeted policies and programs that
may address specific and unforeseen needs of Massachusetts borrowers. For example, the
CFPB’s Office of Students issued reports and worked on targeted policy responses in
conjunction with the Dept. of Ed. and the Department of Treasury in response to borrower
complaints collected and analyzed by the CFPB's Student Loan Ombudsman.227 It may be safely
expected that given detailed data, Massachusetts agencies would similarly be able to efficiently
target tailored programs to the populations that need them the most. The Ombudsman’s data
collection and analysis responsibilities are thus very important and may have the potential to be
the most impactful outcome that the Bill would bring about.
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IV. THE STUDENT LOAN LANDSCAPE AND
REGULATORY PROCESSES
Understanding the context of the student loan industry is essential to determine how the
Bill can impact borrowers in Massachusetts. Managing student loan debt can be a confusing and
frustrating experience for borrowers.228 Over a loan’s lifetime, a borrower interacts with
numerous entities involved in the student loan industry, including lenders, loan servicers, debt
collectors, and governmental regulatory agencies. 229 It is important to recognize that these
entities play different roles throughout a loan’s lifetime and have obligations to assist borrowers
in different ways. 230 To emphasize the complexity of the student loan industry and the need for
changes in the current regulatory system, this section (1) provides an overview of the federal and
private student loan characteristics that impact a borrower’s management of student loan debt;
(2) discusses the role of loan servicers in the student loan industry and the role of governmental
agencies in regulating loan servicing practices; (3) identifies harmful loan servicer practices; (4)
summarizes remedies currently available to borrowers; and (5) comments on gaps in consumer
protections for student loan borrowers.
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Management of Federal and Private Student Loan Debt
“My heart aches as I reflect on the fact I had no clue about private vs. public loan
differences [when I took out my loans]... I have daily stress and lose sleep at night
over my private loans - and I hope my own children (assuming I can afford to have
them in the future) will never experience this.” -Complaint submitted to CFPB by
private student loan borrower from Missouri231
Student loan borrowers generally have two types of loans available to them: federal
loans, which are funded by the federal government, and private loans, which are issued and
funded by a variety of nonfederal lenders including banks, credit unions, state agencies, and
schools.232 Excluding loans previously issued under the Federal Family Education Loan program
(“FFEL”), the majority of federal loans are issued through the William D. Ford Federal Direct
Loan program (“Direct Loans”) and are held by the same lender—the U.S. Department of
Education (“Dept. of Ed.”).233 In contrast, private loans are issued by a number of lenders, with
loan terms varying from lender to lender.234 While federal and private student loans offer
different benefits that impact loan management and repayment,235 a borrower’s ability to
successfully manage student loan repayment can depend on (1) the availability of repayment
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plans, deferment options, and loan forgiveness programs and (2) access to accurate information
regarding loan repayment options.236

Availability of Repayment plans, Deferment Options, and Loan Forgiveness
Programs
Federal Student Loans
Federal loans have a number of “built-in” protections under the Higher Education Act
(“HEA”) that aim to help financially-stressed borrowers.237 Federal loan programs generally do
not require payments if the student is enrolled in classes at least part-time and additionally offer a
grace period postponing repayment after a student graduates or leaves school.238 For borrowers
experiencing short-term periods of financial distress after they graduate or leave school,
deferment and forbearance options temporarily postpone repayment and can help borrowers
avoid default. 239 Income-based repayment options consider a borrower’s income and can reduce
monthly payments to manageable amounts during periods of financial distress.240 While FFEL
borrowers have the option to switch repayment plans at least once a year, Direct Loan borrowers
can switch repayment plans at any time by notifying the Dept. of Ed.241
In addition to repayment plans and deferment options, there are several loan forgiveness
and discharge options under the HEA that federal loan borrowers can take advantage of based on
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their careers or circumstances such as permanent disability.242 Forgiveness offers the most
complete financial remedy for borrowers trying to manage student loan debt by relieving
borrowers of the obligation to repay all or part of their loans.243 Public interest careers
traditionally offer lower wages and certain federal programs, including the Public Service Loan
Forgiveness (“PSLF”) program, which encourages individuals to give back to their communities
by using loan forgiveness to lessen the financial burden.244 Changing attitudes towards loan
forgiveness, including a perceived threat to the PSLF program, suggest that borrowers need to
keep up-to-date on policy changes impacting their loan forgiveness options.245

Private Student Loans
Private loan servicers are not required under law to offer multiple repayment plans,
deferment and forbearance options, or loan forgiveness programs.246 With private lenders, there
is no “standardized protocol for dealing with payments” and each lender may handle repayment
and forgiveness options differently.247 As each lender can incorporate different terms and
conditions into loan agreements, private loan borrowers must rely on the promises and conditions
made in their loan contracts to determine available benefits and penalties.248 Private loan terms
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are generally based on a borrower’s or co-signer’s credit history, causing borrowers with lower
credit scores to receive less favorable loan terms.249 Co-signers are equally responsible for the
repayment of the loan and failure to make loan payments can have negative impacts on both a
borrower’s and co-signer’s credit.250 Private lenders have wide discretion to discharge loans and
often are not required to cancel loans if the borrower dies or becomes permanently disabled.251
Although private lenders have discretion to cancel loans, they are not required to go beyond the
provisions in individual loan contracts to help borrowers requesting relief. 252

Access to Information Regarding Student Loan Repayment Options
As borrower protections and repayment options vary according to loan type,
understanding federal and private loan benefits can play an important role in managing student
loan debt and avoiding default.253 Federal loans have disclosure requirements under the HEA and
private lenders need to provide a series of disclosures about the terms of the loan under the Truth
in Lending Act (“TILA”).254 However, it is unclear how helpful these disclosures are to
borrowers, especially when provided at an early stages in the lending process:
“Too many words and not enough pictures” may be overstating and trivializing
the issue, but it does aptly describe the problem. The issue is really about
providing borrowers with the right information at the right time, rather than
inundating them with text-heavy disclosures that are ignored or discarded.255
249
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Accurate information about loan repayment options needs to be accessible in order for
borrowers to manage loan repayment and mitigate the risks of default.256 While deferment and
flexible repayment plans offered under the HEA should protect federal loan borrowers struggling
to afford monthly payments, these benefits are ineffective if borrowers do not use them to avoid
default. 257 If they stop making payments on their loans, federal loan borrowers have about nine
months to change repayment plans or enroll in deferment and forbearance programs before the
loans default. 258 When federal loans default, borrowers cannot select a new repayment plan and
are not eligible to receive deferment or forbearance.259 As a government agency, the Dept. of Ed.
can authorize the seizure of tax refunds, offset Social Security benefits, and instruct employers to
withhold wages in order to collect on outstanding loan balances in default.260 For borrowers
struggling to balance finances, the use of these government collection tools can break household
budgets and make it difficult to cover living expenses. 261
If private student loan borrowers do not proactively seek information about their
repayment options, they risk defaulting on their loans.262 While federal loan borrowers have
additional protections under the HEA,263 private student loan borrowers are subject to “the mercy
of their creditors” and may not have flexible repayment options to help them avoid default.264
Many private student loans default when a borrower misses three monthly payments.265 Private
256
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loan borrowers have less time to explore their potential repayment and deferment options since
private student loans generally enter default faster than federal loans. 266 However, statutes of
limitations and limited collection tools place restrictions on a lender’s ability to collect on private
student loans.267 Under state contract law, private student loans generally have a statute of
limitations that limits the time period in which lenders or collectors can sue borrowers to collect
on unpaid debts.268 Private lenders have fewer collection tools than the federal government, but
lenders can still bring legal actions against borrowers in order to recover outstanding debt.269
Accessibility of information about available loan benefits is an important issue in the student
loan industry.270 Federal and private student loan borrowers can take steps to avoid default, but
they need to know what their options are and take timely action.271 However, the CFPB recently
reported that borrowers struggle to take advantage of loan benefits designed to protect them from
default.272 In the student loan industry, loan servicers’ sloppy practice and poor dissemination of
information contribute to this problem.273
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Role of Loan Servicers in the Student Loan Industry
Loan servicers play an important role in the student loan industry and often serve as the
point of contact for borrowers with questions regarding their loans and payment options.274
Whereas lenders originate and determine the terms of a loan, student loan servicers are
responsible for (1) managing borrowers’ accounts; (2) processing payments; (3) communicating
directly with borrowers; and (4) informing borrowers about loan repayment options.275 A
“competent and efficient” servicer can ensure payments are properly applied to a borrower’s
account and help financially distressed borrowers avoid default.276 Even “well-conceived
consumer protections” may be ineffective if loan servicers do not provide high-quality service.277
Private and federal loans have a number of loan servicers. For private loans, the originating
institution or another non-bank entity usually services the loan.278 The Dept. of Ed. contracts
servicing of Direct federal loans with a number of companies, including Great Lakes Educational
Loan Services, Nelnet, FedLoan Servicing (d/b/a Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance
Agency, or “PHEAA”), and Navient (formerly Sallie Mae).279 These contracts generally last five
years, though the Dept. of Ed. may terminate the contracts or hire new servicers at any point in
this period.280 Federal loan borrowers generally do not get to choose their loan servicers or
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switch servicers once assigned. 281 The Dept. of Ed. assigns exclusive management of certain
benefit programs to specific servicers.282 For example, Nelnet services all federal loans with total
and permanent disability discharge applications and PHEAA is the PSLF servicer.283
The Dept. of Ed. refers to the FSA’s performance metric allocations, which are released
to the public online to determine allocation of loans to servicers.284 The Dept. of Ed. compiles
customer satisfaction survey scores and default prevention statistics every six months.285
According to the Dept. of Ed., customer satisfaction is measured on a scale of zero to 100.286 The
guidelines do not appear to indicate that borrower narratives or complaints filed with the Federal
Student Aid (“FSA”) Feedback System are considered when determining loan allocations to
servicers. It is unclear whether the surveys used by the Dept. of Ed. are reliable measures to
determine whether borrowers are both satisfied with their servicers and actually receiving
optimal outcomes.287 There is very limited data on actual performance beyond what is available
for the number of accounts in default or delinquency.288 If the surveys are not a reliable source of
data for allocating loan accounts to servicers, the Dept. of Ed. may be assigning loan accounts to
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servicers that score well according to the metrics but provide poor services to borrowers in
practice. 289
Federal loan borrowers can use the National Student Loan Data System (“NSLDS”) to
retrieve information regarding the servicer in charge of their federal loans.290 According to our
research, a comparable database does not exist for private loans. To determine the servicer for a
private loan, borrowers need to look at their billing statements or to contact the lender to see
whether a loan servicer has been assigned.291 Borrowers report confusion when dealing with
servicers that manage both federal and private loans, including Navient and PHEAA, because the
distinction between federal and private loan balances is not always clear on communications
received from the servicer.292

Harmful Loan Servicer Practices
“As a young professional with significant student loan debt, I am trying to be
proactive and responsible with my repayment. FedLoan is making that exceedingly
difficult.” -Complaint submitted to CFPB by federal student loan borrower from
Massachusetts 293
Through its consumer complaint system, the CFPB has amassed comments from
thousands of student loan borrowers documenting the issues prevalent in the student loan
servicing market.294 Abusive practices, including errors, harm student borrowers by (1)
increasing the length of time the borrower stays in repayment and thus the total amount the
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borrower pays over the life of the loan; (2) incurring additional or excessive ancillary fees or
interest; and (3) preventing the borrower from taking advantage of available benefits, flexible
repayment options, and consumer protections.295 In the end, student borrowers impacted by these
practices end up owing or paying more on the loans than they initially owed.296
The way that student loan servicers are compensated can incentivize servicers to keep a
student in repayment for as long as possible.297 Loan servicers receive a cut of students’
repayment, called a tranche.298 For many private loan servicers, the tranche received is a
predetermined percentage of the unpaid principal balance of the loan.299 This scheme is similar
to how mortgage servicers are compensated.300 Federal loan servicers are often compensated
with a monthly flat rate per loan, which varies depending on the status of the loan.301 The loan
servicer collects the largest amount possible when a loan is current, and the tranche shrinks when
a loan goes into delinquency.302 While mechanically different, both methods of compensation
incentivize the servicer to keep the loan principal large and in repayment for as long as
possible.303
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Attempts to Extend the Length of Time the Borrower Stays in Repayment
“In 13 years I was never advised repayment options … I was only advised that I could
keep asking for forbearance and deferment. I discovered consolidation and income based
repayment myself after I filed bankruptcy. Now my debt has doubled … [The servicers]
benefitted from my hardships and now I have 3 closed accts that reflect negative on my
credit when I have been diligent in rebuilding my credit.” -Complaint submitted to CFPB

by federal student loan borrower from Colorado 304
When a student borrower has multiple unconsolidated loans, they will have a minimum
payment due on each loan every month. The CFPB has received reports of loan servicers
ignoring student instructions and/or misapplying payments when the borrower over-pays or
under-pays.305 A borrower in the fortunate position of being able to make payments over the
minimum each month is incentivized to do so and to apply the extra payments to the loan(s) with
the highest interest rate or principal in order to ultimately reduce the amount that they will pay
over the lifetime of the loan. Servicers often disregard borrower instructions to apply extra
payments to those loans, a practice that increases the total amount the borrower pays back over
the life of the loan, and potentially extends the length of time the loans are in repayment.306
Similarly, when a borrower is unable to pay the minimum amount due but pays a smaller “good
faith” payment instead of paying nothing at all, servicers may split up the underpayment among
the students’ loans so that none of the loans are recorded as having the minimum amount paid.307
The borrower is then charged a late fee on every loan, interest continues to accrue on the
principal, and the loans take longer to pay back.308
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Excessive and Inappropriate Fees
“[T]he use of penalties by student loan companies are predatory and excessive. I recently
had a student loan payment due...for the amount of $200.00. I fully admit I was late on this
payment by a duration of approximately two hours. My loan servicer...immediately
penalized me for being late. I fully acknowledge the responsibility of paying my loans and
the fines that may come with a late payment. However, the fine placed another $200.00
which brought my actual payment to $410.00. This penalty, in my view, is completely
excessive and obscene. It follows a disheartening trend of student loan companies taking
advantage of young graduates and students who simply want to gain an education to better
their lives and the world around them... There is no logical reasoning, for doubling my
payment for paying my debt two hours past the deadline. I do what I can to make sure I
can meet my financial needs each month and this has put a serious strain on my ability to
stay financially solvent…” -Complaint submitted to CFPB by private student loan

borrower from Oregon 309
Excessive ancillary fees, including late fees and fees involved in collection, can be
considered unfair practices from two perspectives.310 For example, borrowers have reported that
although they made timely payment before the due date, payment processing delays from the
servicers led to late fees.311 Additionally, when a student borrower’s loan is transferred from one
servicer to another, inadequate notice of the transfer often causes students to pay the former
servicer instead of the new one or attempt to pay with a method accepted by their former servicer
that is not accepted by their new servicer.312 Both errors lead to late or other types of fees.313
Extrapolating from the experience of consumers charged with inappropriate fees by
mortgage servicers, it is likely that many of the inappropriate fees charged to student loan
borrowers may never be discovered.314 Inappropriate ancillary fees charged to those struggling
with their mortgages were often only discovered in bankruptcy hearings.315 Student loan
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borrowers, however, are unable to discharge their student loans in bankruptcy unless they can
show an undue hardship such as permanent disability preventing them from working.316 Without
the investigation involved in a bankruptcy proceeding uncovering inappropriate fees, most
student borrowers are unlikely to notice that they are being unfairly charged, and unlikely to
successfully challenge the fees if they do notice.317 More information about the challenges
student loan borrowers face in bankruptcy proceedings is below in “Gaps and Exceptions in
Consumer Protections.”318
Again drawing from patterns in mortgage lending, student loan servicers are unjustly
enriched through the charging of systemic inappropriate fees, or fees that are the result of their
own sloppy or deceptive business practices.319 For small fees in particular, the time and expense
required to challenge those fees may likely deter most student loan borrowers from doing so.320
Loan servicers are thus often able to keep ancillary fees collected from the borrower, which gives
them an incentive to tack on as many fees as possible.321 For example, “just one improper $15
late fee assessed to 7,000 loans results in the servicer receiving an additional $105,000 in
revenue, and the consumer has no way of knowing if these fees are systemic in nature.”322
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Preventing the Borrower from Taking Advantage of Available Benefits or
Protections
“I have been trying to enter an income-based repayment plan, however most of my online
request forms have been ignored and 2 of them have been put on hold. One of the emails
said the request was put on hold until closer to the end of my grace period, however while
I'm in my grace period interest is still accruing and I therefore want to start making
payments as soon as possible. I have tried emailing them several times about the issue with
no response. Thus I am being forced to make payments outside of a payment plan (which
won't go towards my public service loan forgiveness) in order to prevent any additional
interest build-up.” -Complaint submitted to CFPB by federal student loan borrower from
Kentucky 323

Flexible repayment plans, benefits, and consumer protections are all available to student
loan borrowers.324 These benefits and protections can include alternative repayment plans,
forbearance, repayment incentives, loan forgiveness, discharge, and cancellation.325
Unfortunately, the system is complex and often confusing to navigate.326 For example,
participation in certain benefits may disqualify a borrower from participating in others. Loan
servicers have commented on the complexity of the options available to borrowers. One servicer
remarked that “based on data [from servicing records], we found that more than half of
borrowers enrolling in income-driven repayment (“IDR”) for the first time could not navigate the
options on their own and one in five customers renewing required support.”327 As a result of this
complexity, borrowers often rely on their loan servicers to help them navigate their options,
particularly borrowers who are experiencing financial hardship.328
The CFPB has documented numerous borrower complaints regarding their loan servicer
providing them with incomplete or inaccurate information about available benefits or consumer
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protections.329 For example, servicers often do not tell borrowers about IDR options and
associated benefits unless the borrower affirmatively requests that information.330 For a borrower
experiencing an unmanageable amount of student loan debt (often defined as debt in excess of
eight percent of the borrower’s income), IDR plans extend the life of their loans, but reduce the
monthly payment to a more manageable level.331 This way the borrower can remain current and
in good standing, avoiding late fees, delinquency, and/or default.
Even when borrowers are informed of their options, loan servicers’ slow or sloppy
practices can prevent borrowers from accessing them. One organization providing assistance to
low-income student loan borrowers remarked:
The problems are likely caused by a combination of inferior information systems,
staff incompetence, skewed monetary incentives and lack of training. Regardless
of causes, the result is that servicers frequently lose documents and repeatedly
ask borrowers to provide documents they have already submitted. Far too often,
servicers provide inferior administration of basic programs such as income-based
repayment ("IBR"), including problems with initial application and recertification.332
Specific examples of the practices described in the above comment include: paperwork
errors that can cause borrowers to be enrolled in a repayment plan that they did not choose,
processing delays that keep the borrower from utilizing the repayment plan most appropriate to
their needs, and inadequate notice and processing delays for the required annual
recertification.333
The CFPB reports that fifty-seven percent of borrowers using Income-Based Repayment
(“IBR”) do not recertify their income by the deadline.334 Recertifying on-time allows a borrower
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to take advantage of an important protection that stops their unpaid interest for the year from
being capitalized (added to the outstanding principal balance accruing interest in the next
year).335 Servicers can take up to two months to process recertifications that are otherwise filed
on time by the borrower, causing borrowers to lose that protection if the deadline passes while
the recertification is being processed.336 When unpaid interest is capitalized, it can cause the
overall balance to grow exponentially over time, even when payments are being made.337

Remedies Currently Available to Student Loan Borrowers
Within the current regulatory and legal framework, student loan borrowers have limited
options available for recourse if they experience issues with a loan servicer. The borrower must
first try to resolve the issue with the loan servicer directly.338 If the issue with the servicer
remains unresolved, the borrower may reach out to an Ombudsman at the Dept. of Ed. or
CFPB.339 In limited circumstances, borrowers may be able to file claims against the servicers
under federal or state law.340 During recent years, state attorneys general and federal regulatory
agencies have played an important role in initiating legal action against loan servicers on behalf
of injured student loan borrowers. 341
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Reaching Out to a Student Loan Ombudsman
A Student Loan Ombudsman is intended to be a neutral contact that helps borrowers
resolve issues with their loan servicers.342 While an Ombudsman can help resolve disputes, they
do not necessarily act as an advocate for the borrowers or make binding decisions for other
entities.343 There are two federal ombudsman offices that currently work with borrowers to
address federal and private student loan servicer issues: (1) FSA Ombudsman and (2) the CFPB
Student Loan Ombudsman.

Federal Student Aid (FSA) Ombudsman
The FSA Ombudsman is part of the Dept. of Ed. and only addresses complaints against
federal student loan servicers.344 On its website, the FSA Ombudsman is listed as a “last resort”
resource to address loan servicing issues.345 Before filing a complaint against a loan servicer,
borrowers are required to contact the servicers directly in order to resolve the dispute and need to
maintain a detailed record of any interactions with their servicer regarding the issue.346 If a
borrower files an online complaint through the FSA Feedback System, the Dept. of Ed. should
respond in fifteen days and the complaint should be resolved within sixty days.347 The FSA
Ombudsman published its first annual report regarding student loan complaints in December
2017, but public data regarding loan complaints is limited. 348
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CFPB Student Loan Ombudsman
The CFPB Student Loan Ombudsman is responsible for compiling and analyzing data on
private student loan complaints.349 Complaints are generally compiled through online
submissions on the CFPB website.350 Borrowers are encouraged to include all relevant
information in the initial complaint as they generally cannot submit a second complaint
regarding the same issue.351 Once a borrower has submitted a complaint, they generally receive a
response from CFPB within fifteen days.352 If the borrower consents, CFPB may publish a copy
of the complaint with personal information redacted on the Consumer Complaint Database.353
Based on data analysis of the complaints received, the CFPB Ombudsman makes policy
recommendations to the Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the CFPB, the Secretary of
Education, and Congress about how to address recurring issues in the student loan industry and
highlights concerns from a consumer protection standpoint.354 Annual Reports of the CFPB
Student Loan Ombudsman are published each fall and made available on the CFPB website.355

Issue with the Ombudsman Complaint System
Before 2016, the Dept. of Ed. did not describe the complaint process, leaving borrowers
confused about where they could file a complaint or how the complaint would be handled.356 The
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Dept. of Ed. was previously asked to develop and implement a simple process for borrowers to
file complaints against the federal government and create a system to share the complaint data
with other enforcement agencies.357 Although the 2017 Feedback System Report provides
general examples of the types of complaints received about federal student loan servicers, 358
copies of the complaints filed have not been made accessible to the public in a system similar to
the CFPB Consumer Complaint Database.
Although complaint systems offered by the Dept. of Ed. and CFPB provide an avenue for
borrowers to addresses issues with their servicers, it is unclear how many borrowers know about
these services. The Dept. of Ed. claims a low volume of complaints indicates effective oversight,
but has not made loan complaint data public to support these assertions.359 While CFPB prepares
annual reports on trends and issues in the student loan industry and makes complaint data public,
borrowers might not be taking full advantage of the complaint system. Over forty million
borrowers have outstanding student loan debt, but fewer than 51,000 complaints were filed with
the CFPB Ombudsman between July 2011 and August 2017.360 The small number of complaints,
when compared to the outstanding number of student loan borrowers, could suggest that student
loan servicing issues are not extensive. However, it is also possible that borrowers are not aware
of the services offered by these ombudsman offices, including the complaint mechanisms.361
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To complicate enforcement of servicer regulations, former cooperative efforts between the Dept.
of Ed. and CFPB have effectively ended. 362 Although the CFPB Ombudsman’s authority is
limited to private loan servicers, the agency previously worked with the Dept. of Ed. to address
federal loan complaints and share information necessary for enforcement of student loan
servicing practices.363 On August 31, 2017, the Dept. of Ed. effectively ended its cooperative
efforts with the CFPB.364 Although the Dept. of Ed. claims it ended the relationship in order to
“ensure fair and consistent enforcement… and the efficient resolution of borrower complaints,”
decreased cooperative efforts between these two student loan “watchdogs” suggest that the
administration could take a more lenient approach to policing student loan servicers over the next
few years.365

Filing Legal Claims against Servicers
The current regulatory and legal situation makes it difficult for individual borrowers to
file a legal claim against a lender or loan servicer.366 As litigation can be both a timely and
expensive process, hiring legal counsel could result in additional costs and liabilities for the
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borrowers.367 Legal avenues for borrowers against servicers are limited by loan type and
applicable federal or state consumer protection laws. 368
Most consumer protections for federal loans, including disclosure regulations, are
contained in the Higher Education Act (HEA).369 However, there are no private rights of action
to enforce HEA provisions.370 If a conflict exists between state and federal laws in regards to
loan servicer regulations, servicers can argue that federal law preempts state law and it is
impossible for the servicer to comply with both.371 In state courts, servicers have had some
success in raising preemption arguments against breach of contract claims.372 The HEA provides
that FFEL loans agreements are enforceable in all federal and state courts in accordance with the
master promissory notes, but there is confusion about what FFEL provisions are applicable to
Direct Loans.373 For example, while the HEA contains servicer due diligence requirements for
FFEL loans, there are not similar regulations in place for Direct Loans. 374
Private loans are not governed by the HEA and borrowers generally can raise more
claims against private lenders than federal lenders.375 For example, private loan borrowers can
raise claims against lenders under TILA for improper disclosure of loan terms. 376 However,
actions against loan servicers are fairly limited. 377 The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act
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(“FDCPA”) is the primary federal statute regarding debt collection practices, but the act only
applies to debt collectors.378 To qualify as a debt collector and be subject to the provisions of the
act, the servicer would need to receive the loans while the loan was already in default.379
Whether or not a loan servicer, including those who service student loans, is covered under state
UDAP statutes varies from state to state.380 This is because there is no contractual relationship,
also known as privity, between the borrower and the servicer.381 Massachusetts courts have
indicated that the Chapter 93A UDAP provisions would apply to loan servicers,382 but with its
explicit statement prohibiting a student loan servicer from “engag[ing] in any unfair or deceptive
practice toward any person… in connection with the serving of a student education loan,” the
Bill clearly states the legislature’s intention for student loan servicers to be held to the same
standards as other businesses in the state.383 384

Public Enforcement by Federal and State Agencies
Federal agencies, including the CFPB, may investigate consumer complaints and initiate
enforcement efforts against loan servicers and other actors in the student loan industry.385 Since
2014, the CFPB has initiated fourteen public enforcement matters against numerous types of
student-lending businesses, including for-profit colleges, loan servicers, and financial
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counselors.386 Since 2011, the CFPB has returned more than $750 million in relief for student
loan borrowers.387 In January 2017, the CFPB filed a complaint against Navient, the nation’s
largest federal and private loan servicer.388 The complaint alleges that Navient engaged in a
number of poor servicing practices, including failing to correctly apply borrower payments,
steering borrowers away from repayment plans that would lower monthly payments, and
providing inaccurate information to borrowers about repayment and forgiveness programs.389
Over a year since the initial filing, the case is still open and unresolved. Meanwhile, consumers
are still subject to Navient’s poor servicing practices.390 Individual consumers cannot be made
parties in CFPB lawsuits as the agency represents the interests of the government in court
proceedings.391 Although they cannot take part in CFPB lawsuits, borrowers are encouraged to
share stories of unfair servicer practices and may be eligible to receive payments in the event of a
settlement.392
The repeated grievances of student loan borrowers against certain servicers for unfair or
abusive lending practices has led several state attorneys general to take legal action. These
lawsuits have been met with varying degrees of success, and those that remain pending may have
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significant precedential value. In 2016, Attorney General Maura Healey secured a $2.4 million
settlement against ACS Education Services ("ACS") for delaying borrower applications for IDR
plans.393 However, Healey’s more recent suit against PHEAA, filed in August of 2017, has been
met with opposition both from the servicer and from the U.S. Justice Department.394 PHEAA
possess an exclusive contract with the Dept. of Ed. to manage PSLF and the Teacher Education
Assistance for College and Higher Education (“TEACH”) program.395 In her complaint, Healey
alleges that PHEAA’s failure to process IBR plan applications and teachers’ annual certification
forms in a timely manner has prevented borrowers from making qualifying monthly payments
towards loan forgiveness and resulted in the conversion of TEACH grants to loans.396 In January,
PHEAA challenged Healey’s state law claims, claiming that they conflicting with federal law,
including the HEA.397 On March 1, 2018, the court denied PHEAA’s motion to dismiss, allowing
the lawsuit against PHEAA to proceed forward.398 In response, Healey commented the court’s
decision is “a victory for thousands of students and families in Massachusetts who have been
victimized for too long by student loan servicers.”399
Massachusetts is not the only state pursuing legal action against student loan servicers. In
October of 2017, Pennsylvania Attorney General John Shapiro filed suit against Navient, whose
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servicing center is located within the state.400 The complaint alleges that Navient engaged in
predatory lending practices such as “pedaling risky and expensive subprime loans that they knew
or should have known were likely to default” and “failing to perform core servicing duties,
thereby causing harm to borrowers and cosigners.”401 Shapiro explained his decision to sue in
light of federal rollbacks of protections for borrowers, stating “I am stepping up to fill that
breach and ensure that student loan holders are protected in Pennsylvania and across the U.S.”402
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan and Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson filed
suits against Navient earlier in 2017 as well.403

Gaps and Exceptions in Consumer Protections for Student Loan Borrowers
“We treat struggling student loan borrowers the same as deadbeat parents and tax
cheats...Even gambling addicts have more protections.” - Seth Frotman, CFPB
Student Loan Ombudsman404

Gaps in Student Loan Borrower Protections
It is important to consider the gaps that exist in the current relief, protections, and
benefits available to student loan borrowers. Broadly speaking, when borrowers fall through
these gaps in protections, they are exposed to additional hardships that make it more difficult to
manage their student loan debt. Some gaps represent challenges and exceptions that are unique to
those saddled with student loan debt compared to other kinds of debt. Others are gaps within the
federal education loan system that excludes certain types of borrowers from accessing flexible
400
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repayment options and borrower benefits. The hardships discussed below impact student loan
borrowers in every state. However, since they are caused by gaps in the body of federal student
loan law, rather than practices of student loan servicers, solutions to these problems are beyond
the scope of Borrower Bill of Rights (“BBOR”) legislation in Massachusetts and other states.

Limited Options to Discharge Student Loan Debt in Bankruptcy
The Bankruptcy Code treats student loan debt differently than other types of debt. While
obtaining bankruptcy discharge wipes out many types of debt (including medical and mortgage
debt), student loan debt is generally “nondischargeable.”405 This means that if a person’s nonstudent-loan debt is discharged through bankruptcy, their student loan debt remains,
notwithstanding other relief options such as deferment or forbearance that may be available.
Prior to 2005, federal student loan debt was nondischargeable in bankruptcy, but private student
loan debt could be discharged.406 The justification for this was that federal student loans are
made with taxpayer money, which thus deserve a higher level of protection to ensure that
taxpayers are paid back by the student loan borrower.407 With the passage of the Bankruptcy
Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 ("BAPCPA"), private student loan debt
also become nondischargeable.408 As implied by the reference to “bankruptcy abuse” in the title
of the act, this move was likely done to prevent those with high levels of student debt from
taking advantage of bankruptcy by “discharg[ing] their student loans shortly before beginning
lucrative careers.”409
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To qualify for the exception to the nondischargeability rule, a borrower must prove that
their student loan debt creates an “undue hardship” for them and their family.410 The current
standard to prove “undue hardship” is very strict and typically is only successful if the student
loan borrower has suffered a permanent disability preventing them from working.411 The most
common standard for determining whether student loans can be discharged in bankruptcy
proceedings due to “undue hardship” was developed in Brunner v. New York State Higher Educ.
Services Corp.412 The so-called Brunner test requires the borrower to show three things:
(1) that the debtor cannot maintain, based on current income and expenses, a
“minimal” standard of living for herself and her dependents if forced to repay
the loans; (2) that additional circumstances exist indicating that this state of
affairs is likely to persist for a significant portion of the repayment period of the
student loans; and (3) that the debtor has made good faith efforts to repay the
loans.413
In Massachusetts, however, bankruptcy courts have rejected Brunner in favor of a
standard that considers the “totality of the circumstances.”414 In the Commonwealth, courts ask
“can the debtor now, and in the foreseeable future, maintain a reasonable, minimal standard of
living for the debtor and the debtor’s dependents and still afford to make payments on the
debtor’s student loans?”415 In answering that question, courts consider relevant evidence about
the borrower’s specific circumstances, because “the lives of all debtors are complex and each
individual case is entitled to be evaluated in its context.”416
Whether using Brunner, or considering the “totality of circumstances” to determine
whether a borrower can meet the “undue hardship” standard, the outcome of the case often
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depends on the discretion of the particular judge.417 An empirical study that looked at borrowers
attempting to discharge student loan debt in bankruptcy concluded that “outcomes for debtors
turned on judges’ individual and often inconsistent perceptions of the meaning of the phrase
‘undue hardship,’ and the degree to which the judges found the debtor ‘worthy of relief.’”418

No Statute of Limitations for Collecting on Federal Student Loan Debt
Private loans are subject to statutes of limitations established in state contract law, which
are typically anywhere from three to ten years.419 In Massachusetts, the statute of limitations for
written contracts is six years.420 Under the original HEA, federal student loans were subject to a
six year statute of limitations,421 but that protection has since been removed, meaning collection
efforts on delinquent loans can continue until the borrower’s death.422 This elimination seems to
derive from the premise that a defaulter’s ability to repay increases over time.423 Others have
argued that a borrower’s ability to receive student loans without consideration of their
creditworthiness is a benefit that outweighs the burden of giving up the protection of a statute of
limitations.424 Either way, without a statute of limitations, the government has the power to
collect on student loans indefinitely.425

Tools of the Debt Collector: Tax Offsets, Social Security and Wage Garnishments
As a government agency, the Dept. of Ed. has a set of powerful tools used to collect on
defaulted student loan debt. The Dept. of Ed. has the authority to instruct the Treasury
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Department to garnish or offset a borrower’s wages, social security benefits, and tax refunds.426
Using these methods, the Dept. of Ed. collected $349 million through administration wage
garnishment, and $16 million through Treasury offsets in 2011.427
For a student loan borrower in default, offsets and garnishments initiated by the federal
government, the prospect of being sued at any point, and the lack of relief through bankruptcy
can perpetuate a cycle of financial instability and crisis.

Delinquent Borrowers Risk Losing Professional Licenses and College Transcripts
In twenty states, including Massachusetts, professional licenses can be denied, can be
revoked, or renewal can be refused if a student borrower fall into default on their student
loans.428 In relevant part, the Massachusetts law states:
Any board of registration...upon receiving a written list of names of educational
loan defaulters from the Massachusetts Education Financing Authority...shall deny
issuance of a professional or occupational certificate, registration, license, or
authority to any applicant who is in such default on an educational loan made under
any of the programs administered by said authority or corporation, hereinafter
referred to in this paragraph as the loan agency.429
Proponents of these state licensing laws argue that because it is the taxpayers who fund
federal student loans, they deserve extra protection to ensure those loans are paid back by the
borrower.430 Acting upon these laws is “an extreme step for a lender” and, though statistics are
not kept on the frequency of these proceedings, anecdotal evidence suggests that it is relatively
uncommon, including in Massachusetts. 431
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Many student loan borrowers are unaware that delinquency on their student loans can
cost them their professional license.432 Losing a professional license makes it difficult or
impossible to work in the field for which they are trained.433 For someone struggling with an
unmanageable debt-to-income ratio, the consequence is counterproductive because losing their
license makes it harder for them to work, which then makes it harder for them to resume
payments on their student loans.434
Colleges and universities can also withhold transcripts or certificates from students who
are behind in their payments.435 A majority of jurisdictions hold that a “university withholding
the transcript of a student debtor whose debt is presumptively nondischargeable violates the
automatic stay…[with] the sole purpose for withholding the transcript…[being] to collect on a
pre-petition debt [which] is expressly prohibited by §362” of the bankruptcy code.436 However,
“the courts appear recently to have relaxed this restriction on allowing creditor institutions to
withhold the debtor student’s transcript.”437
There is an unquestioned power disparity as well as an information gap between an
educational institution and a student, and the policy aimed at general deterrence
disproportionately harms those who are most vulnerable. Students, even if they manage to get a
debt discharged, often face difficulties getting their records from their educational institutions
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because these institutions were left on the hook for the debt.438 This is particularly troublesome
for students who left school before completing their degree. These borrowers are saddled with
debt and left unable to access their transcripts, which are necessary if they attempt to complete
the degree at a later date.

Discharged Loans Taxed as Gross Income
Flexible Income Based Repayment programs allow the loans to be discharged after
twenty-five years of qualifying payments in good faith.439 In the colorful words of Gregory
Crespi, a “tax bomb” may be waiting for those borrowers who take advantage of certain loan
cancellation opportunities.440 Since discharged debt is counted toward a borrower’s gross income
for tax purposes, borrowers whose loans are cancelled after twenty-five years of qualifying IBR
payments face a substantial increase in their tax burden the year in which their loans are
discharged.441 Since student loan cancellation is available through programs designed for
borrowers with lower incomes, a substantial increase in their tax burden at the end of the year
can be unmanageable.442
At present, §108(f) (“Student Loan”) of the Internal Revenue Code does protect
borrowers whose loans will be forgiven through the PSLF Program after ten years of loan
payments while working for PSLF-qualified employers.443 Many taxpayers use the exclusion
under §108 every year: the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) reported that more than 453,000
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taxpayers excluded a total of over $39 billion in 2013.444 However, this protection does not apply
to borrowers who are working outside of the public service profession.445 Student loans
discharged through other programs, such as IBR, Pay As You Earn, or Income Contingent
Repayment programs, are treated as taxable income in the year they are forgiven.446
Additionally, reports have found that a large number of taxpayers with low incomes who are
eligible for this §108 exclusion do not take advantage of it, and are thus significantly overpaying
in their taxes. 447

Lack of Options for Federal Direct Parent PLUS Borrowers
Many parents or guardians take out federal education loans (called Parent PLUS loans) to
help finance their child’s college education.448 Parent PLUS borrowers have fewer flexible
repayment options and face unique challenges as they pay down student debt while preparing for
or entering retirement.449 These loans have no cumulative limit, and the annual limit is equal to
the full cost of attendance, minus other aid, which means that the amount of debt can get very
high.450 Because the loans are in the parents’ names, they are responsible for repayment, and face
the consequences of default if payments are not made, including the garnishment of wages and
social security benefits.451
Parent PLUS loans are not eligible for the flexible repayment options that are available
for the loans taken out directly by students, including IBR, Income Contingent Repayment, and
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PSLF.452 Because there is no cumulative limit for Parent PLUS loans, parent borrowers can be
burdened with large amounts of debt and are left without the repayment options that would allow
them to make smaller payments over a longer period of time.453 This burden grows if they have
borrowed to finance the education of multiple children.
Parent PLUS loan borrowers can gain access to income contingent repayment if they
consolidate the PLUS loans through the Federal Direct Consolidation Loan.454 If the parent is
also repaying their own federal student loans, which are eligible for income-based repayment or
have lower interest rates, those loans lose access to IBR and the interest rates may increase.455
The CFPB reports that borrowers over the age of sixty are the fastest growing age-segment of the
student loan market.456 About seventy-three percent of student loan borrowers over the age of
sixty owe on loans taken out on behalf of their dependent children or grandchildren.457
According to the 2011-2012 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study, 10% of Parent PLUS
loan borrowers earn less than $25,000 a year.458 Without access to flexible repayment options,
Parent PLUS loan borrowers can find themselves struggling to make payments on an
unmanageable amount of debt compared to their incomes.459 If they fall into default, their wages
or social security benefits can be garnished by loan servicers, putting their ability to care for
themselves in retirement at risk.460
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This growing population of older adult student loan borrowers are often left out of the
discussion about the impact of student loan debt. When they borrow through Parent PLUS loans,
their options and rights are different than those of the “traditional” student loan borrower.461
Because the debt comes due toward the end of their careers, Parent PLUS borrowers with high
debt-to-income ratios are particularly vulnerable to adverse effects of that debt as they prepare
for and begin their retirement.462

Filling the Gaps with the Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights
With a focus of preventing and remedying harmful practices of student loan servicers in
Massachusetts, the Bill at the center of this commentary does not purport to fill these gaps in
protections. Because the hardships described in this section stem from gaps in protections in
national law, policy and regulatory changes to mitigate these hardships directly needs to come
from the federal government.
The most recent and comprehensive attempt to do so is through the proposed federal
Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights Act introduced in 2017 by Representative Wilson of
Florida.463 This is the third iteration of the bill, which was also introduced in 2013 and 2015.464
While this bill has yet to make it out of committee in the 115th Congress,465 it is valuable to
consider its potential as a tool to protect struggling student loan borrowers. The bill seeks to
address many of the gaps in protections discussed above and expand opportunity for loan
cancellation for borrowers engaged in public service careers by applying loan forgiveness after
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five years (or sixty eligible monthly payments) instead of the current ten years (or 120 eligible
monthly payments) requirement.466
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V. VARIATIONS AMONG STATE BORROWER
BILLS OF RIGHTS
Predatory lending practices and insufficient information only serve to exacerbate the
issue of excessive student loans debt among borrowers. The lack of adequate recourse available
to student loan borrowers coupled with gaps in consumer protections at the national level leaves
many borrowers at the mercy of servicers.467 In response, several states have begun pioneering
the movement towards state-level protections for resident student loan borrowers. This section
discusses (1) the increasing movement towards state level regulation of the student loan industry;
(2) an in-depth analysis of legislation introduced in the various states to protect student loan
borrowers; and (3) the threat of federal preemption of state-level BBORs.

Trend of State Legislation
In response to the national student loan debt crisis, state legislators have increasingly
sought to expand consumer protections to protect student loan borrowers and their families from
the predatory practices of student loan servicers.468 As the first state to enact a BBOR in 2015,
Connecticut created the general framework for such legislation, including provisions for (1) the
licensing and investigation of student loan servicers; (2) a standard set of duties and regulations
to be imposed on servicers; (3) a Student Loan Ombudsman to collect and analyze complaints
from student loan borrowers; and (4) the creation of educational programs designed to educate
borrowers of their rights.469 While its Ombudsman position has not yet been filled due to funding
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issues,470 Connecticut has nevertheless pioneered the move towards state action.471 The extent to
which these provisions have been adopted in other states’ legislation varies, though at a
minimum the majority implement a licensing scheme for student loan servicers.472
To date, only Connecticut, California, Washington, D.C., and Illinois have enacted
similar legislation, though bills have been introduced in at least thirteen other states.473 California
passed its Student Loan Servicing Act in 2016, providing for the general licensing of student
loan servicers through the Department of Business Oversight.474 However, the proposed
regulations to be imposed on student loan servicers were subject to comment until November 6,
2017.475 Accordingly, much of the Act has yet to take effect, and lacks provisions for the
creation of a student loan Ombudsman or an educational program to inform borrowers of their
rights.476 Washington, D.C., which passed its Student Loan Ombudsman Establishment and
Servicing Regulation Amendment Act in February of 2017, experienced delays in hiring an
Ombudsman, leaving the position vacant for several months.477 Most recently, Illinois enacted its
Student Loan Servicing Rights Act, which takes effect in December 31, 2018, and it appears to
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be the most comprehensive legislation of its kind to date.478 The Illinois Act introduces several
notable provisions, including servicer-provided repayment specialists to assist borrowers of both
federal and private student loans, explicit avenues to pursue legal action against servicers, and
oversight of the Ombudsman position by the Attorney General’s Office.479

In-depth Look at State Legislation
A comparative analysis of the BBOR legislation regulating student loan servicers in other
states can provide valuable insight with respect to the Bill currently pending in Massachusetts.480
Connecticut, California, Washington, D.C., and Illinois have served as pioneers for the
increasing movement to state level protections.481

Exempt Entities
The legislation in each state contains a section exempting various entities servicing
student loans from the regulatory and licensing schemes imposed by the bill.482 Common
exemptions include federal and state banks, credit unions, wholly owned subsidiaries of both,
trust companies, and savings and loan associations.483 However, some states exempt additional
entities.484 For example, the Illinois Act exempts a public or private non-profit post-secondary
educational institution servicing a loan it extended to a borrower, licensed debt management
servicers, the Illinois Student Assistance Commission, licensed collection agencies collecting
post-default debt, state or private non-profit institutions acting as guarantee agencies that have an
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agreement with the Dept. of Ed., and state or private non-profit institutions servicing fewer than
20,000 borrowers in the State.485

Licensing Procedure
The licensing and investigation of student loan servicers is a key provision of the
legislation in each state.486 Illinois adopted a model by which student loan servicers must submit
an application developed by the Secretary of the Department of Financial and Professional
Regulation to the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System (“NMLS”), which serves as an
official record system for licensing and registration.487 Currently, NMLS is the sole licensure
system for mortgage companies and Mortgage Loan Originators for many state and territorial
agencies, though it can also manage other debt and consumer finance related licenses.488 Along
with an application, servicers applying for licensure in Connecticut must submit a notarized
financial statement prepared by a public accountant; a history of criminal convictions of the
applicant or its officers, partners, or members; a nonrefundable license fee of $1,000; and a nonrefundable investigation fee of $800.489 According to Representative Matthew Lesser of
Connecticut, the State recently amended its law to allow for volume-based assessment of
servicers, a development which is discussed in greater detail below.490 Licenses must be renewed
on a biannual basis and are additionally subject to potential late fees.491 Several states have
adopted similar licensing schemes to Connecticut, although the exact fees charged may vary.492
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Some states require student loan servicers to submit additional documentation or fees to obtain a
license, such as audited financial statements indicating a net worth of at least $250,000;493 fees
for the costs of fingerprinting and criminal background checks;494 a list of judgments entered
against, and bankruptcy petitions by the servicer for the preceding ten years;495 affirmation that
the applicant’s members, partners, directors, officers, or principals are at least 21 years of age;496
or information as to the character and fitness of the applicant or its members, partners, directors,
officers, or partners.497

Oversight of the Ombudsman Position
The majority of the BBORs provide for the creation of the Student Loan Ombudsman
position, one exception being California’s Act.498 The Ombudsman position is typically housed
within the same state agency tasked with the licensure and investigation of servicers, such as the
Department of Banking in Connecticut499 or the Department of Insurance, Securities, and
Banking in D.C..500 While most of the states allocate these duties to state agencies operating
within the spheres of finance or consumer protection, Missouri’s bill allocates these duties to the
Department of Higher Education.501 Of particular interest, the Illinois Act, perhaps one of the
most comprehensive to date, tasks the licensure and investigation of servicers to the Department
of Financial and Professional Regulation,502 but provides for the creation of the Ombudsman
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position within the Attorney General’s Office.503 According to the Act, the Ombudsman works in
consultation with the Secretary of the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation,
suggesting collaboration between the two state agencies.504

Funding Scheme
Connecticut’s Act initially established a $1,000 license application fee and an $800
investigation fee, a scheme which has served as a general model for several other states drafting
similar legislation.505 According to Representative Lesser of Connecticut, since enacting the
BBOR in 2015, the State has encountered issues with respect to funding and consequently has
yet to implement the Ombudsman position.506 Lesser explained that initially the Ombudsman
position was designed to be funded through the licensing fees, but this has proved inadequate.507
Accordingly, Connecticut’s law has been amended to allow for volume-based assessment of
servicers.508 In a similar vein, Washington, D.C.’s BBOR originally accounted for application
fees to be determined by the Commissioner of the Department of Insurance, Securities, and
Banking.509 However, according to Dr. Charles Burt, the recently appointed Student Loan
Ombudsman in Washington, D.C., the state has recently adopted a $0.50 fee to be charged per
borrower serviced by a servicer.510 In addition, the Ombudsman is tasked with handling
mortgage foreclosures, and consequently some of the funding for Dr. Burt’s position presumably
already existed. 511
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Enforcement Mechanisms
While the existing legislation generally provides for the power to deny, revoke, and
suspend servicer licenses for failure to comply with the law, some of the states afford additional
mechanisms of enforcement.512 For instance, the Illinois Act authorizes the Attorney General to
enforce any violation of the law as a violation of the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business
Practices Act513 and further creates an avenue by which the Secretary of the Department of
Financial and Professional Regulation, tasked with licensure, may pursue legal action through
the Attorney General’s Office.514 The Act explicitly establishes fines to be imposed against
servicers; up to $75,000 for each count of fraud or misrepresentation and $25,000 for other
counts.515 D.C. requires servicers to file a surety bond to be used for the recovery of damages
incurred by student loan borrowers as a result of the servicer’s noncompliance with the law.516

Other Notable Features
The Illinois Act mandates that servicers must designate personnel who have received
enhanced training regarding repayment options to serve as repayment specialists. 517 According to
the Act, all inbound and outbound calls from student loan borrowers eligible for repayment
assistance must be directed to a repayment specialist.518 A federal student loan borrower may be
eligible for referral to a repayment specialist if he or she has satisfied any of the following
requirements: (1) requested information to reduce or suspend his or her monthly payments; (2)
indicated that he or she is experiencing financial hardship or difficulty making payments; (3)
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missed two consecutive monthly payments; (4) is at least 75 days delinquent; (5) is enrolled in
discretionary forbearance for more than 9 of the previous 12 months; (6) consolidated one of
more loans out of default within the past 12 months; or (7) not completed a program of study.519
In contrast, private loan borrowers are eligible for referral to a repayment specialist only if they
satisfy one of the first two requirements listed above.520 A provision is included prohibiting
servicers from implementing compensation schemes which may incentivize repayment
specialists to violate any of the provisions of the Act.521 Given that one of the key purposes of
the legislation is to guard against the deceptive or abusive practices of servicers, it is unclear
whether the servicers themselves can be trusted to provide repayment specialists who have the
student borrowers’ best interests at heart.522 On a positive note, the Illinois Act requires servicers
to disclose the date that a borrower’s IDR plan certification expires, and the consequences of
failing to re-certify, including the newly calculated repayment amount.523

Limits to Borrower Protections
Since the Bill may still be amended at a later date, it is also critical to identify provisions
in other states’ legislation that effectively serve to undermine or limit the protections afforded to
borrowers. For instance, the term “student loan” is defined in such a way in both the California
and Illinois Acts so as to exclude loans to borrowers who have failed to graduate or complete
their educational programs, and have a balance at the time of disenrollment.524 Specifically, both
states’ legislation defines student loans to exclude credit extended by a postsecondary
educational institution if any of the following conditions apply: (1) the term of the extension of
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the credit is no longer than the borrower’s education program; (2) the remaining unpaid principal
balance at the time of graduation is less than $1,500; or (3) the borrower fails to graduate or
complete his or her educational program and has a balance at the time of disenrollment.525 Of
these provisions, the most alarming from a social justice perspective is the exclusion of loans for
borrowers who have not graduated, but still may be left saddled with a hefty amount of student
debt. These students would be effectively barred from accessing the basic protections put in
place by the Bill, including, potentially, access to the Student Loan Ombudsman.
The term “student loan” is used repeatedly throughout the text of both the California and
Illinois Acts.526 Article 5 of the Illinois Act, titled The Student Loan Bill of Rights, mandates that
“[a] [s]ervicer shall not engage in any unfair or deceptive practice toward any borrower or
cosigner or misrepresent or omit any material information in connection with the servicing of a
student loan.”527 Given that the definition of a student loan excludes credit extended to borrowers
who have failed to graduate, it unfortunately follows that under the text of the Illinois Act,
servicers arguably would not be prohibited from engaging in deceptive practices towards or
deliberately omitting information from this class of borrowers. The phrasing “fails to
graduate”528 seems to insinuate that the borrower is to blame for his or her predicament, without
taking into consideration factors which may have prevented his or her ability to graduate. This
language seems indicative of the “buyer beware” mentality discussed earlier in this commentary,
emphasizing borrower culpability without lending consideration to factors such as unforeseen
medical conditions, family issues, economic pressures, or other events which may interfere with
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a student’s ability to complete schooling.529 According to the National Center for Education
Statistics, only fifty-nine percent of full-time undergraduate students who began pursuing a
bachelor’s degree at a four-year post-secondary institution in 2009 had graduated at the same
institution by 2015.530 Approximately 44.2% of white students were able to graduate within four
years from the same institution, in contrast to only 20.6% percent of black students and 30.5% of
Hispanic students. 531 Given the significant number of students who are unable to graduate from
post-secondary institutions within four to six years, large portions of the population may be
barred from accessing consumer protections put in place in California and Illinois, creating a
loophole by which student loan servicers may escape accountability.

The Preemption Problem
When a state collection law is in direct conflict with a federal law, the federal law often
controls.532 This is called preemption.533 It is likely that state BBORs, which provide a right of
action for student loan borrowers through UDAP provisions that explicitly prohibit student loan
servicers from engaging in “unfair or deceptive acts or practices,” may face preemption
challenges if lawsuits are brought under their provisions.534 While there is a strong presumption
that the Dodd-Frank Act only preempts those state laws which are inconsistent with it – and that
state laws which provide additional protections like the BBORs are not inconsistent –
preemption of state law by the HEA is less clear.535
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As student loan servicers or collectors have been sued, they have raised the preemption
defense, arguing that the HEA’s scheme of student loan collection preempts any state regulation
of the servicers.536 Courts are split on whether certain provisions of the HEA preempt state law
claims against student loan servicers.537 In Chae v. SLM Corp., the Ninth Circuit held that the
HEA does preempt state UDAP provisions, meaning that borrowers and state attorneys general
are unable to bring claims against student loan servicers for violations of state prohibitions on
UDAPs in that jurisdiction.538 Other circuits have declined to apply the preemption argument that
broadly.539 The question of preemption for student loan claims in still appears unsettled in
Massachusetts.540 At the time of this writing, there is an ongoing lawsuit brought by
Massachusetts’ Attorney General against PHEAA, accusing the loan servicer of deceptive
practices that harm borrowers.541 PHEAA asserted the preemption defense in a motion to dismiss
the suit. On March 1, 2018, a Massachusetts Judge denied the motion and allowed the lawsuit to
go forward.542

The PROSPER Threat
The U.S. House of Representatives is currently considering the Promoting Real
Opportunity, Success, and Prosperity through Education Reform (PROSPER) Act.543 The
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PROSPER Act is intended to modify the HEA in response to what the bill’s supporters perceive
as a financial crisis and shifts in the higher education landscape since the HEA’s passage.544
PROSPER’s stated intent is to ensure that more students are able to enter and complete higher
education.545 If the PROSPER Act is passed, however, it may strengthen HEA preemption
challenges to claims against student loan servicers brought under state law.
If passed, the PROSPER Act would explicitly preempt state BBORs, and the licensing
mechanism created by the BBORs to promote state regulation of student loan servicers.546 The
PROSPER Act would also bar states from regulating how often servicers may contact borrowers,
or how servicing and collection is carried out.547 States would not be allowed to require servicers
to disclose information about their operations.548 These provisions appear to be a direct response
to the National Council of Higher Education Resources’ (NCHER) letter to the Department of
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Education on July 17, 2017 requesting that the federal government act to preempt state licensing
of student loan servicers.549 NCHER is a higher education finance trade association.550
Purporting to reform how higher education is financed, the PROSPER Act seeks to simplify how
student aid is obtained.551 The PROSPER Act proposes to streamline financial aid by eliminating
all current loans and grants, and replacing them with one grant, one loan, and one work-study
award.552 This would drastically alter how repayment is handled.553 The PROSPER Act provides
for only two repayment plans: a standard 10-year plan and an income-based plan.554 Current
federal regulations and reporting requirements would be eliminated, and the Secretary of
Education’s powers would be reduced.555
The PROSPER Act also seeks to expand the use of Pell Grants, and allow the Federal
Work-Study program to fund students working in private-sector companies. 556 It would
encourage institutions to develop more apprenticeship programs, allow federal financial aid for a
broader range of distance-learning programs, allow educational providers who are unaffiliated
with universities to receive students with financial aid from partnered universities, and give
bonus Pell Grants to students who take more classes each semester. 557 There would also be
changes to institutional accountability, institutional reporting, loan counselling, and the financial
aid education student receive.558
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The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA), an
organization of some 20,000 professional members at 3,000 higher education institutions,559 sent
a letter to the House Education Committee on December 8, 2017, concerning the PROSPER
Act.560 NASFAA President Justin Draeger wrote that while revisiting HEA to more effectively
help students access higher education is important, he is concerned at the size and scope of the
bill, given the speed with which it is being moved through committees, and would prefer more
time to determine its full potential impact.561 House Democrats have argued that the legislative
process has been rushed, and that the PROSPER Act would result in financial aid going to forprofit colleges and universities, which have a history of taking advantage of students and
granting degrees that prove disadvantageous in the labor market.562
States enacting BBORs are taking an active role in the creation of borrower protections
and working to establish a dual state-federal regulatory regime for student loan borrowers.563 In
response to the mortgage crisis, former Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan said that “a dual
state-federal regulatory regime…is vital to the health of our economy.”564 In the years leading up
the mortgage crisis, federal regulators preempted states attempting to enforce state-level
consumer protections for mortgage borrowers.565 The federal protections were then largely
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unenforced.566 Federal claims against financial institutions were dropped, and borrowers were
left effectively unprotected by government regulators.567
The PROSPER Act seeks to reform the federal financial aid landscape, and in doing so
would preempt states from regulating the student loan servicers operating within their
jurisdictions.568 The recent mortgage crisis has shown that federal regulation alone can be
insufficient protection for borrowers, and that protections are best enacted at both the federal and
state levels.569 The PROSPER Act, however, would prevent states from acting, thus reducing the
protections available to student borrowers.
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VI. BILL ANALYSIS
Returning to the proposed legislation at the center of this commentary, this section
provides a comprehensive analysis of the Bill. To assist the reader through the analysis, this
section starts with an overview of common tools used to analyze or interpret a statute. This is
followed by a copy of the Bill which has been annotated to provide specific legal context,
analysis, and recommendations. The last part of this section provides insight into the Bill’s
language, and what those language choices may mean for the Bill’s implementation.

Tools of Statutory Analysis
The process of creating a law requires that it be written, and once passed, that it be
interpreted.570 This involves a two-fold process: the drafters must try to distill their intentions
into a very precise written format, and then those who come after them must use those same
words to determine what the bill was meant to do and how it was meant to do it.571
Any statute goes through stages of interpretation. Those interpreting the statute initially
look to the language itself and typically first interpret it through “plain meaning,” or what an
ordinary person would take the meaning to be.572 If the language is unclear or ambiguous, the
context of the whole act is considered, to gain an understanding of the spirit of the act and ensure
that terms and phrases are not being interpreted differently throughout the whole.573 If there are
still ambiguities, then those interpreting the statute typically look to the intent of the drafters to
determine the purpose of the act.574 This process can involve looking at any preamble or purpose
570
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clause if it is included in the act, the legislative history, or other textual documents from the
creation of the act, if they exist.575 Legal scholars differ with regard to how much weight should
be given to language versus intent, and various competing theories exist as to how to conduct
interpretation without undermining the law.576 Policy considerations are often used to determine
which possible interpretation will be chosen, and so there may be variations depending on who is
responsible for the interpretation and their determination of what the best interpretation for state
policy is.577 All of this leads in turn to differing interpretations of the law, and in the case of the
Bill, those interpretations will likely be seen as soon as the relevant agencies begin creating the
required regulations to allow them to enforce the Bill, and when court opinions begin to
accumulate and attach to the issue.578 It is possible that this Bill could be passed and not
immediately become subject to interpretation. It would be carried out to the best of the
interpreters’ abilities, but if language is ambiguously worded, then the resulting interpretations
might diverge from the actual legislative intent.
Massachusetts State Senator Lesser considers the intent of the Bill to be (1) to create the
Ombudsman as a centralized resources for students and that can advocate on their behalf; (2) to
create more oversight of the servicers and introduce those standards necessary to prevent abuse;
(3) to allow the Division of Banks ("DOB") to investigate those servicers and enforce the Bill’s
rules; and (4) to allow the state to fine servicers when abuses occur and compel them to repay
borrowers if necessary.579 While the Bill would work towards those goals, there are instances of
ambiguous language that may complicate or conflict with them as well. Many of these instances
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may be avoided entirely, or at least minimized, by changing the wording to be more specific, or
if that is not possible, by understanding that new interpretations may lead to unexpected
outcomes and preparing accordingly.
The following is an annotated version of the Bill.580 The annotations take the form of
footnotes inserted into the original text. They identify portions of the Bill that may benefit from
clearer phrasing, indicate where the provisions may be in danger of creating unintended
consequences, and provide additional context to help the reader understand the Bill as it may fit
into Massachusetts law. It must be emphasized that none of the comments here should be taken
as true legal advice, but rather as possible points that have been identified for further discussion
with the lawyers involved in the drafting process.
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Annotated Bill581

1

SECTION 1. Section 24 of chapter 93 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby

2

amended by striking the definition of “servicing” and inserting thereof the following definition:-

3

“Servicing”, receiving a scheduled periodic payment from a borrower pursuant to the

4

terms of a loan, including amounts for escrow accounts, and making the payments to the owner

5

of the loan or other third party of principal and interest and other payments with respect to the

6

amounts received from the borrower as may be required pursuant to the terms of the servicing

7

loan document or servicing contract. In the case of a home equity conversion mortgage or

8

reverse mortgage as referenced in this section, servicing includes making payments to the

9

borrower.582 In the case of a student education loan as referenced in this section, servicing includes

10

applying the payments of principal and interest and other such payments with respect to the

11

amounts received from a student loan borrower as may be required pursuant to the terms of a

12

student education loan and performing other administrative services with respect to a student

13

education loan.

581

S.B. 129, 190th Gen. Court, Reg. Sess. (Mass. 2017).
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14
15
16
17
18

SECTION 2. Section 24 of chapter 93 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby
amended by inserting after the definition of “ Servicing” the following definitions:“Student education loan”, any loan primarily used to finance education or other schoolrelated expenses.
“Student loan borrower”, any resident of Massachusetts who has received or agreed to

19

pay a student education loan, or any person who shares responsibility with such Massachusetts

20

resident for repaying the student education loan.583

21

“Student loan servicer”, any person responsible for the servicing of a student education

22

loan to a student loan borrower.584

23

SECTION 3. Section 24A of Chapter 93 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby

24

amended by adding at the end of subsection (b)585 the following sentence:- “A student loan

25

servicer who also acts as a third party loan servicer shall586 also be required to comply with sections

26

24M to 24O, inclusive. 587

583

The language “any person who shares responsibility with such Massachusetts resident” would potentially extend
the Bill’s power beyond Massachusetts, as it could apply, for example, to a parent in California who cosigned a Massachusetts resident’s loans. If the Bill is not explicitly intended to extend outside the state
boundaries in such a manner, this phrase should be reconsidered, as it may lead to more complicated
interstate concerns.

584

Section 24 already contains two definitions that may cause confusion in the future: “debt collector” and “third
party loan servicer.” MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 § 24 (2018). Student loan servicer would be created as a
third category outside those two existing categories. The Bill is ambiguous as to how student loan servicers
should be treated alongside debt collectors and third party loan servicers, which could serve to cause
confusion and lead courts to interpret the Bill in ways that are not intended. Very broadly stated, debt
collector includes persons who collect on loans owed to another entity or directly to the collector itself,
while third party loan servicers are those who manage loans owned by someone else. MASS. GEN. LAWS ch.
93 § 24 (2018). This could potentially become an issue if, for example, a private student loan enters default
and is sold to a debt collector for further action.

585

Subsection (b) reads: “A person shall not directly or indirectly engage in the commonwealth in the business of a
third party loan servicer without registering with the commissioner. A registrant shall not be required to
comply with sections 24F to 27, inclusive.” MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 § 24A(b) (2018). This in effect would
establish student loan servicers as a subtype of third party loan servicers who, like all third part loan
servicers, would not have to obey sections 24F to 27, but would have additional requirements placed on
them beyond what third party loan servicers must normally do. Subsections 24F to 27 would cover a wide
range of powers of the Commissioner, such as fines and imprisonment for failure to produce records, police
authority, cease and desist orders, and the requirement that a licensee file a bond with the state treasurer.
MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 §§ 24F-27 (2018).

586

“Shall” carries with it an implication of requirement and mandatory actions that would allow far less discretion
than a word such as “may” would permit. Shall, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).

587

As section 24A(b) makes no reference to debt collectors, only student loan servicers acting as third party loan
servicers would be bound by the proposed addition of sections 24M to 24O. MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 §
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27
28
29

SECTION 4. Chapter 93 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by
inserting after section 24K the following sections:Section 24L. (a) There is hereby established the position of the Student Loan

30

Ombudsman, within the Division of Banks, to be appointed by the commissioner to provide

31

timely assistance to any student loan borrower who has a student education loan.

32

(b) The Student Loan Ombudsman shall588 work in consultation with the commissioner. The

33

responsibilities of the Student Loan Ombudsman will include, but not be limited to:589 (1) receive,

34

review and assist in resolving complaints from student loan borrowers, including, but not limited

35

to, attempts to resolve such complaints in collaboration with institutions of higher education,

36

student loan servicers, and any other participants in student loan lending, including, but not

37

limited to, the University of Massachusetts, the Board of Higher Education, the Office of Higher

38

Education, The Massachusetts Educational Financing Agency, or the Massachusetts Student

39

Loan Authority; (2) compile and analyze data on student loan borrower complaints and any

40

subsequent resolutions; (3) assist student loan borrowers to understand their rights and

41

responsibilities under the terms of student education loans; (4) provide information to the public

42

regarding the problems and concerns of student loan borrowers; (5) make recommendations to

43

the commissioner for resolving those problems and concerns; (6) analyze and monitor the

44

development and implementation of federal, state and local laws, regulations and policies

45

relating to student loan borrowers and recommend any related changes deemed necessary; (7)

46

review complete student education loan history for any student loan borrower who has provided

47

written consent for such review; and (8) disseminate information to student loan borrowers,

48

potential student loan borrowers, public institutions of higher education, student loan servicers

49

and any other participant in student education loan lending.590

24A(b) (2018). Anyone engaged as a debt collector for a student loan would still be treated under the
current rules for all debt collectors.
588

“Shall” carries with it an implication of requirement and mandatory actions that would allow far less discretion
than a word such as “may” would permit. Shall, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). Here, the use
of “shall” means that the Ombudsman would be required to work with the commissioner, though the extent
of this collaboration and practice remains unclear based on the language of the Bill.

589

The phrasing “include but not be limited to” implies that the agency could have broad discretion when creating
and delegating responsibilities to the office. This language would effectively create a minimum set of
responsibilities for the Ombudsman, but in such terms that the details of enforcement must be determined
by those who will be putting it into practice. This may be to the benefit of the Bill’s goals, but it must be
understood that doing so means that enforcement would become heavily open to individual interpretation.

590

The breadth of the stated goals for the Ombudsman would ensure that the individuals involved would have very
broad interpretive powers. The agency that would house the Ombudsman may refine the listed tasks
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50

(c) The Student Loan Ombudsman, in consultation with the commissioner, shall establish

51

and591 a student loan borrower education course to include educational presentations and materials

52

regarding student education loans. Said program shall include, but not be limited to, an

53

explanation of key loan terms, prescribed documentation requirements, monthly payment

54

obligations, income-based repayment options, loan forgiveness and disclosure requirements. Any

55

license, renewal, late filing, or investigation fees, as well as any penalties assessed under this

56

section, shall be used to fund the student loan borrower education course.592

57

Section 24M. (a) No person or entity shall act as a student loan servicer, directly or

58

indirectly,593 without first obtaining a license from the commissioner, unless such person is exempt

59

from licensure pursuant to this this section.

60

(b) The following persons or entities are exempt from student loan servicer licensing

61

requirements: (1) any bank, out-of-state bank, Massachusetts credit union, federal credit union or

62

out-of-state credit union; (2) any wholly owned subsidiary of any such bank or credit union; and

63

(c)594 any operating subsidiary where each owner of such operating subsidiary is wholly owned by

64

the same bank or credit union.595

extensively by creating regulations, but how they choose to do so would depend on that agency’s goals and
internal philosophies. It is preferable that the empowered agency be one with extensive prior experience in
handling student loan concerns. See infra Section VII: The Ombudsman’s Access to Resources under the
Attorney General.
591

Typo: a word appears to be missing between “establish” and “and.”

592

This funding stream could be insufficient. See infra Section VII: Funding the Student Loan Ombudsman.

“Shall” appears several times in Section 24L (c), so that the Ombudsman would be compelled to produce the
educational program and fulfill the listed requirements, but those requirements could potentially be fulfilled
in a variety of ways, so that the Ombudsman would still retain significant discretion. Shall, BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
593

Given the ambiguous differences between third party loan servicers and debt collectors in the Bill, it is unclear if
the phrase “directly or indirectly” is intended to include debt collectors for loans that have entered default.
See infra Section VI: Language Analysis, Entities Subject to Enforcement.

594

Typo: “(3)” not “(c).”

595

The exemption for the listed entities here, which may be roughly summarized as banks and their subsidiaries,
would mean that many private student loan servicers would not be covered here. The CFPB reported that
from Sept. 1, 2016 to August 31, 2017 Wells Fargo had 303 private student loan complaints nationwide,
Discover Bank had 189, and both were two of the five private student loan lenders to receive the highest
volume of complaints. CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, 2017 STUDENT LOAN OMBUDSMAN REPORT, supra
note 36, at 19. While this only made up 5% and 3%, respectively, of the total volume of private loan
complaints that the CFPB collected, that is still potentially a significant portion of borrowers who would
not be protected under this bill because their servicers are banks or bank subsidiaries. Id. The choice in the
Bill to exempt the listed entities may have been made due to additional oversight that banks receive through
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65

(c) Any person or entity seeking to act within Massachusetts as a student loan servicer

66

shall submit a written application to the commissioner for a license in such form as the

67

commissioner prescribes. The application for a license shall be accompanied by a $1000

68

nonrefundable license fee and an investigation fee to be determined annually by the

69

commissioner of administration under section 3B of chapter 7.596 The commissioner may require a

70

financial statement prepared by a certified public accountant or a public accountant, a history of

71

criminal convictions of the applicant or any other information deemed necessary.597

72

(d) Upon the filing of an application for an initial license and the payment of the fees for

73

license and investigation, the commissioner shall investigate the financial condition and

74

responsibility, financial and business experience, character and general fitness of the applicant.598

75

The commissioner may issue a license if the commissioner finds that: (1) the applicant's financial

76

condition is sound; (2) the applicant's business will be conducted honestly, fairly, equitably,

77

carefully and efficiently within the purposes and intent of this act;599 (3) (A) if the applicant is an

78

individual, such individual is in all respects properly qualified and of good character,600 (B) if the
other channels, or restraints on what oversight may be applied to banks. See e.g. MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 167
§§ 1A-2I (2018).

596

Please note that there is extensive discussion of whether this fee-generating scheme will be sufficient within the
body of the commentary, see infra Section VII: Funding the Student Loan Ombudsman, and extensive
changes have been proposed here. In short: it is likely that the method of funding currently described in the
Bill would generate only sufficient monies to cover the Division of Banks’ typical investigation and
licensing costs.

597

The use of the word “may” here would most likely allow the Commissioner to make use of their discretion and
decide whether or not a financial statement would be required at all. May, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th
ed. 2014).

598

The use of “shall” would compel the commissioner to carry out this investigation, though the precise parameters
of the investigation are not defined and are left to the commissioner’s discretion. Shall, BLACK'S LAW
DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).

599

After a law is written and enacted, agencies looking to enforce the provisions are charged with interpreting it. 39
MASS. PRAC., Administrative Law & Practice § 12:35 (2017). Requiring that the applicant’s business be
conducted “within the purposes and intent of this act” may require an analysis about the intent of a bill. 82
C.J.S. Statutes § 395-96 (2018). See also Section VI: Tools of Statutory Analysis. Common law
interpretations often rely on the judge’s determination of what the legislature intended the act to do. 82
C.J.S. Statutes § 368 (2018). To make that determination, judges use the language of the text, previous
legal interpretations, the legal context of the legislation, and the legislative history regarding the passing of
a bill. 82 C.J.S. Statutes § 395-98 (2018). A Preamble declaring the intent of the Bill would help to clarify
the meaning of the text here and might serve to guide future judicial interpretations. 73 Am. Jur. 2d Statutes
§ 101 (2018).

600

This is another example of vague phrasing that may be subject to interpretation. The terms “properly qualified”
and “good character” are judgment-based values that can vary from person to person and would likely
require agency regulations and common law rulings to clarify. See 39 MASS. PRAC., Administrative Law &
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79

applicant is a partnership, each partner is in all respects properly qualified and of good character,

80

(C) if the applicant is a corporation or association, the president, chairperson of the executive

81

committee, senior officer responsible for the corporation’s business and chief financial officer or

82

any other person who performs similar functions as determined by the commissioner, each

83

director, each trustee and each shareholder owning ten per cent or more of each class of the

84

securities of such corporation is in all respects properly qualified and of good character, or (D) if

85

the applicant is a limited liability company, each member is in all respects properly qualified and

86

of good character; (4) no person on behalf of the applicant has knowingly made any incorrect

87

statement of a material fact in the application, or in any report or statement made pursuant to this

88

act; (5) no person on behalf of the applicant knowingly has omitted to state any material fact

89

necessary to give the commissioner any information lawfully required by the commissioner; (6)

90

the applicant has paid the investigation fee and the license fee required under subsection (b) of

91

this section; and (7) the applicant has met any other requirements as determined by the

92

commissioner.

93

(e) A license shall be for a period of 1 year as of a date determined by the commissioner

94

and shall expire unless renewed, suspended or revoked pursuant to this act.

95

Not later than fifteen days after a licensee ceases to engage in the business of student loan

96

servicing in Massachusetts for any reason, including a business decision to terminate operations

97

in this state, license revocation, bankruptcy or voluntary dissolution, said licensee shall provide

98

written notice of surrender to the commissioner and shall surrender to the commissioner said

99

license for each location in which such licensee has ceased to engage in such business.

100 A written notice of surrender shall identify the location where the records of the licensee
101 will be stored and the name, address and telephone number of an individual authorized to
102 provide access to the records. The surrender of a license does not reduce or eliminate the
103 licensee’s civil or criminal liability arising from acts or omissions occurring prior to the
104 surrender of the license.
105

(f) A license may be renewed for the ensuing one year period upon the filing of an

106 application containing all required documents and fees as provided in subsection (c) of this
107 section. A renewal application shall be filed at least 30 days prior to the date the license expires.
108 The commissioner may assess a late fee for renewal applications filed within 30 days of license

Practice § 12:35 (2017).If more guidance is given as to what these terms mean in the language of the Bill,
it might prevent confusion and improper reinterpretation during enforcement.

96

109 expiration.601 If an application for a renewal license has been filed with the commissioner on or
110 before the date the license expires, the license sought to be renewed shall continue in full force
111 and effect until the issuance by the commissioner of the renewal license or until the
112 commissioner has notified the licensee in writing of the commissioner’s refusal to issue such
113 renewal license together with the grounds upon which such refusal is based. The commissioner
114 may refuse to issue a renewal license on any ground on which the commissioner might refuse to
115 issue an initial license.
116

(g) If the commissioner determines that a check filed with the commissioner to pay a

117 license or renewal fee has been dishonored, the commissioner shall automatically suspend the
118 license. The commissioner shall notify the licensee in writing of the automatic suspension
119 pending proceedings for revocation or refusal to renew and an opportunity for a hearing on such
120 actions.
121

(h) The commissioner may deem an application for a license abandoned if the applicant

122 fails to respond to any request for information required under this act, or any regulations adopted
123 pursuant to said sections. The commissioner shall notify the applicant, in writing, that if the
124 applicant fails to submit such information not later than sixty days after the date on which such
125 request for information was made, the application shall be deemed abandoned. An application
126 filing fee paid prior to the date an application is deemed abandoned and shall not be refunded.
127 Abandonment of an application pursuant to this subsection shall not preclude the applicant from
128 submitting a new application for a license under the provisions of this act.

601

The use of the word “may” here would indicate that the late fee is not necessary, but rather left to the
Commissioner’s discretion. May, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
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129

Section 24N.602 (a) A student loan servicer shall not:603 (a)604 Directly or indirectly employ any

130 scheme, device or artifice to defraud or mislead student loan borrowers; (2) engage in any unfair
131 or deceptive practice605 toward any person or misrepresent or omit any material information in
132 connection with the servicing of a student education loan, including, but not limited to,
133 misrepresenting the amount, nature or terms of any fee or payment due or claimed to be due on a
134 student education loan, the terms and conditions of the loan agreement or the borrower's
135 obligations under the loan;606 (3) obtain property by fraud or misrepresentation; (4) knowingly
136 misapply or recklessly apply student education loan payments to the outstanding balance of a
137 student education loan; (5) knowingly or recklessly607 provide inaccurate information to a credit

602

The prohibitions in this section would not be new to Massachusetts consumer protection law. For example, a
survey of the Code of Massachusetts Regulations (CMR) reveals that the general conduct in (2), and (4)-(7)
of this Bill is enumerated as “unfair servicing practices” of third party loan servicers. 209 MASS. CODE
REGS. § 18.21 (2018); see also 36 MASS. PRAC., Consumer Law § 20:116 (2017). This Bill would explicitly
extend prohibitions on third party loan servicer conduct to cover conduct by student loan servicers. It would
put student loan servicers on notice that they must conduct business in a fair and honest manner, and would
give a more direct means of enforcement. Thompson et. al., supra note 137.

603

This section would explicitly identify several practices that would be deemed “unfair or deceptive” per se. For
additional protection of student loan borrowers, we recommend inserting a provision clarifying that the
practices prohibited in Section 24N are illustrative, but not exclusive. Compare to language in 209 CMR
18.21, which states “[a] third party loan servicer may not use unfair or unconscionable means in servicing
any loan. Without limiting the general application of the foregoing, the following conduct is a violation of
209 CMR 18.21…” 209 MASS. CODE REGS. § 18.21 (2018) (emphasis added). The regulations explicitly
enumerate thirteen practices that are considered unfair per se, but do not exclude other practices from being
considered unfair or unconscionable under 209 CMR 18.21.

604

Typo: “(a)” should be “(1).”

605

“Unfair or deceptive acts or practices” is a term of art in consumer protection law. Massachusetts courts have
colorfully declared that unfair or deceptive conduct “must attain a level of rascality that would raise an
eyebrow of someone inured to the rough and tumble of the world of commerce.” Levings v. Forbes &
Wallace, Inc., 369 N.E.2d 149, 153 (Mass. App. Ct. 1979). While certain practices are explicitly
enumerated in Chapter 93A and in regulations promulgated by the Attorney General’s Office and other
state agencies, “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” is used as a standard instead of a bright line rule, so it
has the flexibility to be applied to specific circumstances by courts or other forums of mediation. 35 MASS.
PRAC., Consumer Law § 4:16 (2017).

606

The practices listed in (2) – (7) are common abusive practices, as evidence by other consumer protection laws
prohibiting them and complaints made by student loan borrowers through the CFPB. See 209 MASS. CODE
REGS. § 18.21 (2018); see also Cox, supra note 19, at 231. As discussed infra in Section VII, additional
protections can be added to this section that would strengthen the Bill, including (1) forbidding servicers
from placing student borrowers on the wrong repayment plan, (2) prohibiting negligent provision of
inaccurate information about repayment options available, (3) requiring that servicers apply payments in a
timely manner, and (4) requiring servicers to give borrower adequate notice if their loan servicer changes.
Cox, supra note 19, at 231.

607

“Knowingly,” “recklessly,” and “negligently” all refer to mental states required for the conduct to be a violation
of the Bill. Knowingly refers to an awareness and consciousness that the conduct may be wrong;
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138 bureau, thereby harming a student loan borrower's creditworthiness; (6) fail to report both the
139 favorable and unfavorable payment history of the student loan borrower to a nationally
140 recognized consumer credit bureau at least annually if the student loan servicer regularly reports
141 information to a credit bureau; (7) refuse to communicate with an authorized representative of
142 the student loan borrower who provides a written authorization signed by the student loan
143 borrower, provided the student loan servicer may adopt procedures reasonably related to
144 verifying that the representative is in fact authorized to act on behalf of the student loan
145 borrower; or (8) negligently make any false statement or knowingly and willfully make any
146 omission of a material fact in connection with any information or reports filed with a
147 governmental agency or in connection with any investigation conducted by the Banking
148 Commissioner or another governmental agency.
149

(b) No person or entity licensed to act within Massachusetts as a student loan servicer

150 shall do so under any other name or at any other place of business other than that named in the
151 license. Any change of location of a place of business of a licensee shall require prior written
152 notice to the commissioner. Not more than one place of business shall be maintained under the
153 same license. A license shall not be transferable or assignable.
154

(c) A student loan servicer or a person or entity exempt from licensure pursuant to section

155 3 of this act shall maintain adequate records of each student education loan transaction for not
156 less than two years following the final payment on such student education loan or the assignment
157 of such student education loan, whichever occurs first, or such longer period as may be required
158 by any other provision of law. The commissioner may request a student loan servicer to make
159 such records available. A student loan servicer must comply with said request within than five
160 business.608 The commissioner may grant a licensee additional time to make such records available
161 upon request.609
recklessness is a conscious disregard of risk, and negligence is a deviation from what a reasonable person
would or would not do. See Knowingly, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014); Recklessly, BLACK'S
LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014); Negligently, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). Knowingly is
a higher standard of proof than recklessness, which is in turn a higher standard than negligence. Therefore,
if a servicer negligently provided inaccurate information through sheer carelessness, the servicer would not
be held accountable under this section, as mere negligence would not be serious enough to meet the
requirement for knowingly or recklessly.
608

Sentence fragment, suggested revision: “A student loan servicer must comply with said request within five
business days.”

609

This is a section where the language would benefit from a clearer definition of ‘licensee.’ Would this passage
refer only to debt collectors engaged in student loan servicing, or would it also apply to banks, though the
bill has previously declined to cover them? It is unclear, and would make enforcement easier if the
language was changed to allow more specificity. While broad wording such as this can make it possible to
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162

(d) A student loan servicer shall comply with all applicable federal laws and regulations

163 relating to student loan servicing.610 Any violation of federal law or regulation shall be deemed a
164 violation of this section and a basis upon which the commissioner may take enforcement action
165 pursuant to this act.
166

Section 24O. (a) The Commissioner shall611 have the authority to conduct investigations

167 and examinations for purpose of: (1) initial licensing, license renewal, license suspension, license
168 revocation or termination, or general or specific inquiry or investigation to determine compliance
169 with this act, the commissioner may access, receive and use any books, accounts, records, files,
170 documents, information or other evidence; (2) investigating violations or complaints arising
171 under this act.
172

(b) In making any examination or investigation authorized by this section, the

173 commissioner may access documents and records of the student loan servicer or person under
174 examination or investigation.612 Unless the commissioner has reasonable grounds to believe the
175 documents or records of the student loan servicer licensee or person have been, or are at risk of
176 being, altered or destroyed for purposes of concealing a violation of this act, the student loan
177 servicer or owner of the documents and records shall have access to the documents or records as
178 necessary to conduct ordinary business affairs.
179

(c) No student loan servicer or person subject to investigation or examination under this

180 section may knowingly withhold, abstract, remove, mutilate, destroy or any613 books, records,
181 computer records or other information.614
182

(d) The commissioner may suspend, revoke or refuse to renew any license issued under

183 this act if the commissioner finds that: (1) the licensee has violated any provision of this act or
target more servicers, it also makes it harder to determine what the original intent was when an
interpretation is in question.
610

Please see infra Section II for a discussion of federal laws and regulations that may be applicable.

611

This instance of the use of “shall” would not compel action from the Commissioner, but would only specify that
the commissioner must have the powers listed. The use of those powers would be left to the
Commissioner’s discretion.

612

The use of “student loan servicer or person under examination” would raise the question of when people who are
not student loan servicers might come under investigation.

613

Typo: insert proper word between “or” and “any” or delete the word “or” following “destroy.”

614

This prohibition against destroying records is also found in the Massachusetts General Laws governing the
investigations and examinations of licensed mortgage loan originators in the Commonwealth. MASS. GEN.
LAWS ch. 255F §14(f) (2018).
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184 any regulation made pursuant to this act, or (2) any fact or condition exists which, if it had
185 existed at the time of the original application for the license, clearly would have warranted a
186 denial of such license.615 No abatement of the license fee shall be made if the license is
187 surrendered, revoked or suspended prior to the expiration of the period for which it was issued.
188

(e) If the commissioner determines that a person or entity has violated any of the

189 provisions of his616 act, or any regulation adopted pursuant to this act, or any person or entity
190 associated with said licensee has committed any fraud, engaged in dishonest activities or made
191 any misrepresentation, the commissioner may take action against such person or licensee617 in
192 accordance his618 powers promulgated in chapter 93 of the Massachusetts General Laws.619
193

SECTION 5. Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, the

194 commissioner shall file a report on the work of the Student Loan Ombudsman annually with the
195 clerks of the senate and house of representatives, the chairs of the house and senate committees
196 on ways and means and the house and senate chairs of the joint committee on financial services
197 beginning on January 1, 2018. The report shall include, but not be limited to: (1) the number of
198 complaints received by the Student Loan Ombudsman from student loan borrowers; (2) the types
199 of complaints received by the Student Loan Ombudsman from student loan borrowers; (3) any
200 recommendations to improve the effectiveness of the position of Student Loan Ombudsman; and
201 any recommendations to improve regulation, oversight, and enforcement of the Division of
202 Banks over the licensing and enforcement of student loan servicers.
615

Any use of the word “may” in reference to the powers of the Commissioner would effectively mean that the
Commissioner would have the power to decide to make use of that power or not. The use of, for example,
“must” or “shall” would compel the commissioner to act, while “may” would allow them to choose what
they believed the best course of action would be. May, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).

616

Typo: “his” should read “this.”

617

The use of “any person or entity associated with said licensee” would imply that the bill could potentially have
far wider reach outside its immediate impact on student loan servicers, so long as those persons or entities
were potentially involved in one of the listed crimes and had an association with the licensee.

618

Typo: insert proper word between “accordance” and “his.”

619

The phrasing “…in accordance his [sic] promulgated in chapter 93 of the Massachusetts General Laws” would
seem to imply that the Commissioner would have broad discretion in applying those powers detailed in
chapter 93 but not detailed here. However, many of those powers are intended to apply only to certain
licensees, and not all of them indiscriminately. For example, chapter 93 section 24H details the
Commissioner’s police power, including the ability to direct the police in the course of an investigation.
MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 §24H(b) (2018). This is one of the Commissioner’s various powers that are not
typically applied and exercised over third party loan servicers. MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 93 §24A (2018). This
in turn raises the question of which further powers are intended to apply to those covered by the bill, and a
return to precisely who is covered.
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203

SECTION 6. Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, the Student

204 Loan Ombudsman shall ensure state employees are informed of their right to public loan
205 forgiveness.
206

SECTION 7. The commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations necessary to

207 implement the provisions of this act not later than three months after the effective date of this act.620
208

SECTION 8. Sections 1, 2, 3 and 6, inclusive, shall take effect September 1, 2017.621

209

SECTION 9. Section 4 shall take effect January 1, 2018.622

Language Analysis
Following the annotated Bill, this section further investigates and develops potential
issues regarding the Bill’s use of particular language including (1) the meaning of “unfair or
deceptive acts or practices;” (2) how the Bill defines loan servicers and licensees; (3) and how
the Bill’s language implicates the discretion of the Ombudsman and the Commissioner. Many of
the issues discussed form the basis of our specific recommendations regarding the Bill, which are
presented in Part VII.623

Meaning of “Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices”
The Bill would prohibit student loan servicers from engaging in “unfair or deceptive acts
or practices” and defines this term in the student loan context.624 “Unfair or deceptive acts or
practices (UDAPS)” is a term of art in consumer protection law.625 Certain practices are

620

The Bill would empower the DOB to pass regulations necessary for its enforcement. The Massachusetts
government has passed analogous regulations for the Mortgage Loan Servicing industry in 209 MASS.
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explicitly banned by Massachusetts law as well as in regulations promulgated by the Attorney
General’s Office and other state agencies.626 Regulations passed by the Attorney General
supplement the law by defining specific acts as violations of the UDAP provision.627 However,
the broad prohibition against UDAPs is used as a standard instead of a bright line rule.628 So
while courts thus have the flexibility to apply the protection to the circumstances of each case,
this standard provides little notice on its face to businesses about what types of conduct
constitutes a UDAP.629 In Massachusetts, courts have declared that to meet the standard of a
UDAP, conduct “must attain a level of rascality that would raise an eyebrow of someone inured
to the rough and tumble of the world of commerce.”630
The Bill would explicitly prohibit several UDAPs described supra in Section IV,
including the misapplication of over- or under-payments and the misrepresentation of amount,
nature, terms of fees, payments due, or obligations on the loans.631
These prohibitions are not new to Massachusetts consumer protection law. A survey of
the Code of Massachusetts Regulations (“CMR”) reveals that such practices are already
explicitly banned as “unfair servicing practices” for third party loan servicers doing business in
Massachusetts.632 This means that the Bill would not hold student loan servicers to a higher
standard than other third party loan servicers in the Commonwealth.633 Rather, it would
explicitly extend existing prohibitions on third party loan servicer conduct to cover conduct by
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student loan servicers.634 The Bill would put student loan servicers on notice that they too will be
held to the standard of conducting business in a fair and honest manner, and would give a more
direct means of enforcement to Massachusetts agencies.635

Entities Subject to Enforcement
Two particular linguistic features of the Bill could create confusion about which entities
would be subjected to oversight by the DOB. First, the Bill uses several different terms to
identify parties who may or may not be regulated by its provisions. Second, there are drafting
differences between existing provisions of Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws and the current
language of the Bill that could introduce conflicting interpretations of how to implement the Bill
if it becomes law. These two sources of uncertainty are explored below.

All Student Loan Servicers, or Licensees Only?
One of the main features of this Bill is that it would require many student loan servicers
to obtain a license from the Commissioner before they could service loans in Massachusetts.636 It
is important to note that the Bill would exempt certain entities from the licensure requirement.637
The Bill’s proposed language referring to licensed servicers and exempt servicers is inconsistent.
As a result of the uncertainty surrounding this exemption, it becomes unclear exactly which
provisions would apply to all student loan servicers and which would apply only to those
subjected to the licensure requirement.
Section 2 of the Bill would create a definition of “student loan servicer” and add it into
Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws.638 That definition would read: “any person responsible for
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the servicing of a student education loan to a student loan borrower.”639 This definition makes no
mention of the distinction between servicers required to obtain a license and those exempt from
the requirement. This part of the Bill therefore could easily lead one to believe that the term
“student loan servicer” would apply to all servicers, exempt and non-exempt.
However, the portion of the Bill that would introduce the exemption raises the idea that
perhaps the framers of this Bill intend for the term “student loan servicer” to have a more narrow
application in proposing the addition of Section 24M to Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws.640
The first sentence in the proposed Section 24M would read: “no person or entity shall act as a
student loan servicer, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining a license from the
commissioner, unless such person is exempt from licensure pursuant to this section.”641 It
additionally would state that “any person or entity seeking to act within Massachusetts as a
student loan servicer shall submit a written application…”642 This phrasing suggests that an
entity that wishes to act as a student loan servicer would not already be a student loan servicer
and therefore, that it would only be officially deemed a student loan servicer once it has obtained
a license.
Occasionally after the proposed language in Section 24M(a)-(c), the Bill would use the
term “applicant” or “licensee” to refer to specific parties, seemingly drawing a clear distinction
between those servicers who have licenses and those who do not.643 After this point in the text,
the distinction becomes less clear; Section 4 of the Bill would continue on to list what “a student
loan servicer shall not” do.644 One would assume that this list of offenses would apply to both
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licensed and exempt servicers given the intention behind this Bill, but the text alone does not
make that point clear. Later parts of the Bill would add to the ambiguity. For example, the
proposed Section 24N(c) would be ambiguous in that it is not exactly clear to whom the
provision applies. 645
Section 24N(c) would begin by saying that “a student loan servicer or a person or entity
exempt from licensure pursuant… to this act” is responsible for maintaining adequate records for
each transaction related to a student loan borrower’s education loans for at least two years
following the final payment or assignment of such loan or such longer period required by law.646
This makes it appear as though all of proposed Section 24N(c) would limit even student loan
servicers who are exempt from the licensure requirement of the Bill. The next part of proposed
Section 24N(c) would state that the Commissioner may request that a student loan servicer make
these records available and that this must happen within five business days.647 However, the last
sentence of this section states that the Commissioner “may grant a licensee additional time to
make such records available upon request.”648 The result is that it is not clear how much of
Section 24N(c) would apply to student loan servicers exempt from licensure and how much
would apply to those who are not.
Finally, the proposed Section 25O(e) in the Bill reads as follows:
If the commissioner determines that a person or entity has violated any provisions
of [t]his act, or any regulation adopted pursuant to this act, or any person or entity
associated with said licensee has committed any fraud, engaged in dishonest
activities or made any misrepresentation, the commissioner may take action against
such person or licensee in accordance [with] his powers promulgated in chapter 93
of the Massachusetts General Laws.649
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The use of several different terms used previously in the Bill to refer to different kinds of
servicers, all appearing in this last sentence of Section 4, would arguably create more uncertainty
as to which terms refer to all servicers and which refer only to those who are required to have
licenses. “Person or entity” could refer to those who have not yet (or are not required to) secure
licenses. However, the second clause of this sentence would use the phrase “said licensee” to
refer to the “person or entity” that may have violated a provision of the Bill referenced in the first
clause of this sentence.650 After that, the sentence would state that the Commissioner may take
action against “such person or licensee” for violating the provisions of the Bill.651 It is unclear if
“person” in that part of the sentence would refer only to someone associated with a licensee who
engages in problematic behavior, or if the use of the word “person” there would be meant to
include people acting as servicers who are exempt from the licensure requirement.
Essentially, there is no explicit explanation that makes it clear when the Bill would be
referring to all student loan servicers, only to those who require a license to operate in
Massachusetts, or only to those who are exempt from this requirement. One might argue that the
intent of the Bill should lead one to conclude that the Bill’s prohibitions would apply to all
servicers. A servicer disciplined under this act might try to argue otherwise. It is necessary to
clarify exactly to whom each section of the Bill would apply in order to eliminate this ambiguity.

Potential Language Issues Between the Bill and Existing Law
There are some discrepancies between language that would be used in the Bill and the
language in Section 24 of Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws that could make interpretation and
enforcement more difficult in the future.652 The Bill would create a new category of servicers to
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stand alongside those that already exist in current law, and would create standards for how those
new servicers are to be treated.653 However, it is not clear how much of the rest of the preexisting
Chapter 93 Sections 24 through 24K are intended to apply to student loan servicers.
One of the additions to Chapter 93 that the Bill proposes, Section 24O(e), would state
that “[i]f the commissioner determines that a person or entity has violated any of the provisions
of this [sic] act, or any regulation adopted pursuant to this act, or any person or entity associated
with said licensee has committed any fraud, engaged in dishonest activities or made any
misrepresentation, the commissioner may take action against such person or licensee in
accordance his powers promulgated in Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws.”654 The inclusion of
the Commissioner’s full powers would seem intended to extend the Commissioner’s full powers
as listed through Section 24 to 24K over the student loan servicers, but not all of said powers
may be applied to everyone overseen by the DOB. Section 24A (“Term of license; bond,
registration; rules and regulations”) places different burdens upon debt collectors and third party
loan servicers, as the latter are not required to obtain licenses or to comply with sections 24F to
27.655 The new category of student loan servicers would not fit into the law as it exists now, and
the Bill would not make clear if certain powers are intended to apply to them, or if the normal
treatment of third party loan servicers and debt collectors should be preserved as much as
possible.
The Bill would also fail to clarify whether student loan servicers are required to file
bonds with the state treasurer, as debt collectors are required to do.656 As given in Section 25, the
bond for debt collectors is intended to act as a guarantee for collection agreements, and it would
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potentially be useful to extend that protection to cover potential abuses by student loan servicers,
so that the state treasury would already have the bond in its possession as a guarantee that any
potential damages would be covered.657
Any new act would be subject to interpretation after it is passed, which can lead to
unintended consequences.658 The Bill’s wording would not clearly define how the new category
of student loan servicers is intended to overlap with the existing third party loan servicers and
debt collectors. 659 The wording also would not clearly state whether only third party loan
servicers should be considered covered by the Bill, or if debt collectors might be included in
some circumstances. 660 This would mean that those tasked with putting the Bill into practice
would be required to work with their own interpretations of the Bill and its intent. 661 If debt
collectors are to be covered by some parts of the Bill, it would be better to state that more
explicitly within the Bill.

Language That Leaves Uncertain How the Bill Might be Implemented in
Practice
The Bill in its current form would give the Ombudsman and the Commissioner discretion
in deciding how to implement the Bill’s provisions. 662 What is left to the discretion of the
Ombudsman is the result of the limits of legislation in general; there is only so much that a Bill
itself can lay out, and so details about daily operation are typically left to administrative officials,
and indeed, to whoever will occupy the position of the Ombudsman. The discretion left to the
Commissioner would be built into the Bill; for the most part, violation of the Bill’s provisions
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would not automatically trigger license revocation, and instead would leave room for the
Commissioner to make decisions using their own judgment.663
Overall, a major concern for the Bill’s future, if it becomes law, is that it is uncertain how
the officials occupying the positions of Ombudsman and the Commissioner would execute the
Bill’s provisions. 664 Because there would be much room for these officials to exercise their
discretion in implementing their mandated duties, whoever holds those offices could execute the
duties of their office stringently or leniently. 665 This section will explore how the language of the
Bill would create the opportunity for officials to exercise their independent judgment to the Bill’s
benefit or its detriment.

Limits of Legislation: The Ombudsman’s Discretion
The Bill seeks to create an institutional resource in the Ombudsman and describes what
the Ombudsman’s duties would be.666 However, because the Bill would only serve as a
framework for how the Ombudsman will operate, there is nothing specifically in the Bill’s
language to ensure that the Ombudsman would be any more effective than the resources for
borrowers that already exist. The framework the Bill would create is general in scope and thus
would provide little detail about exactly how those duties are to be accomplished and what the
materials it produces are to look like. 667 The language of the Bill would leave it open for the
person who becomes the Ombudsman to steer the direction of the office. 668
For example, all that would be specified in regards to the substance of the borrower
education course that the Ombudsman must develop in consultation with the Commissioner is
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that it must “include educational presentations and materials regarding student education loans”
and that the program shall include at a minimum “an explanation of key loan terms, prescribed
documentation requirements, monthly payment obligations, income-based repayment options,
loan forgiveness and disclosure requirements.”669 While this is all important information to be
made available to current and future borrowers, as a lack of understanding about the lending
process is such a pervasive problem, the topics for the borrower education course would be
presented very topically. Depending on how the Ombudsman decides to prepare the course and
materials, they could be difficult to follow, difficult to find, and be generally inaccessible. How
good of a job would the Ombudsman do at making these materials widely available? How many
people would know that these materials exist and where to find them? Would people need
computers to access this information? How easily navigable would such a website be? And how
tailored to the different needs of different borrowers would these resources be? Who would be
able to take the class? Would it be available in multiple languages? The Bill would not reference
anywhere the idea that certain groups of people are disparately impacted and therefore require
additional protection. This omission would mean that the duty of recognizing the need to provide
assistance to different groups of people in different ways would be left entirely up to the
Ombudsman officeholder.
The Bill would require that the Ombudsman shall process and facilitate the resolution of
complaints, but would provide no details as to what system would be used to accomplish these
tasks.670 The Bill’s language would make it sound as if a single person would perform the job
that the Ombudsman is meant to accomplish. Would there be any staff? Would the Ombudsman
work alone, and if so, would they be quickly overwhelmed? Or would the fact that there is only
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one Ombudsman working on the problem mean that the office would be made less accessible in
order to manage the Ombudsman’s workload?
The Bill would be most clear about what information the Commissioner, with the
Ombudsman’s input, must provide to the Massachusetts legislature each year. It would specify
that this report must include the number of complaints the Ombudsman received from student
loan borrowers, the types of complaints received, the Ombudsman’s recommendations to
improve the effectiveness of its own position, and the Ombudsman’s recommendations to
improve the DOB’s regulation, oversight, and enforcement of student loan servicers.671 This
clarity would be good in that it would allow the legislature to make adjustments to the system
created by the Bill. However, there is also a risk that the information that the Ombudsman
collects and relays about the number and kinds of complaints they receive could be misleading
rather than informative. For example, the Dept. of Ed. has pointed to the low number of
complaints received as evidence that its system is working, when this result is just as likely to be
indicative of how difficult the complaint system is to use.672 Therefore even the legislature’s
oversight of the Ombudsman would be in part dependent on how the Ombudsman chooses to
collect this data. As a result, it is uncertain from the text of the Bill alone whether the
Ombudsman would be a better resource than those already available without knowing who is
going to occupy the position.
At this time, there is not sufficient information from the other states which have passed
similar legislation to predict what direction the Ombudsman could go in implementing the
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proscribed duties. The Illinois Act does not go into effect until December 2018,673 the California
Act did not create a Student Loan Ombudsman,674 and Connecticut has experienced significant
delays in filling the Student Loan Ombudsman position due to funding issues.675 Dr. Charles
Burt was recently hired as the Student Loan Ombudsman in Washington D.C., and as such, it
may be useful to observe his work as an example of what the Massachusetts Student Loan
Ombudsman might look like.676

“May” vs. “Shall”: The Commissioner’s Discretion
Oversight of student loan servicers by the DOB is an important component of the Bill.
Giving the Commissioner the authority to use the state’s power to punish servicers for violations
of the Bill’s guidelines (prohibiting servicers from deceiving borrowers or withholding
information from the DOB) would ideally force servicers to behave and disengage with
predatory lending practices. However, the Commissioner would have a large amount of
discretion, and it is possible that oversight and enforcement against violating servicers would not
be all that effective.
This result is likely because the Bill would give a lot of freedom to the Commissioner to
treat the provisions of the Bill as suggestions rather than orders. 677 Some of the Commissioner’s
duties would be stated as things that he or she ‘shall’ do, while most others would be stated as
steps that the Commissioner ‘may’ take. There are only a few instances in the Bill where some
condition would automatically trigger a particular response from the Commissioner according to
the letters of this proposed law. So while the Commissioner “shall automatically” suspend a
license if they determine that a check filed to pay a license or renewal fee has been dishonored,
673
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and the Commissioner “shall notify the licensee in writing of the automatic suspension,” the Bill
would not demand that the Commissioner take action in a number of other situations, mostly in
regards to how the Commissioner is to enforce against servicer violations.678
For example, the Bill would state that the Commissioner “may require a financial statement
prepared by a certified public accountant or a public accountant, a history of criminal convictions
of the applicant or any other information deemed necessary” to supplement a servicer’s license
application, but would not require the Commissioner to do so.679 The Bill additionally, and
perhaps more significantly, would say that the Commissioner “may suspend, revoke, or refuse to
renew any license issued” according to the Bill’s provisions for violations, and that the
Commissioner “may take action” against servicers in accordance with his or her powers under
Chapter 93 of the Mass. Gen. Laws.680 If the Commissioner is not particularly motivated to
strictly enforce the provisions of this Bill, there would be no formal structure in place to provide
the incentive to do so because the decision to take such measures would be left to the discretion
of the Commissioner.
One feature of the Bill that would seem to provide the Commissioner with the incentive not
to strictly enforce the guidelines set out by the Bill is that the licensing fees would make up the
source of funding the Ombudsman. 681 It would be possible that the Ombudsman could lose a
significant portion of its funding if the Commissioner is aggressive in revoking licenses from
loan servicers. The overall concern here is that whoever would become responsible for
facilitating the oversight of loan servicers as Commissioner may do so in a manner that is merely
convenient while still fulfilling the letter of the law. It therefore matters enormously how
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seriously they would take this important issue, what their specific relationship to loan servicers
would be, and how well they would understand the disparate impacts different groups of
borrowers face in trying to finance their education.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS
So far, this commentary has walked through the context of student loan debt, the existing
regulatory framework, the variations of BBORs in different states, and an analysis of how the
Bill fits into the student loan landscape and how it may help Massachusetts borrowers. This
section shifts focus to presenting five key recommendations that will better promote the Bill’s
goals. The recommendations are as follows: (1) incorporate language to explicitly state the intent
of the Bill; (2) clarify ambiguous language if possible; (3) add in additional protections for
consumers; (4) relocate the Student Loan Ombudsman within the Attorney General’s Office,
while leaving the licensing and investigation of servicers to the expertise of the Division of
Banks; and (5) utilize a volume-based funding scheme to ensure adequate funding for the
Student Loan Ombudsman.

Language-Based Recommendations
(1) Purpose and Intent Language
Interpretation of statutes by those empowered to enforce it often includes consideration or
inquiry into the intent of the legislation and the legislature that passed it.682 The Bill refers to its
own purposes when it requires that student loan servicers applying for licenses conduct their
business “honestly, fairly, equitably, carefully and efficiently within the purposes and intent of
this act.”683 It would be prudent to include a statement of purpose within the Bill itself to help
people understand what the drafters were trying to do and how they should adapt their
enforcement and practice to fill in those inevitable gaps that will be left in the Bill’s language.
682
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Massachusetts State Senator Eric Lesser, who sponsored the Bill in the Senate, indicated that the
legislation’s purpose of the is to “give students and their families new rights and protections as
they navigate the loan repayment process.”684 Since the Bill is meant to protect the rights and
interests of borrowers of education loans, we recommend changing the title of the Bill from
“Student Loan Bill of Rights” to “Student Loan Borrower’s Bill of Rights.” While several
states, including Connecticut and Illinois, have named their legislation, or sections thereof
“Student Loan Bill of Rights,” others, including the U.S. Government, have centered the
borrower in the title.685 Refer to Appendix A for a list of proposed and enacted state BBORs and
their titles.
We also recommend including a Preamble to the Bill. Preambles generally serve two
related functions: to articulate the purpose of the legislation through a description of the
“mischief” it is designed to cure, and to provide guidance to statutory interpretation.686 For
example, the Federal Student Loan Borrower Bill of Rights contains a preamble that reads:
To establish student loan borrowers' rights to basic consumer protections,
reasonable and flexible repayment options, access to earned credentials, and
effective loan cancellation in exchange for public service, and for other purposes.687
As described above in Section VI, provisions in the Bill may be subject to interpretation
once it is enacted.688 A Preamble will frame the purpose of the Bill and will provide valuable
guidance for any statutory interpretation that may occur in the future.689
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(2) General Application Language
As described above in Section VI, the Bill explicitly identifies several practices that
would be deemed “unfair or deceptive” per se.690 To leave the door open for general
application of the “unfair or deceptive” standard, we recommend inserting a provision
clarifying that the practices prohibited in the Bill are illustrative, but not exhaustive. This
technique is used in the CMR, which states: “[a] third party loan servicer may not use unfair or
unconscionable means in servicing any loan. Without limiting the general application of the
foregoing, the following conduct is a violation of 209 CMR 18.21...”691 The Regulations
explicitly enumerate thirteen third party loan servicer practices that are considered unfair per se,
but also leaves the door open for other practices not enumerated to be considered unfair or
unconscionable.692 Amending the Bill with similar inclusive language would make it clear that
student loan servicers who engage in unfair or deceptive conduct may still be in violation of the
statute even when their specific conduct is not explicitly forbidden in the Bill.

(3) Additional Protection Provisions
In addition to general application language, the Bill can guarantee further protections for
student borrowers by responding directly to commonly reported problems and abuses. Requiring
or banning specific practices, either in the proposed Bill or through supplementary
regulations, can have the benefit of giving notice to student loan servicers, providing
direction to enforcement agencies, and empowering student borrowers and their advocates.
As stated above in Section V, the Illinois BBOR provides additional protections in this
manner.693 Illinois now mandates that student loan servicers specially train designated repayment
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specialists, to whom borrowers are automatically directed if they require or request specialized
assistance.694 Servicers in Illinois are also prohibited from implementing compensation schemes
which may incentivize repayment specialists to violate any provisions of the statute.695 Adopting
these or similar measures could benefit Massachusetts borrowers as well.
Additional provisions to consider implementing through the Bill or supplementary
regulations include: (a) Illinois-style requirements for trained repayment specialists dedicated for
borrowers experiencing financial hardship or other complex issues; (b) prohibition on
compensation schemes that may incentivize loan servicer employees to violate the provisions of
the Bill; (c) forbidding servicers from placing student borrowers on the wrong repayment plan,
(d) prohibiting negligent provision of inaccurate information about repayment options available,
(e) requiring that servicers apply payments in a timely manner, (f) requiring servicers to give
borrowers adequate notice if their loan servicer changes,696 and (g) requiring servicers to visibly
disclose a borrower’s income certification expiration date and the consequences of failing to recertify, including the newly calculated repayment amount.697
More defined regulations may make it easier for Massachusetts residents to adjudicate
UDAPs by student loan servicers, either through the courts or the Student Loan Ombudsman.698
Clear regulations would also provide explicit notice to student loan servicers about what type of
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conduct is unfair or deceptive, and therefore unlawful, which would likely have a deterring effect
on the servicers.699

Functional Recommendations
Connecticut and D.C. have both faced significant setbacks in establishing the Student
Loan Ombudsman position after passing their respective BBORs. 700 These setbacks stemmed
from a combination of a misalignment of priorities among agencies responsible for housing the
Ombudsman position and an inadequate funding structure.701 The recommendations that follow
seek to learn from the challenges faced by other jurisdictions as they implement their BBORs
and amend Massachusetts’ Bill in a way that addresses those challenges.

(4) Housing the Student Loan Ombudsman in the Attorney General’s Office
The effectiveness of the Ombudsman will likely depend on the priorities and resources of
the agency that hires and supports them. For this reason, we recommend amending Section 4
of the Bill to locate the new Student Loan Ombudsman within the Office of the Attorney
General rather than the DOB. The DOB would continue to be responsible for the licensing
and investigation requirements. The following section demonstrates that the DOB, while wellequipped to license and investigate student loan servicers, may lack the resources and incentive
needed to effectively carry out the critical responsibilities of the Ombudsman position. On the
other hand, the Attorney General’s Office’s expertise, practices, and focus align with the
Ombudsman’s required duties.
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As the Bill now reads, the DOB would be responsible for the investigation and licensing
of student loan servicers (a new industry for the agency), as well as the creation of the
Ombudsman position. This section examines how the Bill’s proposed tasks would interact with
the DOB’s current operations and policies, and questions whether it is the agency best suited to
take on all responsibilities for implementation.
The structure proposed in this section is modeled after Illinois’ BBOR, which passed in
2017. Functionally, it means that the Attorney General’s Office would be tasked with appointing
the Ombudsman and other staff as necessary. The Ombudsman would still work in consultation
with the DOB and the Commissioner to ensure and facilitate communication between the two
agencies.

Challenges in Connecticut
Massachusetts legislators used Connecticut’s Student Loan Bill of Rights as a template
when drafting the Bill.702 As such, the responsibilities and duties of the Ombudsman in
Connecticut and Massachusetts are virtually identical.703 Challenges experienced in Connecticut
may therefore occur in Massachusetts as well if the Bill is passed in its current form.
Even though Connecticut passed its BBOR in 2015, the position of the Ombudsman has not yet
been created or filled.704 Connecticut State Representative Matthew Lesser explained that this is
partially explained by funding issues, but not entirely.705 In response to an inquiry regarding any
sources of opposition to the Connecticut Bill before it was passed, Lesser wrote:
We did not have opposition from Connecticut Banking Department to regulating
student loan servicers. On the contrary, we have had their active cooperation and
they have built on their expertise regulating and examining mortgage servicers. As
mentioned above, we have had problems finding a place to house the Student Loan
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Ombudsman - some of that relates to funding, but also reflects a tension within the
[Connecticut] Department [of Banking] over what their priorities should be.706
Representative Lesser’s response suggests that although the Department of Banking is
well equipped to license servicers, it may lack the resources or vested interest in managing the
extensive responsibilities of the Ombudsman.707 If Massachusetts’ DOB experiences similar
struggles in housing the Ombudsman, it could render the office far less effective.

Massachusetts’ Division of Banks
The DOB is responsible for supervising a wide array of lending institutions, including
banks, debt collectors, mortgage lenders and brokers, and consumer finance companies.708 Its
mission is “to ensure a sound, competitive, and accessible financial services environment
throughout the Commonwealth.”709 The DOB’s stated goals emphasize supervision and
regulation of relevant industries, while also providing consumer protection and outreach to help
people make informed financial decisions.710 Its relevant powers are established in Chapter 93,
Section 24 of the Mass. Gen. Laws, which, among other things, grants the Commissioner the
ability to license all debt collectors wishing to operate in the Commonwealth.711
The Commissioner may investigate the licensee’s records, and has free access to the
records for this purpose.712 The licensee has an obligation to maintain the records for the
Commissioner.713 The Commissioner may revoke the license for a violation or another reason
that the Commissioner considers suitable, provided that there is first a hearing.714 Instead of
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revoking the license the Commissioner can choose to suspend it for a period of time.715 He has
the power to summon licensees to make reports and can punish the licensees with fines of up to
$500 or imprisonment not more than six months.716 Each separate day a violation occurs or
continues occurring is considered a separate offense, so fines or imprisonment time could add up
quickly.717 In more extreme cases, the Commissioner may choose to give directions to the state
or local police to aid in the agency’s investigations, which the Commissioner is allowed to make
as he considers necessary.718 The Commissioner, if he believes that the licensee has or is going to
violate any of the restrictions, may issue a “cease and desist” order after a hearing, or a
“temporary cease and desist” order immediately without a hearing, if a delay would hurt the
public interest.719 Finally, the Commissioner may pursue any needed civil action to enforce these
powers.720
As described above, the DOB has the experience and expertise to fulfill the provisions in
the Bill that require it to license and investigate student loan servicers in order to hold them to a
common standard of business practices that are in accordance with Massachusetts consumer
protection law. The licensing and investigation activities would be at home within the DOB.
Shifting the activities to another agency would be inefficient and duplicative, requiring the
recreation of full powers and abilities of the DOB within that other agency.
As of January 18, 2018 the DOB has not taken an official stance on the Bill. The only
discovered, published opinion from the DOB on licensing student loan servicers comes from
1995, stating:
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The business of servicing student loans does not require a Massachusetts license. If
any student loan account becomes 30 days overdue, however, it would be
considered a "debt" under Mass. Gen. Laws chapter 93 § 24. The entity servicing
such a debt would thus be required to obtain a collection agency license to collect
payments on the debt. The entity would also be subject to all other restrictions on
the conduct of a collection agency contained in 209 CMR 18.00.721
While its opinion on the usefulness of licensing student loan borrowers may have
changed in the intervening twenty-two years, the DOB has published no public opinion to
indicate such a change. A DOB representative indicated that the agency is unlikely to put out a
public opinion on the Bill in the near future.722
While the DOB cites consumer education as one of its primary goals, this education has
been focused on mortgage issues such as foreclosure, counseling for first-time homebuyers,
broad financial literacy, and the impact of identity theft and ATM skimming.723 DOB staff give
talks on identity theft, ATM skimming, and regulatory burden.724 The audience of these talks are
industry professionals rather than consumers.725 To achieve its other education objectives, the
DOB provides funding to other organizations to conduct the additional education programs..726
The DOB does not appear to be prepared to host a position charged with the scope of education
and outreach duties proposed for the Ombudsman in the Bill. The Ombudsman may face
challenges implementing their education and outreach duties if they are housed within the DOB.
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Inspiration from Illinois
Unlike the legislation in Connecticut, the Illinois BBOR allocates critical responsibilities
between various state agencies. Illinois assigned licensing and investigation of student loan
servicers to the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation, which encompasses the
Division of Banking,727 and housed the Student Loan Ombudsman with the Office of the
Attorney General.728 While apportioning these tasks between separate actors, the Illinois BBOR
includes provisions for collaboration between the two state agencies. For instance, the
Ombudsman, while overseen by the Attorney General’s Office, is designed to work in
consultation with the Secretary of the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation.729
The Act explicitly provides that the Secretary may pursue legal action against a servicer through
the Attorney General’s Office, including maintaining an action in the name of the people of
Illinois and applying for an injunction to enjoin a person from engaging in unlicensed student
loan servicing activity. 730 The Attorney General’s Office may, on its own, enforce a violation of
Article 5 of the Act, which regulates the activities of student loan servicers, under the Consumer
Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act. 731

Massachusetts’ Attorney General’s Office
Drawing on inspiration from the Illinois BBOR, we recommend housing Massachusetts’
Ombudsman position within the Attorney General’s Office. It appears that the Office may be
receptive to the goals of the Ombudsman position, and better equipped to carry out its
responsibilities than the DOB. The Attorney General’s Office has publicly recognized the
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student debt crisis and is involved in several initiatives related to student loan debt which appear
align well with the goals of the Ombudsman position. 732
The Attorney General's Consumer Protection Division, for example, is involved with
work pertaining to student loan and debt relief, for-profit schools, and litigation against the Dept.
of Ed.733 As discussed above, Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey filed a lawsuit in
August of 2017 against the FedLoan Servicing (d/b/a Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance
Agency) ("PHEAA") for practices causing borrowers to lose benefits granted under the PSLF
and TEACH Program in violation of federal and state law.734 While the court’s denial of
PHEAA’s motion to dismiss is promising, the lawsuit is still pending and should be monitored
for developments.735
In November of 2016, Healey secured a $2.4 million settlement from ACS Educational
Services for abusive practices against borrowers, including failing to properly process
applications for IDR plans, charging excessive late fees, and inaccurately reporting to credit
agencies.736 Healey stated:
To address this student debt crisis, we need students to be on repayment plans that
will help them succeed, not fall further into debt….ACS failed to meet this standard
and regularly undermined the opportunity for students to access appropriate
repayment plans. This conduct increases the already high cost of education,
damages credit, and prevents students and their families from achieving long-term
economic security.737
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In contrast to the DOB’s silence with respect to the student debt crisis, the Attorney
General’s Office has been an active advocate for student loan borrowers. In collaboration with
the Boston Chamber of Commerce, the Attorney General’s Office established a Student Debt
Working Group in 2016 to provide resources for student loan borrowers.738 The group issued a
report highlighting five key areas of concern surrounding the student loan crisis in
Massachusetts: financial education and transparency, college affordability, degree completion,
debt repayment, and bankruptcy relief. 739 It has also published an online resource to aid students
with understanding their financial aid award letters.740 The group’s focus areas are compatible
with the duties and responsibilities of the Ombudsman, particularly the handling of borrower
complaints and the creation of educational resources. This suggests that the Attorney General’s
Office, in contrast with the DOB, would have a vested interest in the effective management of
the position.
The Attorney General’s Office also houses a Student Loan Assistance Unit ("SLAU"),
which is responsible for investigation and litigation involving student loan borrowing.741 The
SLAU is “dedicated to helping student borrowers directly, especially through mediation with
loan servicers.”742 This is an important service given that “one of the primary problems
borrowers face is inability to get substantive responses from loan servicers.”743 The SLAU helps
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borrowers decide between loan repayment options, avoid default, resolve disputes with the
servicers, resolve wage garnishment and tax refund issues, stop harassing collection calls, and
apply for loan discharge in rare circumstances.744 It also offers a Student Loan Hotline as well as
an online mechanism to file a student loan assistance request at no charge to borrowers.745 These
functions overlap with many of the Ombudsman’s education, outreach, and complaint resolution
responsibilities as outlined in the Bill.
Finally, the Attorney General’s complaint filing system is more accessible for borrowers.
This is relevant because the Ombudsman would be charged with collecting, responding to, and
analyzing complaints from student loan borrowers living in Massachusetts. The Attorney
General offers an online form and hotline to access free mediation services for borrowers, and
provides access to additional resources.746 While borrowers may also submit complaints to the
Consumer Advocacy and Response Division ("CARD"),747 the student loan assistance request
forms are specifically designed to collect information from student loan borrowers.748 In 2017,
the Attorney General’s Office secured $3 million in refunds for students.749 At present, the DOB
does not respond to student loan concerns, but rather directs borrowers to submit complaints to
the CFPB.750 For complaints on other financial industries, however, the DOB only accepts forms
via fax and mail.751 To be accessible, a modern complaint system should make it as easy and
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convenient as possible to file a complaint. Requiring a complaint to be submitted via fax or mail
instead of online or over the phone increases the burden on the person filing it, and decreases
accessibility. In 2016, the DOB resolved 287 consumer complaints across multiple financial
industries, which resulted in $38,182 in reimbursements.752
The above comparison of the current operations of both agencies demonstrates that the
Attorney General’s Office may be better prepared than the DOB to house an Ombudsman and to
mediate individual student loan concerns. Placing the Student Loan Ombudsman in the Attorney
General’s Office would allow the Ombudsman to build off the experience and expertise that
already exists there, without creating dual roles between the Attorney General’s Office and the
DOB. It is worth noting that this structure may also be more cost efficient, because it allows the
Ombudsman to draw on existing resources within the Attorney General’s Office.

Greater Range of Enforcement Options
If the Bill furnished both the Attorney General’s Office and the DOB with
responsibilities to Massachusetts student loan borrowers, it would yield a greater range of
enforcement options. The Attorney General and Commissioner would be able to work towards
oversight and regulation from two directions. Most of the power the Attorney General would
wield here would come from her ability to pursue civil action based on the collected borrower
complaints. This is a reactive power that would only come into play once abuses have already
taken place. This means that the borrowers must first be harmed before they can be helped. The
Attorney General’s Office can play a valuable role, but would be a poor resource to rely on
alone.
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The DOB has a combination of preventative and reactive powers. The license
requirement would allow the DOB to deny or revoke licenses for student loan servicers that
engage in unfair or deceptive conduct.753 The ability to preemptively revoke licenses is an
important tool for preventing abusive behaviors.754 The DOB’s enforcement role through the
licensing requirement is more focused on the servicers than the borrowers. Our proposed split of
responsibilities would mean that the Attorney General’s Office could continue to focus efforts on
borrowers and their needs, while the DOB could focus on regulating the student loan servicer
industry.
The Bill seeks to empower the Ombudsman to recommend possible ways to resolve
borrower concerns to the Commissioner.755 This cooperation between Ombudsman and
Commissioner should be preserved between the two agencies even after the duties are divided.
As the Ombudsman would be responsible for compiling borrower complaints, they would be in
the best position to determine when certain servicers engage in activities that produce
complaints. They could then direct that information to the DOB for possible investigation.

Standards for an Ombudsman Program and Preferred Agency Placement
Our recommendation to house the Student Loan Ombudsman within the Attorney
General’s Office is also supported by the best practices and standards established for
Ombudsman positions. Ombudsmen facilitate complaint resolution and are intended to do so in a
fair and unbiased manner.756 For the process to work, all involved parties should have confidence
that complaints brought to the Ombudsman would be handled appropriately. Standards from the
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U.S. Ombudsman Association (“USOA”) stress that an Ombudsman should be independent and
impartial.757 Trust is necessary for the office to function properly. It is best practice for
Ombudsmen to be independent, in order to avoid the appearance of any conflict of interest.758
Complaints from student loan borrowers often cite “dealing with your lender or servicer”
as the main problem for which they seek help.759 As an involved party, servicers have a clear
interest in the situation. It is understandable that many borrowers would not believe that making
complaints to their loan servicers directly would lead to their resolution. This is where an
independent Ombudsman steps into the process.
The Ombudsman’s Independence and Impartiality under the DOB
The USOA recommends that Ombudsmen should be as independent as possible from all
oversight matters.760 Since the DOB is intended to handle student loan servicer licensing,
investigation, and enforcement in the cases of violations, there may be an appearance of conflict
of interest were the Ombudsman to be housed there.761 If the Ombudsman is located in the
Attorney General’s Office, it would separate the goals of the Ombudsman from the DOB, and
enable servicers to have more confidence that the investigations were being handled in a fair
manner. While the purpose of this Bill is to provide support for the borrowers, it would only
weaken the Bill’s impact if servicers were able to challenge it as establishing a systemic bias
against them.
Hiring and housing the Ombudsman independently from the DOB may also give them
discretion and security in making their recommendations to the DOB. The USOA recommends
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that an Ombudsman should have as much freedom to act without fear of reprisal as possible.762
Ombudsmen are best able to do their job when they are not concerned that an unpopular report
could endanger their employment.763 With the reporting and investigation responsibilities
divided across the DOB and the Attorney General’s Office, the Ombudsman would be able to
operate more effectively. If the Ombudsman is overseen by the Attorney General, they will enjoy
more discretion in making recommendations to the DOB that may not be popular or well
received there.
The Ombudsman’s Access to Resources under the Attorney General
Finally, it is important that the agency chosen to house the Ombudsman be able to
provide staff training, publicity, and legal access.764 A report comparing the effectiveness of
ombudsman programs across six states found that the most successful programs were able to
provide those resources to the Ombudsman.765 Staff training is crucial to a successful program,
as is knowledge of relevant issues.766 The report noted that publicity, community outreach, and
hotlines are essential for communicating with the public about available resources.767 Five of the
six highlighted programs also cited legal access and the ability to take legal action as one of their
strongest traits.768 As described earlier in this section, the work that the Attorney General’s
Office has already done towards addressing student loan complaints means that they are already
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ahead of the DOB in the realms of staff training, publicity, and legal access for the
Ombudsman.769
Ultimately, we believe that placing the Ombudsman in the Attorney General’s Office
would grant them more independence and impartiality and allow them to draw on the
considerable ground work and experience that already exists within the Attorney General’s
Office. Conversely, an Ombudsman housed in the DOB would have to begin with more limited
resources and risk duplicating work the Attorney General’s Office has already done. The lack of
resources available to the Ombudsman in the DOB and the likely duplication of efforts would be
inefficient, possibly frustrating for the Ombudsman, and confusing for borrowers who are
already accustomed to making use of the Attorney General’s resources.

(5) Funding the Student Loan Ombudsman
Insufficient Flat Rate Funding Scheme
Based on the experiences in Connecticut and Washington D.C., the current plan to fund
the Ombudsman position outlined in the Bill would likely be insufficient. If passed, the Bill
would implement a funding scheme by which servicers will be charged a $1,000 non-refundable
license application fee and an investigation fee to be determined annually by the
Commissioner.770 It is unclear from the text of the Bill whether an annual renewal fee would be
imposed on servicers, though the Commissioner may impose a late fee for renewal applications
filed within thirty days of license expiration.771 Modeled closely after the text of the Connecticut
Act, which imposes a $1,000 licensing application fee and $800 investigation fee on servicers,
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the Bill as it stands likely may be ineffective in achieving adequate funding for the
Ombudsman.772
To date, Connecticut has been unable to implement the position of the Ombudsman due
partially to funding issues. Representative Lesser, who worked closely on the Connecticut Bill,
commented “[i]nitially, we had no idea how many servicers were out there, and funded the office
through $1,000 licensing fees. The last I checked, we had about two dozen servicers get licensed,
so that's nowhere near enough money to operate an office.”773 Since Massachusetts has modeled
its funding scheme in a similar way, it is foreseeable that should the Bill pass, the Ombudsman
position would not be sufficiently funded, and may face delays in getting started. The revenue
raised would be strictly contingent upon the number of qualifying entities servicing student loans
in Massachusetts, while taking into account any compensation needed to adequately fund the
DOB for the added labor of licensing and investigating the student loan servicers. Commenting
further on the funding issue, Representative Lesser explained that Connecticut has since
amended its law to allow for volume-based assessment of servicers, though the Department of
Banking had not yet implemented this strategy. In his email, Lesser further wrote “I'm pretty
confident we'll find a way to fund the office in the next year, possibly by mandating
assessment.”774

Proposing a Volume-Based Funding Solution
Funding the Ombudsman through a flat licensing fee has proven insufficient as a means
of funding the Ombudsman position in Connecticut. Instead, Massachusetts should consider
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implementing a volume-based assessment fee which yields revenue based on the number of
loans, or borrowers, serviced within the state.
Washington D.C. is in the process of implementing this type of funding plan. Originally,
D.C.’s Student Loan Bill of Rights introduced a flat-rate funding scheme with unspecified
application fees.775 On September 8, 2017, the Department adopted emergency regulations
establishing an annual assessment fee of $800 plus a $6.60 fee charged per loan serviced within
the District.776 The per loan fee has since been reduced to $0.50 per loan.777 Despite initial hiring
delays, Dr. Charles Burt was hired as the District’s Student Loan Ombudsman, with an annual
salary of $110,000.778 In addition to handling student loan complaints, Dr. Burt is tasked with
overseeing mortgage foreclosures, and consequently, his position is partially funded through that
program.779
Rough estimates regarding either the total number of loans serviced within the state, or
the total number of student loan borrowers within the state, may assist with determining an initial
fee which could be subject to amendment at the discretion of the Commissioner. In 2014, there
were approximately 980,000 federal student loan borrowers in Massachusetts. 780 Assuming those
980,000 federal student loan borrowers each have taken out a single federal loan, imposing a
$0.50 fee per loan would yield $490,000 in revenue.
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Estimating the Number of Borrowers in Massachusetts
Our research has revealed no precise number of student loan borrowers whose loans are
serviced in Massachusetts. The figure of 980,000 federal student loan borrowers from the 2014
survey provides a decent estimate from which to start. 781 However, it is under-inclusive because
it does not include any student loan borrowers who only took out private loans.782 It may also be
over-inclusive by including students at Massachusetts colleges and universities who will leave
the state after graduation, and have their loans serviced elsewhere. Studies by the Boston
Consulting Group and World Class Cities Partnership indicate an approximate fifty percent
retention rate of graduates in the Boston area.783 This is partially offset by students who attend
school outside of Massachusetts and then move to the state later on, as students post-graduation
are attracted to Boston’s labor market from across the nation.784
The U.S. Census Bureau’s five-year estimate for 2012 to 2016 lists some 316,457
residents of Massachusetts between the ages of eighteen to twenty-four who have some college
education in 2016.785 It may be assumed that that age range contains a significant number of
students who moved to Massachusetts solely to pursue their education, and may be moving out
of state after graduation. Among Massachusetts residents who are twenty-five years or older,
more of whom may be finished with school and more likely to be settled in the state,
approximately 3,020,514 people have some college education.786 Of that number, many might
have paid off their loans, or gone to school before student loans became as pervasive as they are
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now. As it currently takes an average of 21.1 years to pay off student debt787 and sixty percent of
all Massachusetts graduates in 2016 have some student loan debt, a respectable number may still
be retained.788 The Census Bureau does not give the number of all college students by their age,
but among twenty-five to forty-four year olds, 1,208,361 obtained either a Bachelor’s or higher
degree.789 Even losing some fifty percent of graduates, Massachusetts retains a respectably large
and educated resident population. While there are currently no easily accessible numbers on the
precise number of student loan borrowers who remain in Massachusetts for the long-term, given
the number of people who have college educations in Massachusetts, and the scope of the student
loan crisis, the true number may not be very far off from the 980,000 estimate.790

Can Servicers Pass the Cost of Licensure on to Borrowers?
It may be possible for servicers to offset the cost of obtaining a license by passing it on to
borrowers through increased interest rates on private education loans. While the interest rates of
federal student loans are set by Congress annually and remain fixed for the life of the loan, the
interest rates of private student loans are set by the lender and may be fixed or variable.791
Variable interest rates, which fluctuate throughout the life of a loan, are typically calculated upon
an applicable financial index, such as the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), and the
borrower’s credit score.792 If the borrower is not monitoring the relevant financial index, it is
unlikely that they would be able to tell whether their interest rate is aligned with the market.
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Accordingly, it may be possible for servicers to offset some of the costs associated with the
licensure and assessment fees by charging a slightly higher interest rate on private loans,
particularly in the absence of stringent regulations. While it is a hypothetical at this stage, it is
worth noting.
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VIII. IMPACT
Impact of a Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights
We believe that passing the Bill in Massachusetts has the potential to help student loan
borrowers in the Commonwealth. This section discusses the Ombudsman’s role collecting data,
advising policy, and as an alternative to litigation – and how those activities can benefit
Massachusetts borrowers. As one of the first in a wave of state-level BBORs, passing the Bill in
Massachusetts has the potential to spur more states to action. Finally, while the Bill may help
Massachusetts borrowers, it is important to remember how the Bill fits into the “education as
commodity, students as consumers” framework of financing higher education. The Bill is
ultimately a response to student loan debt that fits squarely in the consumer protection
framework dominating thought and policy around the issue. It is important to extend consumer
protections to student loan borrowers and hold servicers to the same standard of business
practices to which other third party loan servicers are held. However, it may be necessary to
think outside of the market-based metaphors in order to more fully address the root of the issue.
This section concludes with a discussion of an alternative way of conceptualizing the issue, by
framing “education as a public good.”

Ombudsman as Data Collector
Certain communities struggle with managing their student debt more than others, based
on a variety of factors beyond the borrower’s control.793 For example, students of color,
particularly black and Latinx students, face disadvantages in the financial aid process beginning
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with disparities in household income.794 As a result they may take out more loans in order to
attend college. They may face additional struggles paying off these loans due to discriminatory
hiring and workplace practices.795 The CFPB documents a number of populations as particularly
susceptible to predatory student lending practices, including first generation college students,
borrowers of color, women, borrowers over the age of sixty, borrowers with permanent
disabilities, low loan borrowers (particularly those who attended for-profit colleges), and
borrowers with one or more dependents.796 However, data is not available on how the loan
collection policies and practices may impact those groups.797 This is because the government and
servicers either do not collect this information or do not make it available.798 The United States
government does not appear to keep and collect data on how collection policies disparately
impact different demographics, particularly in regards to borrowers of color.799
This lack of data is the subject of a pending lawsuit brought by the American Civil
Liberties Union ("ACLU") against the Dept. of Ed. ACLU v. U.S. Department of Education.800
The ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") Request with the Dept. of Ed. on May
7, 2015. The ACLU requested information relating to the Dept. of Ed.’s debt collection
practices- particularly, their partnerships with private collection agencies and especially their
practices collecting debt from borrowers of color.801
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Charged with the responsibility of collecting data from student loan servicers and complaints
from borrowers, the Ombudsman has the potential to fill this gap. Once such data is available,
Massachusetts would likely have a better idea of the impact that servicers’ policies have on
different members of the community. The results of that data can lead to meaningful change for
the identified disadvantaged demographics.
Whether things improve for the groups disparately impacted by student loan debt and
debt collection practices and policies depends on the efficacy of the Ombudsman to act as an
accessible resource and process complaints for student loan borrowers and the efficacy of the
licensing and investigative mechanisms in compelling good behavior from student loan servicers.
For now the issue of which populations will be most impacted remains an open question. There
is a need for further research in order to better identify and address borrowers’ needs. Without
such research it is more difficult to create the direct, targeted programs that such communities
need for aid to be truly effective.

Ombudsman as Policy Advisor
Another important feature of the Ombudsman position created by this Bill is its advocacy
role. In addition to receiving and resolving complaints, the Ombudsman would be charged with
analyzing the development and implementation of relevant laws, regulations, and policies, and
recommend changes deemed necessary.802 Massachusetts was cited by the Department of Health
and Human Services as a case study for effective elder care Ombudsman programs.803 Its
Ombudsman was praised for making recommendations that led to legislation requiring training
for nurses’ aids.804 Ombudsmen charged with protecting “the legitimate interests and rights of
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individuals,” who then become intimately familiar with the challenges faced by a particular
population, are uniquely well-suited to making effective recommendations for policies, reforms,
or protections that will benefit the population that they serve.805

Ombudsman as an Alternative to Litigation
Access to justice through litigation can be a difficult goal to achieve for most people.
When consumer debt cases are brought by creditors, they have access to private attorneys who
have the specialized knowledge and experience that are needed to navigate civil courts.806 In
contrast, debtors rarely have access to legal counsel.807 This disparity in legal resources means
that it is possible for creditors to file claims and obtain judgments against debtors without even
going to a hearing or trial, or indeed ever showing proof of their claims at all.808 A 2008 survey
conducted in New York showed that only 7.2% of consumer debt defendants filed answers in
response to creditor complaints.809 Creditors may deliberately choose to not serve a defendant
with notice of the complaint and summons to court.810 Those who do receive their complaint and
summons usually do not know how to proceed without knowledge of the process of court.811 For
example, many defendants are not aware that they must answer after a default judgment is
entered against them and that there are consequences, such as frozen bank accounts, if they do
not answer.812 Civil defendants do not have a guaranteed right to counsel, as is found in the
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criminal system. Those who enter into civil litigation without the money to hire a lawyer are
therefore reliant on whatever free resources they can access. 813 Many debtors face an unbalanced
playing field against their creditors, who have the money to expend on winning litigation.
These barriers to litigation directly impact debtors’ access to justice through the court
system. Litigation is a method for resolving disputes, but is also a method of pursuing political
change.814 When people are able to bring civil litigation, they are acting to force new court
rulings and change common law.815 When the common law changes, it changes society with it,
as others react by altering their conduct to reflect the new laws and resulting regulations.816
Without access to the courts, debtors are denied a measure of the democratic process, and denied
their ability to impact the way that the law evolves.
Ombudsmen respond to these issues by providing an alternative to litigation.817 They
receive complaints and questions, work to resolve those issues, and make recommendations for
improvement of the entities they serve.818 Massachusetts has several statutorily-created
Ombudsmen concerning specialized topics or particular populations such as older adults,819
people with disabilities,820 children and families,821 and One Care enrollees.822
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Complaint Resolution
The role of an Ombudsman grew out of an historical need to “protect the rights and
interests of citizens from abuses arising from a powerful and personal bureaucracy.”823
Ombudsmen offices act as advocates for the vulnerable, for example the Long Term Care
Ombudsman serving older adults in the Commonwealth, “is an advocate. The ombudsman
service offers a way for older adults to voice their complaints and have concerns addressed
so they can live with dignity and respect.”824
As described above, student loan borrowers face significant barriers to accessing
remedies when they experience problems with their loan servicer.825 Offering student loan
borrowers a forum through which to voice their complaints and receive resolution to their
problems with unmanageable education debt, inappropriate ancillary fees, or unfair loan servicer
practices, is offering them access to justice.
The CFPB receives complaints from consumers of a variety of financial services, and
sends them to the relevant companies in order to resolve them for the consumer.826
Approximately ninety-seven percent of those complaints are responded to in a timely manner,
many of which lead to remedies for the consumer.827 Similarly, an independent ombudsman
program for the California prison system was proposed to more effectively resolve disputes and
problems faced by inmates and their families:
By emphasizing practical solutions to prisoner grievances, rather than assessing
fault, an autonomous Ombudsman is well-positioned to resolve inmate complaints
informally, quickly, knowledgeably, and cost effectively. Over the long term, an
independent Ombudsman can also document alleged misconduct or mistreatment.
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The resulting systemic and administrative changes would increase prison security
and reduce inmate litigation.828
A Student Loan Ombudsman in Massachusetts can similarly receive complaints, and
work as an independent and neutral party to resolve them quickly and cost-effectively. The
Ombudsman could prove to be invaluable for student loan borrowers, especially when compared
to the time and resources required to hire a lawyer, pursue litigation, or bring action against their
loan servicer.

Potential for Widespread Change
States have begun to pass BBORs in response to rising student loan debt. However, states
may continue to be challenged by private servicers, which would hinder the progress made
towards consumer protection rights. Given the legal and possible peremptory challenges that
arise with pending federal legislation, it is imperative that more states continue the campaign set
in motion by states that have passed legislation to protect student loan borrowers. Through a
collaborative national movement, there is potential that the federal administration can be
pressured into enacting legislation that permanently protects student borrowers and improves the
way that higher education is financed in this country. We believe that as more states pass
BBORs, it may strengthen the ability of states to protect their residents in the face of rollbacks to
federal protections.

An Alternative Metaphor: Education as Public Benefit
The Bill at the center of this commentary is designed to fill gaps in the body of federal
and state consumer protection law as they impact student loan borrowers. As discussed in
Section II, higher education is typically framed as a commodity consumed by students to
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improve their human capital, and measured by an increase in their individual wealth.829 Thus, our
current system of financing higher education seems inevitable, as do the market-based solutions
in the form of consumer protections.830 Despite this body of law, many student loan borrowers
find themselves under stress due to unmanageable education debt.831 By its nature, consumer
protection law is reactionary, and therefore limited in its ability to address the root of the
problem. To break out of the limitations of consumer protection solutions, it is helpful, or
perhaps essential, to consider alternative metaphors.
One such alternative is to think about “education as a public good.”832 An investment in a
person’s human capital can result in a higher lifetime salary for the individual, but the public also
benefits.833 Many jobs that serve a vital public need require higher education. Some of these
result in lucrative careers (such as the engineer or surgeon), but others result in modest salaries
(such as the social worker or the public defender). Additional social benefits of higher education
and widespread social mobility include: a workforce prepared to meet the challenges of a global
economy, state and local economic growth; university-based research leading to advances in
technology, medicine, and other fields; the promotion of substantive equality for historically
underrepresented minorities; and a community’s access to cultural activities like theatre, art, and
sports.834
A first step in combatting the effect of increasing student loan debt across the country is
the formation of strong and effective consumer protections to protect individuals and families
from unfair practices and the establishment of resources that can assist them with unmanageable
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debt. However, “[t]o truly address the root cause of the student debt crisis, states must adopt
policies that make higher education a public good again, rather than an increasingly unaffordable
private investment undertaken by students and families.”835 Such efforts seek to shift the burden
and risk of the investment in higher education off of students and onto the public, by restoring
support of public institutions of higher education to pre-recession levels, financing free
community college programs, or increasing opportunities for student loan forgiveness.836 Loan
forgiveness programs for student borrowers who go into careers that serve a national need
acknowledge how society benefits from a student’s investment in their own education. Versions
of these programs currently exist at the federal and state levels, though the future of these
programs is uncertain.837
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IX. CONCLUSION
This commentary is an analysis of whether the Bill is a step towards PHENOM’s ultimate
goal of achieving accessible, low-cost higher education for all students within Massachusetts.
Since BBORs have been passed in only four jurisdictions, and those jurisdictions are just now
starting to implement the provisions, our analysis on how the Bill could impact Massachusetts
student loan borrowers is a prediction. The Bill, if passed, would be imperfect. This inevitable
imperfection is no reason to deny this Bill to the student loan borrowers of Massachusetts. The
Bill can serve as a foundation to be built upon and improved. Passing it would declare the
Commonwealth’s dedication to aiding and protecting their students, and its belief that access to
education is important for Massachusetts’ residents to thrive.
The goals of this Bill are: (1) to explicitly hold student loan servicers to a common
standard of business practices; (2) to provide student loan borrowers with accessible avenues for
remedies when they are treated unfairly; and (3) to educate student loan borrowers and empower
them to make informed decisions about their loans. The Ombudsman would be able to work to
protect borrowers from harm through education and mediation, and the licensing mechanism
would allow the regulation of harmful servicers. At present there are few protections at the
federal level sufficient to guard Massachusetts residents. It is possible, some may say necessary,
to act now at the state level to protect student loan borrowers, and ensure that they have access to
the resources they need.
We have provided PHENOM with recommendations of how to improve the Bill before it
is passed. Our language-based recommendations are intended to explicitly state the intent of the
Bill, clarify ambiguous language, and add in additional protections for consumers. Our
functional recommendations are intended to give the Ombudsman the best opportunity to
148

succeed in their role. We strongly recommend that the Ombudsman be placed within the
Attorney General’s Office instead of the DOB in order to take advantage of the experience and
expertise available in that office. Finally, we recommend funding the Ombudsman through a
volume-based scheme rather than a flat rate based on licensing fees.
This Bill has the potential to help Massachusetts residents. There is a national student
loan crisis. More and more borrowers will be harmed if it is not addressed. This Bill is something
new; it is an attempt by States to add protections and programs to assist borrowers in their
jurisdiction. Massachusetts has the opportunity to become one of the first states to act to protect
its students with a BBOR, joining the forefront of this movement as more states mobilize to do
the same.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED
ACS Education Services

“ACS”

American Civil Liberties Union

“ACLU”

American Education Services

“AES”

Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act
of 2005
Borrower's Bill of Rights

“BAPCPA”
“BBOR”

Code of Massachusetts Regulations

“CMR”

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

“CFPB”

Division of Banks (a/k/a Massachusetts Division of Banks)
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act
Federal Family Education Loan Program

“DOB”
“Dodd-Frank Act”
“FFEL”

Federal Student Aid

“FSA”

FedLoan Servicing (d/b/a Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistance Agency)
Freedom of Information Act

“PHEAA”
“FOIA”

Higher Education Act of 1965

“HEA”

Income-Based Repayment

“IBR”

Income-Driven Repayment

“IDR”

Internal Revenue Service

“IRS”

Massachusetts Commissioner of Banks

“Commissioner”

Massachusetts Consumer Advocacy and Response Division
Massachusetts Department of Education

“CARD”
“DHE”

Massachusetts General Law

“Mass. Gen. Law”

Massachusetts Student Loan Bill of Rights

“the Bill”

National Student Loan Data System

“NSLDS”
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Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System (a/k/a Nationwide
Multistate Licensing System)

“NMLS”

Navient Corporation

“Navient”

Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency (d/b/a
FedLoan Servicing)

“PHEAA”

Public Higher Education Network of Massachusetts

“PHENOM”

Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program

“PSLF”

Student Loan Assistance Unit f/k/a Student Lending
Assistance Unit

“SLAU”

Student Loan Borrower

“Borrower” (with discretion)

Student Loan Ombudsman

“Ombudsman” (with discretion)

Student Loan Servicer

“servicer” (with discretion)

Teacher Education Assistance for College and Higher
Education Grant Program

“TEACH”

The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

“FDCPA”

Truth In Lending Act

“TILA”

U.S. Department of Education

“Dept. of Ed.”

Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices

“UDAPs”

United States Ombudsman Association

“USOA”

William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program
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“Direct Loans”

GLOSSARY
Ancillary fees

Any cost or expense indirectly involved in a transaction. The expense
does not necessarily need to be related to the original cost or expense.i

Borrower's Bill
of Rights
(BBOR)

Type of legislation that provides additional consumer protections to
borrowers. In a student loan context, a Borrower’s Bill of Rights provides
student loan borrowers with additional rights and protections during the
repayment process. A Student Loan Borrower’s Bill of Rights may
include provisions for licensing of servicers in the state, standards for
servicing, data reporting, and the establishment of an ombudsman’s
office.ii

Co-signer

A joint signer of a loan or promissory note. Co-signers are equally
responsible for repayment of the loan. iii

Debt collector

Someone or some entity whose business or job is to seek payment of pastdue bills and other outstanding debts. iv

Default

Failure to repay a loan according to the agreed upon terms in a loan’s
promissory note.v

Deferment

Temporary pause to a borrower’s student loan payments for specific
situations, including active duty military service and re-enrollment in
school. For unsubsidized loans, interest accrues during deferment. Private
loans do not necessarily have deferment options.vi

Delinquent

Loan that is not paid by the due date. Loans become delinquent on the
first day after a borrower misses a payment.vii

Discharge

A permanent order that releases the debtor from personal liability for
certain specified types of debts, thereby releasing the debtor from any
legal obligation to repay any discharged debts.viii

Federal student
loan

A loan funded by the federal government. Types of federal student loans
include Direct Subsidized and Direct Unsubsidized Loans, Direct PLUS
Loans, and Federal Perkins Loans.ix With Subsidized Federal loans, the
government pays interest while the student is in school or the borrower is
in periods of deferment.x
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Financial Aid
Package

Total combined amount of federal and nonfederal financial aid offered by
a college or school that is intended to fill the gap between a student’s
ability to pay, their expected family contribution (EFC), and total cost of
attendance (COA). xi

Financial need

“The difference between the cost of attendance (COA) and the expected
family contribution (EFC).” Usually the cost of attendance (COA) refers
to the total amount of education expenses (tuition, books and supplies,
housing and dining, personal expenses, transportation expenses, etc.). xii

Forbearance

Temporary postponement or reduction of loan payments due to financial
difficulty. Interest continues to accrue during periods of forbearance,
which the borrower is responsible for paying back.. xiii

Free Application
for Federal
Student Aid
(FAFSA)

Form prepared annually by current and prospective students entering
higher education (undergraduate and graduate) in the United Statesxiv to
determine their eligibility for federal financial aid, including federal
grants, loans, and work study. xv

Grace period

“Time after student graduates, leaves school, or drops below half-time
enrollment” during which borrower does not need to make payments on
qualified student loans. Grace periods may vary for federal and private
loans. xvi

Interest

“The charge for the privilege of borrowing money, typically expressed as
annual percentage rate” of the unpaid principal amount. xvii
Fixed interest rates remain the same throughout the life of the loan.
Variable interest rates are based on an index and change periodically if the
index changes.xviii

Knowingly

In such a manner that the actor engaged in prohibited conduct with the
knowledge that the social harm that the law was designed to prevent was
practically certain to result; deliberately. xix

Lender

Person or entity that originates a loan and provides the borrowed funds. xx
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Licensee

One to whom a license is granted. xxi

Loan Holder

Entity that holds the loan’s promissory note and has the right to collect
from the borrower.xxii

Loan disclosures

“A document outlining the specific terms and conditions of a loan,
including the interest rate of the loan, any loan fees, the amount borrowed,
insurance, prepayment rights and the responsibilities of the borrower.” xxiii

Loan
Forgiveness

Benefit that relieves a borrower of the obligation to repay some or all of
the remaining outstanding balance of their loan. Loan forgiveness is also
referred to as cancellation. With cancellation or loan forgiveness, an
individual who originally took out a loan is no longer expected or required
to repay that loan.xxiv

Loan servicer

Company that collects payments on a student loan, provides customer
service and information regarding a borrower’s loan and repayment
options, and performs various administrative tasks associated with loan
maintenance. When borrowers receive a monthly billing statement and
remit payment, they are interacting with their loan servicers. xxv

Loan servicing

“Aspect of a loan from the time the proceeds are dispersed until the loan
is paid off.”xxvi This includes sending monthly payment statements and
collecting monthly payments, maintaining records of payments and
balances, collecting and paying taxes and insurance (and managing
escrow and impound funds), remitting funds to the note holder, and
following up on delinquencies. xxvii

National Student U.S. Department of Education’s database for student aid. NSLDS receives
Loan Data
data from schools and federal loan programs, offering borrowers a
System (NSLDS) consolidated view of their federal student loans and grants. xxviii
Nationwide
Mortgage
Licensing
System (NMLS)

The system of record for non-depository, financial services licensing or
registration in participating state agencies. NMLS is the official system
for companies and individuals seeking to apply for, amend, renew and
surrender license authorities managed through NMLS by 62 state or
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territorial governmental agencies. NMLS itself does not grant or deny
license authority. xxix
Negligent

Characterized by a person’s failure to exercise the degree of care that
someone of ordinary prudence would have exercised in the same
circumstance. xxx

Ombudsman

Individual appointed to receive, investigate, and report on private citizens’
complaints about the government. xxxi
Both the U.S. Department of Education and Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau have Student Loan ombudsman offices. Student Loan
Ombudsmen are intended to be neutral parties that help borrowers resolve
problems with loan servicers.xxxii

Origination fee

Fee charged by a lender for preparing and processing a loan. xxxiii

Private loan

Nonfederal loan, made by lender such as a bank, credit union, state
agency, or school. Private student loans are not subsidized, meaning the
lender does not pay the interest on the loan. Private loans may require an
established credit record from the borrower, co-signers, and payments
while a borrower is still in school. xxxiv

Promissory Note

Binding legal document which a borrower signs when they take out a
loan. The promissory note contains terms and conditions for loan
repayment, including an explanation of the borrower’s rights and
responsibilities.xxxv

Reasonable

Fair, proper, or moderate under the circumstances; sensible. xxxvi

Reckless

Characterized by the creation of a substantial and unjustifiable risk of
harm to others and by a conscious (and sometimes deliberate) disregard
for or indifference to that risk; heedless; rash. xxxvii

Repayment
specialist

Individual in the profession of student loan repayment counseling.
Repayment specialists are responsible for recommending student loan
repayment strategies to current or potential borrowers; offering
personalized guidance based on an individual borrower’s personal
financial situation; explaining the complexities of particular loans a
borrower may take out; researching a borrower’s particular loan details;
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and giving recommendations on financial securing a borrower’s future.
xxxviii

Statute of
Limitations

Law that bars claims after a specified period. The purpose of such a
statute is to require diligent prosecution of known claims, thereby
providing finality and predictability in legal affairs and ensuring that
claims will be resolved while evidence is reasonably available and fresh.
xxxix

Surety Bond

Similar to a security deposit, with one party promising to do something
for the person to whom they owe obligations. Thus, if the party that made
the promise fails to perform their duty, the obligee is compensated out of
the bond. xl
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APPENDIX A.

LEGISLATION IN OTHER STATES

STATES WITH ENACTED BBOR LEGISLATION:
• CONNECTICUT: An Act Concerning A Student Loan Bill of Rights, Public Act No. 15-162, 2015 Conn. Acts
656 (Reg. Sess.).
• DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Student Loan Ombudsman Establishment and Servicing Regulation Amendment
Act of 2016, D.C. Act 21-571, 63 D.C. Reg. 15334 (Dec. 16, 2016).
• CALIFORNIA: Student Loan Servicing Act, ch. 824, 2016 Cal. Stat. 5586.
• ILLINOIS: Student Loan Servicing Rights Act, Pub. Act 100-0540, 2017 Ill. Laws 540.
CONNECTICUT
Date
Passed

Date
Effective

Legislation

Overseeing
Office(s)

7/2/15

10/1/15;
6/1/16

Student Loan Bill
of Rights

Department
of Banking

Ombudsman
The Act provides for the creation of
an Ombudsman, but the position had
not been filled as of November 2017,
largely due to funding issues.

Borrower Education
Course

✓

Notable Features
Commissioner submits annual reports to the legislature.
Servicer applications submitted via Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System.
License application fee of $1,000; Investigation fee of $800. Has since been amended to allow for volume-based
assessment.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Date
Passed

Date
Effective

12/7/16

2/18/17

Legislation
Student Loan
Ombudsman
Establishment
and Servicing
Regulation
Amendment Act
of 2016

Overseeing
Office(s)

Ombudsman

Department
of
Insurance
and
Securities
Regulation

After delays in hiring, D.C. has
appointed Dr. Charles Burt as the
Ombudsman. He is tasked with
handling mortgage foreclosure cases
in addition to student loan borrower
complaints.

Borrower Education
Course

✓

Notable Features
Commissioner submits annual reports to the Mayor.
Servicer must file surety bond with Mayor.
According to emergency regulations adopted 12/26/2017, servicers will be charged an annual assessment fee of $0.50
per borrower serviced in D.C.
Published Borrower Bill of Rights in Layman’s Terms.
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CALIFORNIA
Date
Passed

Date
Effective

9/29/16

Operative
7/1/18

Legislation
Student Loan
Servicing Act

Overseeing
Office(s)

Ombudsman

Department
of Business
Oversight

Borrower Education
Course

Does not provide for the creation of
a Student Loan Ombudsman.

None.

Notable Features
Regulatory amendments pending
Restrictive definition of student loan effectively excludes borrowers who have failed to graduate from the protections
afforded by the Act.
$300 application fee, $100 investigation fee, and cost of fingerprinting/criminal background check.

ILLINOIS
Date
Passed

Date
Effective

11/8/17

12/31/18

Legislation
Student Loan
Servicing Rights
Act

Overseeing
Office(s)

Ombudsman

Department
of Financial
and
Professional
Regulation
&
Office of
Attorney
General

Borrower Education
Course

Provides for creation of Ombudsman
position within the Attorney
General’s Office. Ombudsman will
work in consultation with the
Secretary of the Department of
Financial and Professional
Regulation.

None.

Notable Features
Application via Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System.
Restrictive definition of student loan effectively excludes borrowers who have failed to graduate from the protections
afforded by the Act.
Servicers must provide Repayment Specialists for borrowers who qualify.
$1,000 application fee, $800 investigation fee, $1,000 renewal fee.
Secretary may impose a fine up to $75,000 for each count of fraud or misrepresentation or up to $25,000 for other
offenses.
Attorney General authorized to enforce any violation of the law as a violation of the Consumer Fraud and Deceptive
Business Practices Act.
Servicer must disclose to borrower when income-driven repayment plan certification is about to expire.
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STATES WHICH HAVE INTRODUCED (BUT NOT YET PASSED) BBOR LEGISLATION:
• ARIZONA: H.B. 2226, 53rd Leg., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2018).
• COLORADO: H.B. 1352, 71st Gen. Assemb., 1st Reg. Sess. (Colo. 2017).
• DELAWARE: H.B. 349, 148th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Del. 2015).
• MAINE: S.B. 532, 128th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Me. 2017).
• MARYLAND: H.B. 1642, 438th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Md. 2018).
• MINNESOTA: H.F. 21, 90th Legis. Sess., 1st Reg. Sess. (Minn. 2017).
• MISSOURI: H.B. 1274, 99th Gen. Assemb., 2nd Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2018).
• NEW JERSEY: S.B. 1149, 218th Leg., 1st. Ann. Sess. (N.J. 2018).
• NEW MEXICO: S.B. 85, 53rd Legis. Sess., 2nd Sess. (N.M. 2018).
• NEW YORK: A.B. 8862, 240th Legis. Sess., Reg. Sess. (N.Y. 2017).
• OHIO: H.B. 432, 132nd Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ohio 2017).
• RHODE ISLAND: H.B. 6056, 2017 Legis. Sess., Reg. Sess. (R.I. 2017).
• VIRGINIA: S.B. 1053, 2017 Reg. Sess. (Va. 2016).
• WASHINGTON: S.B. 6029, 65th Leg., 2018 Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2017).

State

Title

Overseeing Office

Ombudsman

Borrower
Education
Course

AZ

Student Loan
Servicers;
Licensure

Department of
Financial
Institutions

✓

✓

House Bill No.
2226

Notable Features

§6-1807 Violations of applicable
federal law, such as the Truth in
Lending Act, serve as violations of
this bill. Superintendent may take
action against servicers for said
violations.
§6-1812 Civil penalties up to
$100,000 may be imposed against
servicers.
§6-1813 Servicers who willfully
violate bill may be liable to
borrowers for: damages incurred, a
monetary award equal to three times
the amount collected from the
consumer, punitive damages, and
cost of action/attorney fees. Servicers
who negligently violate bill may be
liable for the damages incurred and
cost of action/attorney fees.

CO

Regulate
Student
Education
Loan Servicers

Uniform
Consumer Credit
Code

House Bill No.
1352
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State

Title

Overseeing Office

Ombudsman

Borrower
Education
Course

DE

An Act to
Amend Title 5
of the
Delaware Code
Relating to
Student Loans

Office of the State
Bank
Commissioner

✓

✓

Does not establish a licensing scheme
for servicers.

Department of
Professional and
Financial
Regulation/Bureau
of Consumer
Credit Protection

✓

✓

§14-110 Violations of applicable
federal law, such as the Truth in
Lending Act, serve as violations of
this bill. Superintendent may take
enforcement action against servicers
for said violations.

Department of
Financial
Regulation

✓

✓

§12-1120 Servicers who willfully
violate bill may be liable to
borrowers for damages incurred, a
monetary award equal to three times
the amount collected from the
borrower, punitive damages, and cost
of action/attorney fees. Servicers who
negligently violate bill may be liable
for damages incurred and cost of
action/attorney fees.

Department of
Commerce

✓

✓

Notable Features

House Bill No.
349
ME

An Act to
Establish a
Student Loan
Bill of Rights
to License and
Regulate
Student Loan
Servicers
Senate Paper
No. 532

MD

Commissioner
of Financial
RegulationStudent
Education
LoansOmbudsman
and Licensing
of Servicers
House Bill No.
1642

MN

Student Loan
Ombudsperson,
Student Loan
Servicer
Licensure
Required, and
Student Loan
Servicing
Practices
Prohibited
House File No.
21
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MO

Establishes the
“Student Loan
Bill of Rights”

Department of
Higher Education

✓

✓

House Bill No.
1274

State

Title

Overseeing Office

Ombudsman

Borrower
Education
Course

NJ

Establishes
Office of
Student Loan
Ombudsman;
Regulates
Student loan
Servicers

Department of
Banking and
Insurance

✓

✓

Student Loan
Bill of Rights
Act

§9(b)(2) Provides that servicers may
be liable for civil penalties capped at
$5,000 for the first violation, $10,000
for the second violation, and $15,000
for any violations thereafter.
§10 Violations of applicable federal
law, such as the Truth in Lending
Act, serve as violations of the bill.
Commissioner may take enforcement
action against servicers for said
violations.

Senate Bill No.
1149

NM

Notable Features

Department of
Regulation and
Licensing

✓

✓

§13 Servicers may be liable for civil
penalties of $5,000 per violation.
§14 Servicers may be charged
criminally for operating without a
license.

Senate Bill No.
85

§15 Violations of applicable federal
law, such as the Truth in Lending
Act, serve as violations of this bill.
Director may take enforcement
action against servicers for said
violations.
NY

Relates to
Establishing a
Student Loan
Borrower Bill
of Rights

Department of
Financial Services

✓

✓

Division of
Financial
Institutions

✓

✓

Assembly Bill
No. 8862
OH

To Require Student
Loan Servicers to
be Licensed by the
Division of
Financial
Institutions and to
Create the Position
of Student Loan
Ombudsperson in

App. 5

§1323.17 Servicers may liable for
criminal offenses. Civil penalties of
not less than $100 but not more than
$500 shall be imposed on servicers
for the first offense, and fines of not
less than $500 but not more than
$1,000 for additional offenses.

the Division of
Financial
Institutions to
Provide Assistance
to Student Loan
Borrowers
House Bill No. 432

State

Title

Overseeing Office

Ombudsman

Borrower
Education
Course

RI

An Act
Relating to
Education- The
Student Loan
Bill of Rights

Department of
Business
Regulation

✓

✓

§16-59.1-14 Violations of applicable
federal law, such as the Truth in
Lending Act, serve as violations of
this bill. Commissioner may take
enforcement action against servicers
for said violations.

State Corporation
Commission/
Bureau of
Financial
Institutions

✓

✓

§6.2-2605 Servicers must file surety
bonds of $50,000 per location of
business, capped at $500,000 total.

Notable Features

House Bill No.
6056
VA

Student Loan
Servicers,
Student Loan
Ombudsman

§6.2-2612 The Commissioner shall
set an annual fee for servicers.

Senate Bill.
No. 1053

§6.2-2615 The Commissioner may
issue cease & desist order against
servicers.
§6.2-2616 Violations of applicable
federal law, such as the Truth in
Lending Act, serve as violations of
this bill. Commissioner may take
enforcement action against servicers
for said violations.
§6.2-2617 The Commissioner may
impose civil penalties of up to $2,500
against servicers.
WA

Establishing a
Student Loan
Bill of Rights
Senate Bill No.
6029

Department of
Financial
Institutions

✓
*(termed
Student
Loan
Advocate)

✓

§1 The Student Loan Advocate
works in collaboration with the
Attorney General’s Office to handle
complaints from borrowers.
§13 Director may impose fines up to
$100 per day per violation on
servicer.
Bill was recently passed by
legislature, but is awaiting signature
by Governor.
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SELECTED CFPB COMPLAINTS
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APPENDIX C.

OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL STUDENT LOAN HISTORY

1944 Servicemen’s
Readjustment Act
(“G.I. Bill”)

Military personnel guaranteed a year of education for 90 days
of service, plus one month for each month of active combat
duty; maximum award capped at 48 months of benefits

National Defense
Education Act of 1958

Federal student loans offered to students pursuing degrees in
math, science, and modern foreign language according to a
need-based formula

Created the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, in which the
government guaranteed loans provided by private sources;
Higher Education Act of
established the following programs:
1965
● Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFEL)
● Federal Insured Student Loan (FISL)
Higher Education Act
Amendments of 1992

Created the FAFSA, as well as the following programs:
● Federal Family Education Loans (FFELs)
● Unsubsidized Stafford loan program

Student Loan Reform
Act of 1993

Created the Federal Direct Loan Program, with government
loans originating through the Department of Education

Higher Education
Reconciliation Act of
2005

Loan fees were reduced from 4% to 1%; allowed graduate
students to take out PLUS Loans

Health Care and
Education
Reconciliation Act of
2010

Eliminated FFEL program and requires all new federal student
loans to be Direct loans
● Existing FFEL loans continue to be held, serviced, and
collected by lenders, servicers, and guaranty agencies

Established formula to determine interest rates for all Direct
Loan Program loans
Bipartisan Student Loan
● Interest rates apply for life of loan (fixed-rate)
Certainty Act of 2013
● Maximum interest rates imposed by Congress,
depending on the type of loan and whether student is an
undergraduate or graduate students
See NAT’L CONSUMER LAW CTR., STUDENT LOAN LAW § 1.3 (5th ed. 2015), https://library.nclc.org/node/99568 (last
visited Mar. 9, 2018); Angelica Cervantes et. al, Opening the Doors to Higher Education: Perspectives on the
Higher Education Act 40 Years Later, TG RESEARCH AND ANALYTICAL SERVS. 17 (Nov. 2005),
https://www.tgslc.org/pdf/HEA_History.pdf.
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APPENDIX D.

STATUTES RELATING TO THE CFPB AND STUDENT LOANS IN
THE DODD-FRANK ACT

12 U.S.C. §5491

Establishment of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection

12 U.S.C. §5492-5493

Description of the CFPB’s administrative functions

12 U.S.C. §5511

Purpose, objectives, and function of CFPB

12 U.S.C. §5512

Provides CFPB with rulemaking authority and power to administer, enforce,
and implement provisions of Federal consumer financial law

12 U.S.C. §5514

Supervision of nondepository (i.e. nonbank) covered persons

12 U.S.C. §5515

Provide CFPB with exclusive authority to supervise and examine depository
institutions with assets exceeding $10 billion

12 U.S.C. §5516

Depository institutions with assets less than $10 billion remain under
supervision of their federal banking regulator, but CFPB may still play a
role and share reports with regulator

12 U.S.C. §5531

Prohibits a covered person or service provider from committing “unfair,
deceptive or abusive acts or practices” (UDAAPs)

12 U.S.C. §5532

CFPB may prescribe rules requiring disclosure of costs, benefits, and risks
associated with a product/service to consumers

12 U.S.C. §5533

Addresses consumer rights to access information; CFPB in charge of
implementing/maintaining a standard format for maintaining consumer data

12 U.S.C. §5534

CFPB maintains centralized consumer complaint function and clearly states
procedures for covered persons to respond to consumer complaints

12 U.S.C. §5535

Requires appointment of Education Loan Ombudsman within the CFPB

12 U.S.C. §5551

State consumer protection laws that provide greater protections to
consumers not deemed inconsistent with federal law (“reverse” federal
preemption), but Bureau still has authority to address whether state laws are
inconsistent on petition of interested party

12 U.S.C. §5552

Provides Attorneys General with authority to enforce consumer protection
laws against state entities and bring enforcement actions against national
banks and federal thrifts

* 2018 Code Edition
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APPENDIX E.

COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AND PRIVATE STUDENT LOANS
Federal Loan

Origination

Application
Process

Repayment
Timeline

Interest Rates

Private Loan

Issued and guaranteed by Department
of Education

Issued by various financial institutions

Submit FAFSA

Apply directly through bank or financial
institution, with ability to shop around for
plan options

Repayment of loans not required until
student:
● Graduates;
● Leaves school; or
● Changes enrollment to less
than half-time

Many lenders require payment while
student is still in school

Fixed interest rate that does not
Variable interest rates that can reset every
change over life of the loan; with
month or quarter
subsidized loans, government pays the
interest while student in school
With the exception of PLUS loans, a
credit check is not required

May require an established credit record,
with the cost of a private student loan tied
to financial factors including a
borrower’s credit score

Co-signer

Not necessary in most cases

May be required by the lender

Borrowing
Limits

Amount student can borrower is
limited
General loan caps:
● Undergraduates: up to
$5,500-12,000 per year
● Graduate students: up to
$8,000-20,500 per year

Generally higher borrowing limits than
federal loans; total amount borrowed
generally should not exceed student’s
college costs

Credit Check

Consolidation

Loans can be consolidated through the Cannot be consolidated into a Direct
Direct Consolidation Loan program
Consolidation Loan

Forbearance /
Deferment

In times of economic need, borrower
may be able to temporarily postpone
or lower payments
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Lenders may not have provisions
allowing forbearance or deferment

Treatment of
loan upon
death/
disability

Repayment
plan options

Loan
Forgiveness
Programs

Discharged upon borrower’s death or
permanent disability (in some cases)

Lenders have discretion to discharge
loan; no requirement to cancel student
loans if borrower dies or becomes
disabled

Repayment plan with Direct Loans:
● Standard
● Extended
● Graduated

Generally cannot change your repayment
plan after you take out a loan. Lenders
may not offer repayment options to
support borrowers in financial distress.

Income-Dependent Repayment Plans:
● Income Contingent
Repayment (ICR)
● Income Based Repayment
(IBR)
● Pay As You Earn (PAYE)
● Revised Pay As You Earn
(REPAYE)
Programs offered include:
● Public Service Loan
Forgiveness (PSLF)
● Teacher Loan Forgiveness
● Loan forgiveness following
income-dependent repayment

Government has a variety of
collection tools, including:
Debt Collection
● Income Tax Offsets
Tools
● Wage Garnishment
● Income Tax Refund Seizure
Point of
contact for
issues

Department of Education- Federal
Student Aid Ombudsman Group
https://feedback.studentaid.ed.gov\

Unlikely that the lender offers loan
forgiveness programs

Private lenders have more limited
collection tools

CFPB Student Loan Ombudsman
www.consumerfinance.gov/complaint

See Choosing a Loan That’s Right For You, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/paying-for-college/choose-a-student-loan/#o3 (last visited Mar. 9, 2018); Federal
Student Loan Programs, FED. STUDENT AID (Sept. 2017), https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/sites/default/files/federalloan-programs.pdf; Federal Versus Private Loans, FED. STUDENT AID,
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/types/loans/federal-vs-private (last visited Mar. 9, 2018); Loans, FED. STUDENT AID,
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/types/loans#types (last visited Mar. 9, 2018).
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APPENDIX F.

TYPES OF FEDERAL AND PRIVATE LOANS

Types of Federal Loans Currently Available to Borrowers

Perkins Loans

Direct Loans

Grad PLUS
Loans

Parent PLUS
Loans

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Subsidized with fixed interest rate
Administered through school, with school as lender
Borrowing limits determined by school
Awarded based on financial need
May have different loan servicer than other federal loans
Grace period of 9 months
Longest repayment term is 10 years

●
●

Also known as Stafford Loans
Subsidized or unsubsidized
o Subsidized Direct Loans awarded based on financial need and
available only to undergraduates
o Unsubsidized Direct Loans available to all eligible borrowers,
regardless of financial need
Grace period of 6 months
Standard repayment plan is 10 years from date of borrower’s first payment
Annual and lifetime limits vary depending on status of student and year of
schooling
o Undergraduate borrowing limits: $5,500-$12,500 per year
o Graduate borrowing limits: $20,500 per year

●
●
●

●
●
●

Available to graduate and professional students
Unsubsidized Direct loan with fixed interest rates
Can be used to cover costs not covered by other financial aid, up to the full
cost of attendance

●
●
●
●
●

Available to parents of dependent students
Unsubsidized Direct loan with fixed interest rates
Credit check is required
Parents with Parent PLUS loans financially responsible for repayment
Can be used to cover costs not covered by child’s financial aid package, up to
the full cost of attendance
No cumulative limits regarding amount borrowed
No grace period, but parents may be able to delay payment while child in
school or for an additional 6 months after child graduates, leaves school, or
drops below half-time enrollment

●
●

Direct
Consolidation
Loans

●
●
●

Allows borrower to consolidate multiple federal education loans into one loan
Benefits include single monthly payment and access to additional repayment
plans and loan forgiveness options
Private education loans not eligible for consolidation
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See Choosing a Loan That’s Right For You, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/paying-for-college/choose-a-student-loan/#o3 (last visited Mar. 9, 2018); Federal
Student Loan Programs, FED. STUDENT AID (Sept. 2017), https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/sites/default/files/federalloan-programs.pdf; Loan Consolidation, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/consolidation
(last visited Mar. 9, 2018); Loans, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/types/loans#types (last visited
Mar. 9, 2018); What is a Direct PLUS loan?, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/paying-for-college/choose-a-student-loan/#o3 (last updated Aug. 4, 2017); What
is a Perkins Loan?, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/what-is-a-perkinsloan-en-551/ (last updated Aug. 7, 2017).

General Kinds of Private Loans Available to Borrowers
State Agency
Loans
Traditional
Bank Loans

School Loans

●
●

Offered by states to residents or for students attending in-state schools
Students should contact school’s financial aid office and request information
regarding availability

●
●

Issued by commercial banks
Co-signers likely required

●
●
●

Issued through the school
Tend to have fixed rates
Students should contact school’s financial aid office and request information
regarding availability

See Choosing a Loan That’s Right For You, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/paying-for-college/choose-a-student-loan/#o3 (last visited Mar. 9, 2018) (select
“Private Loan Options”).
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APPENDIX G.

FEDERAL LOAN REPAYMENT PLANS

Repayment Plans Not Based On Borrower’s Income
Standard Repayment
Plan

Graduated Repayment
Plan

Extended Repayment
Plan

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Payments are fixed amount
Repayment period: Up to 10 years (10 to 30 years for Consolidation loans)
All borrowers eligible
Borrower pays less over time in comparison with other repayment plans
Payments lower at first and usually increase every 2 years
Repayment period: Up to 10 years (10 to 30 years for Consolidation loans)
All borrowers eligible
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan
Payments fixed or graduated
Repayment period: Up to 25 years
Direct Loan borrowers eligible if they have over $30,000 in outstanding
Direct Loans
FFEL borrowers eligible if they have more than $30,000 outstanding under
FFEL loan program
Monthly payment lower than Standard Repayment Plan or Graduated
Repayment Plan
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan

See Repayment Plans, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/understand/plans (last visited
Mar. 8, 2018).
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Repayment Plans Based On Borrower’s Income
●
●
Revised Pay As You
Earn Repayment Plan
(REPAYE)

●
●

●
●
●
Pay As You Earn
Repayment Plan
(PAYE)

●
●

●
●
●
●
Income-Based
Repayment Plan (IBR)

●
●

●
●
●

●
Income-Contingent
Repayment Plan (ICR)

●
●

●
●

Monthly payments are 10% of borrower’s discretionary income
Payments recalculated each year and may change based on borrower’s
updated income and family size
Considers both borrower’s and spouse’s income and/or loan debt
Outstanding balance forgiven is borrower has not repaid loan in full after
20 or 25 years of qualifying payments, but borrower may have to pay
income tax on amount forgiven
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan
Maximum monthly payments are 10% of borrower’s discretionary income,
with payment never more than under Standard Repayment Plan
Payments recalculated each year and may change based on borrower’s
updated income and family size
Considers both borrower’s and spouse’s income if tax returns filed jointly
Outstanding balance forgiven is borrower has not repaid loan in full after
20 years of qualifying payments, but borrower may have to pay income tax
on amount forgiven
Requires borrower to have high debt in comparison to income
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan
Monthly payments are 10% or 15% of borrower’s discretionary income,
with payment never more than under Standard Repayment Plan
Payments recalculated each year and may change based on borrower’s
updated income and family size
Considers both borrower’s and spouse’s income if tax returns filed jointly
Outstanding balance forgiven is borrower has not repaid loan in full after
20 or 25 years of qualifying payments, but borrower may have to pay
income tax on amount forgiven
Requires borrower to have high debt in comparison to income
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan
Monthly payments are lesser of:
o 20% of borrower’s discretionary income
o Amount borrower would pay on repayment plan with fixed
payment over 12 years
Payments recalculated each year and may change based on borrower’s
updated income, family size, and total amount of borrower’s Direct Loans
Considers both borrower’s and spouse’s income if tax returns filed jointly
or borrower chooses to repay their Direct Loans jointly with spouse
Outstanding balance forgiven is borrower has not repaid loan in full after
25 years of qualifying payments, but borrower may have to pay income tax
on amount forgiven
Requires borrower to have high debt in comparison to income
Borrower pays more over time than under Standard Repayment Plan

See Repayment Plans, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/understand/plans (last visited
Mar. 8, 2018).
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Comparison of Income-Based Repayment Plans Amounts and Repayment Periods
REPAYE

PAYE

IBR

ICR

Amount

10 % of
discretionary
income

10 % of
discretionary
income but never
more than the
amount for a
Standard
Repayment Plan

10 % for borrowers
new on or after
7/1/2014
----15% for borrowers not
new on or after
7/1/2014

20 % of
discretionary
income
-ORPayment amount
for a 12 year fixed
payment plan

Repayment
Period

20 Years for if all
loans undergrad
loans
----25 Years if any
loans are
grad/professional

20 Years

20 Years for borrowers
new on or after
7/1/2014
----25 Years for borrowers
not new on or after
7/1/2014

25 Years

See Income-Driven Plans, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/understand/plans/incomedriven (last visited Mar. 8, 2018).
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Income-Based Repayment Plans Available By Loan Type
Loan Type

REPAYE

PAYE

IBR

ICR

Direct Subsidized

✔

✔

✔

✔

Direct Unsubsidized

✔

✔

✔

✔

Direct PLUS made to
graduate/professional students

✔

✔

✔

✔

Direct PLUS made to parents

X

X

X

Direct Consolidation Loans that
did not repay any PLUS loans
made to parents

✔

✔

✔

✔

Direct Consolidation Loans that
repaid PLUS loans made to
parents

X

X

X

✔

Subsidized Federal Stafford
Loans (FFEL)

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

✔

Eligible if
consolidated

Unsubsidized Federal Stafford
Loans (FFEL)

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

✔

Eligible if
consolidated

FFEL PLUS Loans made to
graduate or professional
students

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

✔

Eligible if
consolidated

FFEL PLUS Loans made to
parents

X

X

X

Eligible if
consolidated

FFEL Consolidation Loans that
did not repay any PLUS loans
made to parents

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

✔

Eligible if
consolidated

FFEL Consolidation Loans that
repaid PLUS Loans made to
parents

X

X

X

Eligible if
consolidated

Federal Perkins Loans

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

Eligible if
consolidated

See Income-Driven Plans, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/understand/plans/incomedriven (last visited Mar. 8, 2018).
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APPENDIX H.

FEDERAL LOAN CANCELLATION AND LOAN FORGIVENESS
OPTIONS

Summary of Federal Loan Forgiveness, Cancellation, and Discharge Programs

Closed School
False
Certification
Unpaid Refund
Defense to
repayment
Total and
Permanent
Disability
Discharge
Discharge due to
Death
Public Service
Loan Forgiveness
(PSLF)

Teacher Loan
Forgiveness
Perkins Loan
Cancellation and
Discharge
Cancellation for
repayment

Description
Borrowers unable to complete a program due
to the school’s closure

Relevant Section of FSA Website

Borrower may be eligible for discharge if
eligibility to borrow falsely certified by
school
Borrower may be eligible for discharge if
school failed to make owed refund to student

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation#falsecertification

Borrower may be entitled to full or partial
based if school misled them or violated
certain laws
Some physical or mental impairments can
qualify borrower for total and permanent
discharge of federal student loans
Borrower’s death is defense to collection
Death of parents or death of student qualifies
for discharge
Remaining balance of Direct loan forgiven
after 120 qualifying monthly payments under
a qualifying repayment plan while working
for government organizations at any level
and qualified non-profits
Up to $17,500 loan balance forgiven for fulltime teaching for five consecutive academic
years in a low-income or educational
services agency
For individuals working in certain types of
public service or in certain occupations, a
certain percentage of Perkins loans may be
canceled for each complete year of service
Loans may be eligible for cancellation after
20 or 25 years if repayment through incomedriven repayment plan

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation/closedschool

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgivenesscancellation#unpaid-refund
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgivenesscancellation/borrower-defense
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgivenesscancellation/disability-discharge
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation/death

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation/publicservice

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation/teacher

https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgivenesscancellation#perkins
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/understand/plans

See Forgiveness, Cancellation, and Discharge, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation (last visited Mar. 8, 2018).
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Forgiveness, Cancellation, and Discharge Programs Available by Loan Type
Closed School Discharge
False Certification Discharge
Unpaid Refund Discharge

Borrower Defense Discharge

Total and Permanent Disability
Discharge
Discharge Due to Death

Direct Loans
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF)

✔

Teacher Loan Forgiveness
Perkins Loan Cancellation and
Discharge (Including Teacher
Cancellation)

✔
X

FFEL Loans
✔
✔
✔
Only under
circumstances
described in
34 C.F.R.
682.209(g).

Perkins Loan
✔
X
X

X

✔
✔
Only if
consolidated into
Direct Loan
Program
✔

✔
✔
Only if
consolidated into
Direct Loan
Program
X

X

See Forgiveness, Cancellation, and Discharge, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repayloans/forgiveness-cancellation (last visited Mar. 8, 2018).
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✔

APPENDIX I.

LOAN DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR FEDERAL AND
PRIVATE LOANS

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT (HEA)- Applicable to Federal Loans
20 U.S.C. § 1098g

Loans issued under Title IV of the HEA are exempt from State disclosure
requirements

34 C.F.R. §682.205(c)

Lender required to provide disclosure information at no cost to borrower

34 C.F.R. §682.205(d) Disclosures can be made in writing or electronically
Disclosure at or prior to repayment
Information disclosed to borrower must be in simple and understandable
terms
Statement of disclosure must be made at the beginning of or prior to
repayment period
● For Federal Stafford or Federal PLUS loans, disclosures must be
made no less than 30 days but no more than 150 days before first
payment due from borrower
● If borrower enters repayment period without lender’s knowledge,
lender needs to provide disclosures immediately

34 C.F.R. §§
682.205(a)(1), (2)

Lender needs to provide:
● Lender’s contact information (name, toll-free number, and address for
communications to be sent to)
● Scheduled date that repayment begins and, if applicable, deferment
ends
● Estimated balance, including estimated amount of interest capitalized,
owed by borrower on day that repayment begins
● Actual interest rate on loan
● Explanation of fees that may accrue or be charged to borrower during
repayment
● Borrower’s repayment schedule, including the due date of first
installment, as well as the number, amount, and frequency of
payments based on repayment schedule
● Explanation of any special options for the borrower to consolidate or
refinance the loan
● Estimated amount of interest to be paid on the loan based on
repayment plan selected
● Information about special repayment benefits, including limitations
on the benefits
● Description of payment plans available
● Description of options available to avoid or be removed from default,
as well as any fees
● List of any additional resources, including the Department of
Education’s Student Loan Ombudsman
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34 C.F.R. §
682.205(a)(3)

Required Disclosures During Repayment
Lender must provide borrower with bill or statement for each payment
installment period that includes:
● Original principal amount of loan
● Current Balance as of time of bill or statement
● Interest rate on loan
● Total amount of interest for the preceding installment paid
● Aggregate amount paid, including breakdown of interest and fees
paid
● Description of each fee borrower has been charged during the
preceding installment period
● Date by which payment needs to be paid to avoid additional fees
● Amount of payment and fees
● Lender’s or servicer’s address and toll-free contact number
● Reminder that borrower may change payment plans, a list of all
repayment plans available to borrower, a link to the Department of
Education’s website, and directions on how borrower may request a
change in repayment plans

34 C.F.R. §
682.205(a)(4)(i)

Required Disclosures for Borrowers having Difficulty making payments
When borrower notifies lender that they are having difficulty making
payments, lender must provide:
● Description of repayment plans available and how borrower may
request a change in repayment
● Description of requirements for obtaining forbearance and costs
associated with forbearance
● Description of options available to the borrower to avoid default and
the fees or costs associated with these options

34 C.F.R. §
682.205(a)(5)

Required Disclosures for Borrowers 60-days delinquent in loan payments
Within 5 business days of borrower becoming 60-day delinquent, lender shall
provide:
● Date on which loan will default if not payment made
● Minimum payment borrower must make as of date of notice to avoid
default, including payment amount bring loan current or for payment
in full
● Description of options available to the borrower, including deferment
and forbearance options
● Options for discharging the loan
● Any additional resources lender is aware of to provide additional
advice and assistance to borrower on loan repayment
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TRUTH IN LENDING ACT (TILA)- Applicable to Private Loans
Advertising of terms
Advertisements need to be clear and conspicuous and state specific credit
terms that actually are arranged/offered by the lender (12 C.F.R. §§
1026.24(a)-(b))
● If advertisement uses any “triggering” terms, it needs to meet the
requirements listed under 12 C.F.R. § 1026.24(d)(2)
○ “Triggering” terms under 12 C.F.R. § 1026.24(d)(1)
■ Amount or percentage of any down payment
■ Number of payments or period of repayment
■ Amount of any payment
■ Amount of any finance charge
○ Advertisement using “triggering” terms needs to state the
following under 12 C.F.R. § 1026.24(d)(2):
■ Amount or percentage of the down payment
■ Terms of repayment, reflecting the obligations over
the full term of the loan and any balloon payments
■ “Annual Percentage Rate” and if the rate may be
increased after consummation of loan

12 C.F.R. § 1026.47

Disclosure of terms/interest rates
In solicitations for private education loans, disclosures must include:
● Interest rates at the time of solicitation and a statement of whether the
interest rate will depend on borrower’s credit worthiness, whether
rate is fixed or variable, and additional info regarding interest rates
that may increase after loan consummation
● Fee and default/late payment costs
● Repayment terms
● Cost estimates
● Eligibility
● Alternatives to private education loans
○ Need to include statement that borrower may qualify for
federal financial assistance under Title IV, as well as the
interest rates available under each Title IV program and
whether the rates are fixed/variable (12 C.F.R. §
1026.47(a)(6)(i) and (ii))
● Rights of consumers
● Self-certification information

12 C.F.R. § 1026.18

General disclosures for closed-end credit
Disclosures needs to be clear and conspicuous; must be made prior to loan
consummation
● Information disclosed must include:
○ Creditor
○ Amount financed
○ Finance charge
○ Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
○ Variable Rate
○ Payment schedule (amount, timing, number of payments)
○ Total of payments
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○
○

12 C.F.R. §
1026.46(d)(1)

12 C.F.R. §
1026.46(d)(2)

Demand feature
Late payments

Application disclosures
Need to be provided on or with an application for a private student loan
● If application taken over the phone, creditor may choose to (1)
provide disclosures orally while on phone, (2) provide application
disclosure within 3 business days, or (3) place disclosure in mail
within 3 business days
○ Exceptions:
■ Creditor denies application
■ Creditor approves loan and supplies approval
disclosures within three business days
Approval disclosures
Need to be provided prior to consummation of the loan, OR on/with any
notice of approval
● If approval notice provided in person, needs to include approval
disclosure
● If approval notice provided over phone, approval disclosure needs to
be mailed within 3 business days
Approval disclosure must include:
● Interest rate information
● Fees and default/late payment costs
● Repayment terms
● Alternatives to private education loans
● Rights of the consumer

12 C.F.R. §
1026.46(d)(3)

12 C.F.R. §1026.21

Final disclosures
Need to be provided after consumer accepts the loan but prior to disbursement
● Disclosure must include:
○ Interest rate information
○ Fees and default/late payment costs
○ Repayment terms
○ Cancellation rights
■ Consumer has right to cancel loan without penalty at
any time before midnight on third business day
following receipt of the final loan disclosures→ need
to provide specific date on which cancellation period
expires
■ Loan proceeds won’t be disbursed until expiration of
cancellation period
■ Disclosure needs to identify method(s) by which
consumer may cancel loan
Crediting of payments
If credit balance in excess of $1 created in connection with transaction,
creditor shall:
● Credit amount of credit balance to consumer’s account;
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●
●

Refund any remaining credit balance upon written request of the
consumer; and
Make good faith effort to refund by cash, check, money order, or
credit to deposit account any part of the credit balance remaining in
the account for more than 6 months
○ Exceptions:
■ Consumer’s current address unknown
■ Consumer cannot be traced through last known
address or telephone number

*2018 U.S.C. Edition
*2018 C.F.R. Edition
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APPENDIX J.

FEDERAL LOAN SERVICER ALLOCATIONS (JUNE 2017)

ALLOCATIONS AS OF JUNE 30, 2017:
Servicer
MOHELA
Great Lakes
HESC/Edfinancial
Cornerstone
Nelnet
Granite State
Navient
OSLA
PHEAA
Total:

Allocation Percentage
18%
15%
15%
11%
11%
10%
9%
7%
4%
100%

Effective September 1, 2017 through February 28, 2018.
See Servicer Performance Metrics and Allocations, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/about/datacenter/business-info/contracts/loan-servicing/servicer-performance (last visited Mar. 9, 2018) (first select
“6/30/2017” then “Federal Servicer (TIVAS and NFP) Allocations”).
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See Servicer Performance Metrics and Allocations, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/about/datacenter/business-info/contracts/loan-servicing/servicer-performance (last visited Mar. 9, 2018) (first select
“6/30/2017” then “Federal Servicer (TIVAS and NFP) Results”).
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See Servicer Performance Metrics and Allocations, FED. STUDENT AID, https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/about/datacenter/business-info/contracts/loan-servicing/servicer-performance (last visited Mar. 9, 2018) (first select
“6/30/2017” then “Explanation”).
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APPENDIX K.

SUMMARY OF LOAN SERVICING ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE
CFPB

General Issues1
Payment Processing Problems
Payment delays can increase borrower costs
● Delays in processing can result in additional fees and interest charges.
Underpayments may be applied in ways that rake up late fees
● If borrower is unable to pay bill in full and is instructed by servicer to make whatever payment
they can afford, servicer may apply payment across all loans in accounts. The amount paid on
each loan may therefore be below the minimum and borrower can pay late fees on more than
one loan.

Issues regarding Co-signers
Full-loan balances demanded upon death of co-signer
● Private lenders may demand full loan balance upon death of the loan cosigner.
○ “[A] little over a month ago my father passed away unexpectedly. He was the cosigner of a couple of my student loans . . . I haven’t missed a payment on any of my
loans in 3- 4 years at this point. I got a call yesterday . . . alerting me that one of my
loans that was co-signed by my father was referred to [a third party debt collector]
and that they were responsible for collecting . . . [the remaining balance] that was left.
. . . They referred this loan to a debt collector when nothing was wrong!! . . . This is
completely uncalled for, and something that should not have happened. I am at risk of
hurting my credit score for something completely out of my control.”2
Loans in good-standing can be placed into “auto default” when cosigner declares bankruptcy3
● If one co-signer declares bankruptcy, servicer may place loans in default and demand full
payment regardless of whether a borrower is in good standing. Placement in default often
results in negative information being furnished to credit bureaus and referral of account to debt
collector.

1

CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, FACTSHEET: BORROWER EXPERIENCES WITH STUDENT DEBT STRESS 2 (May 14,
2015), http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201505_cfpb-factsheet-student-debt-stress.pdf.
2
See CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CFPB STUDENT LOAN OMBUDSMAN 56 (Oct. 2017),
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/5702/cfpb_annual-report_student-loan-ombudsman_2017.pdf.
3
See CFPB Finds Private Student Loan Borrowers Face “Auto-Default” When Co-signer Dies or Goes Bankrupt,
CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Apr. 22, 2014), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-findsprivate-student-loan-borrowers-face-auto-default-when-co-signer-dies-or-goes-bankrupt/.
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Transfers between Servicers
Borrowers may experience problems when servicers change
● Borrowers assigned servicers and have little say when loan has been transferred.
● Borrowers may not even have knowledge that loans have been transferred to new servicers
until they encounter an issue.
● Change in servicers may cause borrowers to experience delayed or interrupted
communications and fall behind on their payments.
Borrowers may be hit with late fees during transfer
● If payments mailed to old servicer, late charges may be applied to account by new servicer.

Roadblocks for Distressed Borrowers
Servicers may not know where to send distressed borrowers for help
● Borrowers transferred to multiple departments and receive unclear answer or conflicting
responses.
● Servicing personnel may be unwilling or unable to correct mistake in how payment is applied
to account.
Servicing personnel may not be trained to provide help
● Borrowers reported inadequate training and insufficient knowledge of resources available to
borrowers.

Federal Student Loan Servicing Issues4
Issues with Income Based Repayment (IBR) Plans
Issues enrolling in IBR plans
● Common issues include unexpected delays, lost paperwork, poor customer service, and
inconsistent application processing.
● Using a pay stub to verify income may cause application to sit in review status for months or
may cause service to calculate income incorrectly.
● Issues typically result in increased loan costs, reduced benefits, and extended repayment terms.
Issues recertifying IBR plans
● Recertifying IBR plans may cause loans to go into forbearance, despite borrower’s right to
continue making IBR payments while new income amount is determined. Borrowers are
required to recertify income and family size annually to qualify for program. Servicers
expected to process recertifications in a few weeks, but borrowers entitled to keep making
payments at same amount until new payment calculated.
● While waiting for certification, servicers may place loans in forbearance or direct borrowers to
make full standard monthly payment amount. If account spends months in forbearance,
prevents borrower from working towards loan forgiveness through IBR options or PSLF
options.
4

See CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CFPB STUDENT LOAN OMBUDSMAN 56 (Oct. 2017),
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/5702/cfpb_annual-report_student-loan-ombudsman_2017.pdf.
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Inaccessible Loan Protections
Borrowers with older federal loans complain about struggles accessing basic loan protections
● FFELP borrowers experience roadblocks when trying to enroll in IDR plans and consolidation
efforts. Borrowers complain they are not receiving accurate information from servicers about
current eligibility for certain benefits.
Borrowers with less than $20K in debt unable to access full benefits of affordable repayment plans5
● Borrowers who did not complete degree are often driven into forbearance rather than receiving
help to enroll in IBR plan.
Military borrowers complain about access to servicemember protections
● Servicemembers report difficulty accessing student loan protections guaranteed by federal law,
including:
○ Interest rate caps under SCRA
○ Automatic re-certification of IDR plans
○ 0% interest rate reductions while serving in areas of hostility
Borrowers with permanent disabilities who receive SS disability benefits risk having benefits offset if
federal loan defaults
● Borrowers have a right to discharge loans through Total and Permanent Disability (TPD)
discharge process, but they reportedly don’t receive information on how and when to apply.

Private Student Loan Servicing Issues6
Limited repayment options
Limited options for payment relief during periods of financial distress
● During periods of short-term inability to pay (unpaid parental leave, unemployment, etc.)
borrowers struggle to modify payments until income is restored.
○ “I am scheduled to go on maternity leave next month and will be on leave for 12
weeks. I asked that my payments be temporarily placed on deferment due to the
change in my pay. Unfortunately, I was told there were no options to be offered. That I
would continue to be responsible for the monthly payments. I have consistently made
my payments on time for the last six years. This situation will create an unnecessary
burden and stress to an already difficult situation.”
Borrowers and cosigners with severe disabilities have limited repayment options when they can’t
afford monthly payments

5

See Seth Frotman & Christa Gibbs, Too Many Student Loan Borrowers Struggling, Not Enough Benefiting From
Affordable Repayment Options, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Aug. 16, 2017)
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/too-many-student-loan-borrowers-struggling-not-enoughbenefiting-affordable-repayment-options/; CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, CFPB DATA POINT: STUDENT LOAN
REPAYMENT (Aug. 2017), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201708_cfpb_data-point_student-loanrepayment.pdf.
6
See CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CFPB STUDENT LOAN OMBUDSMAN (Oct. 2017),
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/5702/cfpb_annual-report_student-loan-ombudsman_2017.pdf.
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●
●
●

No right under federal law to have private loans forgiven if borrower becomes permanently
disabled. There are limited options for modified payments.
Some private lenders will discharge loan, but the requirements are unclear and the process is
lengthy and confusing.
Cosigners equally liable for debt, but don’t have same protections available to primary
borrower. Since they remain obligated to pay loan, they may have trouble accessing other
forms of credit in order to support their everyday needs.

Unclear information provided by servicer
Difficulty accessing advertised loan benefits and protections
● Some servicers advertise for interest-rate reductions for on-time payments, but borrowers have
trouble accessing benefits claiming requirements are unclear or difficult to satisfy.
● Borrowers report they are unable to access repayment incentives during times of deferment
and that it can take months to reactivate benefits if servicer errors resulted in removal of
benefits.
Servicer do not explain how borrower can successfully qualify for cosigner release
● Although borrower seemingly complete all steps necessary for cosigner release, servicers deny
applications and fail to explain what requirements must be satisfied. Continued obligations to
pay may limit cosigner’s ability to access other forms of credit (ex. mortgage and home equity
loans).

Payment Processing Issues
Servicer incorrectly allocates payment according to borrowers’ instructions
● Borrowers complain that servicers incorrectly apply payments when one payment is submitted
to cover multiple private loans.
● Extra payments on loans may cause servicers to re-disclose loan, lower monthly payments, and
extend loan terms.
○ “I was repaying a student loan to [my lender] for about $300 a month when suddenly
[my servicer] extended my loan for ten years and lowered payments without my
permission. Now it seems that despite asking [my servicer] to remedy the changes they
made without my permission, and despite paying the $300 a month the loan has been
extended beyond the 10 years. I was supposed to pay based on what I believed to be
the terms of the loan. . . . I believe by changing the loan the company intended to
collect more interest and has somehow managed to do that despite never getting my
permission to change the loan.”7

7

Complaint 2302598, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Jan. 21, 2017),
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/5702/cfpb_annual-report_student-loan-ombudsman_2017.pdf.
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APPENDIX L.

ALLOCATION OF LOAN PAYMENTS WITH FEDERAL LOANS

ORDER IN WHICH LOAN HOLDER CREDITS PAYMENTS:

1. Accrued late
charges or
collection costs

2. Outstanding
interest

3. Outstanding
principal

See 34 C.F.R. § 682.209(b)(1) (2018).

ORDER OF PAYMENT ALLOCATION FOR IBR, PAYE, AND REPAYE PLANS:

1. Interest

2. Collection
fees

3. Late
Charges

See 34 C.F.R. §§ 685.209(a)(3)(i), 685.209(c)(3)(i), 685.221(c) (2018).
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4. Principal

APPENDIX M.

CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU COMPLAINT
PROCESS

1. Complaint submitted
Borrower submits a complaint with information about the
issue. Borrower will receive email updates regarding the
status of the complaint and has the option to log in to track
status of the complaint.

2. Reviewed and forwarded
CFPB reviews complaint and forwards the documents
submitted to the loan servicer to get response. If there is another
federal agency that is better suited to handle the complaint, CFPB
will forward the complaint to the appropriate agency and will
contact the borrower.

3. Company response
Servicing company reviews the complaint and communicates
with borrower about the next steps regarding the issue identified
in the complaint.

4. Complaint published
Information regarding the complaint, such as the subject and
date of complaint, are published in the public Consumer
Complaint Database. If borrower consents, CFPB will publish the
borrower's narrative description of the issue with personal
information redacted.

5. Consumer review
CFPB lets borrower know when the servicer responds. After
reviewing the response, borrower will have 60 days to provide
CFPB with feedback regarding the servicer's response.

See Complaint Process, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU,
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/complaint/process/ (last visited Mar. 9, 2018).
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APPENDIX N.

DUE DILIGENCE AND LOAN SERVICING PROVISIONS UNDER
FFEL PROGRAM

FFEL Due Diligence Requirements:
34 C.F.R. § 682.411(b)(3)

34 C.F.R. § 682.411(c)

34 C.F.R. § 682.411(d)

34 C.F.R. § 682.411(e)

Once loan delinquent, FFEL lenders must provide borrowers with
information regarding the availability of the FSA Ombudsman’s office.
If 1-15 days delinquent:
Lender must send at least one written notice or collection letter during this
period informing the borrower of the delinquency and urging the
borrower to make payments.
Notice / letter must include:
● Lender or servicer contact
● Telephone number
● Prominent statement that assistance may be available if borrower
experiencing difficulty in making payments
If 16-180 days delinquent:
Lender must engage in at least four diligent efforts to contact the
borrower by telephone and send at least four collection letters urging the
borrower to make the required payment(s). At least one attempt at contact
by phone must occur on or before the 90th day of delinquency.
Collection letters must include:
● Options available to avoid default, including deferment,
forbearance, income-sensitive repayment, and loan consolidation
● Notice in at least two letter to warn borrower that lender will
assign loan to guaranty agency if loan not paid and, if sent to
guaranty lender, the defaulted loan will be reported to national
consumer reporting agencies
● Notice that agency may institute tax refund offsets, offsets of
other federal payments, wage garnishment, or assignment to
federal government for litigation
If 181-270 days delinquent:
Lender during this period must provide information to the borrower
regarding options to avoid default and the consequences of default. On or
after the 241st day of delinquency, lender must send final demand letter.
Lender needs to provide borrower at least 30 days after demand letter to
respond and to bring the loan out of default.
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FFEL Provisions Regarding Loan Servicing:

34 C.F.R. § 682.208(a)

34 C.F.R. § 682.208(c)(1)

34 C.F.R. § 682.208(c)(3)

34 C.F.R. § 682.208(e)(1)

34 C.F.R. § 682.208(h)

34 C.F.R. § 682.401(b)(4)

Loan servicing includes:
● Reporting to nationwide consumer reporting agencies
● Responding to borrower inquiries
● Establishing the terms of repayment
● Reporting a borrower’s enrollment and loan status information
Lender needs to respond within 30 days of receiving inquiry from
borrower or any endorser on a loan.
If a borrower disputes the terms of the loan in writing and the lender does
not resolve the dispute, the lender’s response must provide the borrower
with an appropriate contact at the guaranty agency for resolution of the
dispute. If guaranty agency does not resolve dispute, the agency’s
response must provide the borrower with information about the
Department of Education Student Loan Ombudsman’s office.
If a loan assignment results in a change in the identity of the party to
whom the borrower must send payments, the assignor and assignee of the
loan must, no later than 45 days from the date the assignee acquires a
legally enforceable right to receive payment, provide either jointly or
separately a notice to the borrower containing:
● Notice of assignment;
● Identity of the assignee;
● Name and address of the party to whom subsequent payments or
communications must be sent;
● Telephone numbers of both the assignor and assignee;
● Effective date of the assignment or transfer of the loan;
● Date, if applicable, on which the current loan servicer will stop
accepting payments; and
● Date on which the new loan servicer will begin accepting
payments.
If a loan has not been assigned, but there is a change in the identity of the
party to whom the borrower must send payments, the holder of the loan
must, no later than 45 days after the change, provide notice to the
borrower of:
● Name of the party to whom subsequent payments or
communications must be sent
● Telephone number of the party to whom subsequent payments or
communications must be sent; and
● Address of the party to whom subsequent payments or
communications must be sent.
Guaranty agency must be able to receive and respond to written,
electronic, and telephone inquiries.

* 2018 Code Edition
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APPENDIX O.

RELEVANT FEDERAL CONSUMER PROTECTION STATUTES

Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act (FDCPA)

Enacted by Congress in 1977 to eliminate abusive debt collection
practices, to insure collectors refraining from abusive practices are not
competitively disadvantaged, and to promote consistent State action to
protect consumer against debt collection abuses (15 U.S.C. § 1692(e))
● Governs activities of debt collectors, including collectors
seeking payment on private student loans
● Primary federal statute governing debt collection

Truth in Lending Act (TILA)

Implemented under Regulation Z (12 C.F.R. § 1026)
● Imposes requirements on creditors regarding disclosure of
terms and interest rates, advertisement of loan terms, crediting
of payments, etc.

Implemented by Regulation E (15 U.S.C. § 1693; 12 C.F.R. §1005.10)
● Imposes requirements on student loan servicer if it obtains
recurring electronic payments from borrowers within the
scope of coverage
Electronic Fund Transfer Act
○ Authorizations for EFT transfer must be made in
(EFTA)
writing or similarly authenticated by consumer (12
C.F.R. §1005.10(b))
○ Servicer needs to provide copy of authorization to
consumer (12 C.F.R. §1005.10(b))
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA)

Implemented by Regulation P (12 C.F.R. § 1016)
● Requires entities to provide privacy notices and limits
information sharing in particular ways

Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA)

Implemented by Regulation V (12 C.F.R. § 1022)
● Requires entities providing information to consumer reporting
agencies to have reasonable policies and procedures to ensure
the accuracy of the information reported

15 U.S.C. § 1691; Implemented by Regulation B (12 C.F.R. pt. 1002)
● Makes it unlawful for creditor to discriminate against any
applicant for any aspect of a credit transaction:
○ On the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
Equal Credit Opportunity Act
sex or marital status, or age (applicant needs to have
(ECOA)
capacity to contract though);
○ Because all/part of the applicant’s income derives
from any public assistance program; or
○ Because applicant in good faith exercised any right
under the Consumer Credit Protection Act
* 2018 U.S.C. Edition; 2018 C.F.R. Edition
See CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, EDUCATION LOAN EXAMINATION PROCEDURES (June 2017),
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/4858/201706_cfpb_Education-Loan-Servicing-Exam-Manual.pdf.
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FDCPA Provisions Relevant to Student Loan Borrowers

15 U.S.C. § 1692c(c)

15 U.S.C. § 1692g

15 U.S.C. §§ 1692b,
1692c(b)

15 U.S.C. § 1692c(a)

Collection agency must stop contacting the borrower if the borrower so
requests in writing
Exceptions:
● to advise the consumer that the debt collector’s further efforts are
being terminated;
● to notify the consumer that the debt collector or creditor may invoke
specified remedies which are ordinarily invoked by such debt
collector or creditor; or
● where applicable, to notify the consumer that the debt collector or
creditor intends to invoke a specified remedy.
In its initial communication or within five days of that communication,
collection agency required to send the borrower a written notice identifying:
● Amount of the debt;
● Name of creditor to whom debt is owed;
● Consumer has 30 days after receipt of notice to dispute validity of
debt;
● If consumer notifies the debt collector of the disputed debt in writing
within 30 days, the debt collector will obtain verification of the debt
or a copy of a judgment against the consumer and will mail copies to
the consumer; and
● Upon the consumer’s written request within the 30 day period,
the debt collector will provide the consumer with the name and
address of the original creditor, if different from the current creditor.
If the borrower raises a dispute in writing within thirty days of receiving
notice of the right to dispute, the collector must suspend collection efforts on
the disputed portion of the debt until the collector responds to the request.
Collection agency may not speak to third parties about a borrower’s debt
unless borrower or a court has given the collection agency permission.
Exceptions:
● Collector may contact creditors, attorneys, credit reporting agencies,
co-signers, spouses, and parents if borrower is a minor
● Collectors may contact third-party contacts if the contacts are solely
for the purpose of locating the borrower, but the collectors are not
allowed to reveal the purpose behind the contact
Debt collector may not contact consumer:
● During inconvenient hours. Unless collector knows otherwise, period
between 8:00am to 9:00pm considered convenient times for contact.
● If represented by a lawyer, unless the lawyer gives permission or fails
to respond to the collector’s communications.
● At place of employment if collector knows or has reason to know that
the employer prohibits personal calls
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15 U.S.C. § 1692d

15 U.S.C. § 1692e

15 U.S.C. § 1692f

Debt collector may not engage in behavior that harasses, abuses, or abuses
any person in connection with collection of a debt. Violations include:
● Use or threat of use of violence or other criminal means to harm the
physical person, reputation, or property of any person
● Use of obscene, profane, or abusive language
● Repeatedly calling consumer continuously with the intent to annoy,
abuse, or harass any person at the called number
● Telephoning without disclosing collector’s identity, when required
Debt collector may not make false, misleading, or deceptive representations in
collecting debts. Violations include:
● Falsely representing the character, amount, or legal status of a debt or
of services rendered or compensation owed
● Falsely stating or implying a lawyer’s involvement
● Using any false representation or other deception to collect or attempt
to collect any debt or to obtain information about the borrower
● Threatening to take any action that cannot legally be taken or that is
not intended to be taken
● Failing to disclose in the initial written communication with the
debtor that the collector is attempting to collect a debt
Debt collector may not use unfair or unconscionable means to collect or
attempt to collect any debt. Violations include:
● Collecting fees or charges unless expressly authorized by the
agreement creating the debt or permitted by law

* 2018 U.S.C. Edition; 2018 C.F.R. Edition
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APPENDIX P.
Entity

Date Filed
●

Citibank, N.A.
Inactive or Resolved

11/21/17

●
●

●
National Collegiate
Student Loan Trusts
and Transworld
Systems, Inc.
Active

Aequitas Capital
Management, Inc., et.
al.
Inactive or Resolved

Navient Corporation,
Navient Solutions,
Inc., and Pioneer
Credit Recovery
Active

Bridgepoint
Education, Inc.
Inactive or Resolved

●
9/18/17

Enabled Corinthian to make highcost private loans so that it would
seem as though the school was
generating enough external
revenue to meet federal aid
requirements

●

Illegally failed borrowers at every
stage of repayment
Provided bad information
Processed payments incorrectly
Failed to act when borrowers
complained
Cheated borrowers out of rights to
lower repayments
Deceived students into taking out
private student loans that cost
more than advertised

●
●
●
●
●

9/12/16
●

Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A.
Resolved

8/22/16

●
●
●
●

Student Aid Institute,
Steven Lamont
Inactive or Resolved

3/30/16

Alleged Wrongful Conduct
Misled borrowers regarding
eligibility for tax deduction on
interest paid on student loans
Incorrectly charged late fees
Adding interest to student loan
borrower balances while still in
school, even though they would
be eligible for deferment
Misled consumers about monthly
bills
Sued consumers for private
student loan debt that could not be
proven as owed or was too old to
sue

●

8/17/17

1/18/17

CFPB ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

●

Engaged in illegal private loan
servicing practices that increased
costs and unfairly penalized loan
borrowers
Failed to provide important
payment information to
consumers
Charged consumers illegal fees
Failed to update credit report
information
Tricked borrowers into paying
fees for federal loan benefits
Misrepresented that it was
affiliated with the Department of
Education
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Additional Information
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/c
itibank-na-student-loan-servicing/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/n
ational-collegiate-student-loantrusts-and-transworld-systemsinc/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/a
equitas-capital-management-incet-al/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/n
avient-corporation-navientsolutions-inc-and-pioneer-creditrecovery-inc/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/b
ridgepoint-education-inc/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/
wells-fargo-bank-n/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/s
tudent-aid-institute-stevenlamont/

Student Financial
Resource Center, and
Armond Aria
Open
Student Financial
Aid Services, Inc.
Inactive or Resolved
Discover Bank, the
Student Loan
Corporation, and
Discover Products,
Inc.
Inactive or Resolved
IrvineWebWorks,
Inc. d/b/a Student
Loan Processing. US,
et al.
Resolved
College Education
Services; Marcia
Elena Vargas; and
Frank Liz
Inactive or Resolved

Corinthian Colleges,
Inc. d/b/a Everest
College, WyoTech,
and Heald College
Inactive or Resolved

●

Charged students and their
families millions of dollars in fees
for sham financial services

●

Engaged in illegal sales and
billing practices

●

Engaged in illegal private loan
servicing practices

●

Tricked borrowers into paying
upfront fees for federal loan
benefits

●

Tricked borrowers into paying
upfront fees for federal loan
benefits

●

Engaged in predatory lending
scheme
Lured students to take out private
loans to cover expensive tuition
Advertised bogus job prospects
and career services
Used illegal debt collection tactics
to make students pay back loans
while still in school
Engaged in predatory student
lending

10/29/15

7/23/15

7/22/15

12/11/14

12/11/14

●
9/16/14

●
●
●

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/s
tudent-financial-resource-centercollege-financial-advisory/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/s
tudent-financial-aid-servicesfafsa-com/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/d
iscover-bank-student-loancorporation-discover-products/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/i
rvinewebworks-student-loanprocessing/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/c
ollege-education-services-marciaelena-vargas-and-frank-liz/
https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/c
orinthian-colleges/

https://www.consumerfinance.gov
/policy2/26/14
compliance/enforcement/actions/it
t-educational-services-inc/
See also Enforcement Actions, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policycompliance/enforcement/actions/?topics=student-loans (last visited Mar. 9, 2018).
ITT Educational
Services, Inc.
Open
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APPENDIX Q.

PROPOSED STUDENT LOAN BORROWERS’ BILL OF RIGHTS
ACT

Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights Act (H.R. 3630; 115th Congress)
The proposed Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights Act of 2017 is meant to establish
student loan borrowers’ rights to 1) basic consumer protections; 2) reasonable and flexible
repayment options, 3) access to earned credentials, and 4) effective loan cancellation in exchange
for public service, and for other purposes.” The Act was introduced by Representative Wilson
on July 28, 2017 and is currently in committee. The likelihood is low that it will pass through
this Congress. The Act is organized by the four goals listed above.
Title I: Borrowers’ Right to Basic Consumer Protections: Title I seeks to expand the
situations under which student loans can be discharged in bankruptcy, subject federal student
loans to a 6-year statute of limitations, and prevent collection on student loans through
garnishment of wages or social security and tax offsets.
Dischargeability of Student Loans in Bankruptcy: Student loan debt is treated differently
than other types of debt under Bankruptcy Code. When a person files for Chapter 13 Bankruptcy,
they are unable to discharge their student loan debt unless they can prove “undue hardship.” The
current standard to demonstrate “undue hardship” is very high, making it difficult to discharge
student loan debt even after declaring bankruptcy.8 The Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights
Act proposes to lower that bar and to make it easier for a borrower who has declared Chapter 13
bankruptcy to discharge their student loans.
Statute of Limitations: Title I also seeks to establish a 6-year statute of limitations for
federal student loans. Private loans are generally subject to statutes of limitations established in

Kurtis Wiard, Hope for the Hopeless: Discharging Student Loans in Bankruptcy, 84 J. Kan. B. Ass’n 24, 25 (Nov.
2015), https://issuu.com/ksbar/docs/10novdec2015.
8
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state contract law (typically anywhere from 3 to 10 years).9 Federal student loans, however,
have no statute of limitations. By reinstating a 6-year statute of limitations, the Act requires
servicers of federal student loans and other agencies to file suit or take other actions to collect the
debt within 6 years of the original default.
Prohibition of Offsets and Wage Garnishments: To collect on defaulted student loan debt,
loan servicers and collection agencies can garnish or offset a borrower’s wages, social security
benefits, and tax refunds. The Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights Act will exempt federal
student loan debt from being collected through those means.
Title II: Borrower’s Right to Reasonable and Flexible Repayment Options: Title II seeks
to exclude the discharging of student loan debt from gross income for taxation purposes, to
permit the funds in tax-advantaged college savings plans to be used to pay back student loans,
and to allow parents and guardians to take advantage of repayment programs for loans they have
taken out on behalf of a dependent student.
Exclusion from Gross Income: Section 201 (“Exclusion from Gross Income for Discharge
of Student Loan Indebtedness”) of the federal bill proposes amendments to the language of
Section 108(f) (“Student Loan”) of the Internal Revenue Code.10 At present, the section allows
individuals to exclude forgiveness of student loan debt from their gross income, and the amount
of student loan debt forgiveness is given a “tax-free treatment,” but only if these individuals
work in certain professions for a specific period of time.11 Also, Section 108(f) sets out
limitations on the kinds of loans that are eligible for tax exemption and does not mention private

Cara O’Neill, Small Claims Statutes of Limitations, NOLO, https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/statute-oflimitations-state-laws-chart-29941.html (last updated Oct. 5, 2017).
10
26 U.S.C. § 108 (2018).
11
George Salimbas, Educational Opportunities for Taxpayers, 18 Akron Tax J. 1, 11 (2003).
9
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student loans.12 By striking these restrictions, Section 201 of the proposed federal bill aims to
expand protection to a broader range of student loan borrowers.
529 Savings Plans: 529 savings plans are tax-advantaged savings or investment plans that
encourage saving for college expenses.13 Contributions are made to the plans and invested so that
it grows over the life of the plan. Earnings are tax-exempt so long as withdrawals are spent on
eligible college expenses.14 Eligible college expenses include tuition, fees, books, supplies,
equipment, expenses related to special needs and accommodations, and costs associated with a
computer and internet access. The Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights Act proposes to
expand the types of eligible expenses to include payments on the interest and principal of a
student loan.
Parent PLUS Loans: Many parents or guardians take out federal education loans to help
finance their child’s college education.15 These kinds of loans, taken out by parents and
guardians on behalf of a dependent student are called Federal Direct PLUS Loans. The Act
proposes to give such borrowers access to repayment programs that are already available to
federal loans taken out by the students themselves. Such programs include income based
repayment, loan consolidation, and loan forgiveness for service in areas of national need.
Title III: Borrower’s Right to a Meaningful Degree: Title III aims to protect a student
loan borrowers’ professional license and access to transcripts. If a borrower defaults on their
repayment of student loans, the Act will prohibit evidence of that default from being used in a
proceeding involving their professional or vocational license. It will further prevent colleges,
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26 U.S.C. § 108 (2018).
An Introduction of 529 Plans, U.S. SEC. EXCH. COMM’N (Dec. 4, 2017),
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universities, or other institutions from blocking a student or former student’s access to their
transcripts, degree scrolls, or certifications while they are in default.
Title IV: Right to Effective Loan Cancellation for Borrowers Engaged in Public Service
Careers: The current Public Service Loan Forgiveness program forgives the remaining balance of
a borrower’s federal student loans after they have worked for ten years in jobs that serve the
public interest.16 Borrowers become eligible for forgiveness after they have made 120 qualified
payments on their student loans (12 monthly payments per year for 10 years) while employed by
a government organization or nonprofit agency.17 The Student Loan Borrowers’ Bill of Rights
proposes to lower the time requirement from ten years of payments down to five years of
payments.
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APPENDIX R.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PHENOM

In addition to the proposed alterations to Bill S.129/H.2173, we provide some additional,
relevant recommendations for PHENOM.
Keep an eye on staffing changes
The Bill can only do so much on its own. The language of the Bill sets up the office of
the Ombudsman and what some of its duties would be, but the Bill does not specifically describe
how those duties would be fulfilled. Its proper implementation therefore will depend in large part
on who the actors are putting it into effect.
Keep in mind the Massachusetts Department of Higher Education and the Office of Student
Financial Aid as Allies
The Massachusetts Department of Higher Education (DHE) is made up of a 13 member
Board of Higher Education (BHE), its staff, and a Commissioner of Higher Education. Indeed,
the bill currently lists BHE as an entity to collaborate with in resolving student loan lending
complaints. DHE could have an important role to play both in advancing state level policy in
regards to issues impacting higher education and as a resource for current and future student loan
borrowers.
The main purpose of DHE is to run the network of UMASS colleges and community
colleges. However, this is not DHE’s only purpose; it has a broader purpose in ensuring that all
Massachusetts citizens have the opportunity to access public higher education. In fact, DHE
explicitly articulates its goal of making higher education truly accessible “to the people of the
commonwealth in all their diversity”. In this way, DHE directly acknowledges the need to
eliminate the disparate availability of higher education to people along racial, gender, and
socioeconomic lines. Eliminating these disparities is a key outcome of DHE’s “Vision Project”, a
plan to boost college completion rates, close achievement gaps, and attract and graduate more
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students from underserved populations. This all suggests that DHE might be an important ally
not only in the passage of this bill, but in its genuine implementation.
The head of DHE is the Commissioner of Higher Education, who is responsible for
providing direction to the Board of Higher Education and shaping state level politics that
maximize the benefits of higher education for citizens of Massachusetts. The current
commissioner is Carlos Santiago, appointed by Governor Charlie Baker in 2015. He has an
extensive academic background in economics. It might be worth appealing to him for his help to
shape Massachusetts policy on student loan debt, an issue which certainly has an impact on who
can access higher education in the state.
Additionally, DHE might be a good entity through which to distribute educational
resources and to communicate with students and borrowers. DHE has an Office of Student
Financial Assistance (OSFA) whose primary purpose is to manage and oversee state funded
financial aid programs and to advise BHE about financial aid policy matters. OFSA additionally
promotes access to higher education by providing information resources to students. Their
website is easily navigable and provides a lot of information to students on the entire financial
aid process. OFSA might be helpful in distributing materials and information to future and
current borrowers.
Follow the Progress of Relevant Lawsuits
It would be useful to track the progress of several lawsuits that are currently working
their way through the legal system, such as ACLU v. U.S. Department of Education and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. PHEAA, d/b/a FedLoan Servicing. The results of these
lawsuits could have important implications for the efficacy of the bill as well as the general
landscape behind the student loan debt crisis.
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